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This dissertation explores the textual and thematic relationships between 

Napn aCSullik, or 'Toem of the Way," by Ibn al-FMd, Abu alqBsim 'Umar ibn 

al-Shaykh Abu al-Basan 'All ibn al-Murshid ibn ~Ali ,  with the Qasidih-yi 

Varrpi3'yyih, or "Ode of the Dove," by MiWi Husayn 'All Ntiri, known as 

Baha-h. We begin with a discussion of sources and methods, then proceed to 

describe the historical and biographical circumstances surrounding the 

composition of each poem. After comparing the narrative s t r u e  of each 

poem, our analysis will center on a comparison of the poetics and rhetorical 

features operating in each text. There follows a detailed diecussion of the 

thematic structures common to each poem. Our project concludes with an 

exploration of the goals and intention as expressed in each poem, comparing 

voice, audience, and the role of the poet. In conclusion, we wiil offer an 

evaluation of ow findings. 

We hypothesize that while BaMlrlliih was asked to compoae his ode in 

imitation of Ibn 1-FMQ's alQeida d - T a m  al-Kuh-, also known as the Napn 

aCSulirk, he used the request as an occasion to compose a poem that gave form 

and text to a mystical experience he attained while in retreat on the mountain of 



Sar Gala, intimated in several comments he made concerning his soj0u.m there, 

quoted by his great grandson, Shoghi Effendi: 

"I r d  the wilderne88 of resignation" He thus depicts, in the Lawb-i- 
Maryam, the rigors of Hie austere solitude, "traveling in such wise that in 
My exile every eye wept sore over Me, and all created things shed tears of 
blood because of My anguish. The birds of the air were My companions 
and the beasts of the field My associates." "From my eyes," He, referring 
in the Kitiib-i-fqan to those days, testifies, "there rained tears of anguish, 
and in My bleeding heart surged an ocean of agonizing pain. Many a 
night I had no food for sustenance, and many a day My body found no 
rest....Alone I communed with My spirit, oblivious of the world and all 
that is therein."' 

By comparing the style, diction, content, and rhetorical features of his poem with 

that of Ibn al-FbriQ, we will evaluate his artistic achievement. Concurrent with 

this we will describe the singular elements of each poem and search out the bases 

for these unique features in the lives of the pets and the cultural context for 

their compositions. This will require a discussion of the belief systems reflected 

in each poem. 

The poetic text is the basic authority to which we will turn. In attempting 

to understand properly that authority, we will have recourse to chroniclers, 

commentators, historians, and critics. Each source, however, must answer to the 

text for its reliability. The text i t d  will be made to answer for its problems and 

difficulties. Finally, we have drafted the first critical edition of ~ ~ ' s  

'BiWubh quoted by Shqhi Effendi, Cad Pllanr By, mbcd edition (WUrmtk: W i  
Pubhhing Tnrt), 1974, p. 120. d BiWuUh, KiMbi-4dn (Wilmctte: Wl Pub- Tnrt), p. 
24941. 



poem. This is found in Append* 2 and translated into English in Appendix 3. 

We are fortunate to have in our poeeession photocopies of two manuscripts in 

the hand of Bah&)ullQh's companion and occasional secretary, Zayn al- 

Muqarrabin. These we will consider authoritative over the Tehran edition: 

prepared by a conunittee of scholars and published by The National Spiritual 

Assembly of the BaM* of Iran, 1964, and reprinted in India. The master copy 

for this edition was also prepared by hand with an engraver's tool, using Persian 

cailigraphic style. As a result, a number of errors crept into the text, while the 

Arabic original is huther obscurred by the Persian orthography. The method of 

printing was most likely a cyclostyling. The copy we used was from the New 

Dehli reprint. For Ibn al-FBriO, we will rely on the critical edition prepared by A. 

J. ~rberry) and a recently published edition from ~mman.' Variant readings 

will be noted when they are significant. For the most part, we have had to rely 

on secondary materials for historical and biographical information. Occasional 

use has been made of the work of other scholars for the analysis of these poems 

or to answer particular questions raised by the texts. However, we have 

endeavored to appmach each work with a fresh perspective. While this parallels 
BaWtWh, A W - i  grbn-i A*), reprinted from Tkc Writings of&H~fW, VO/ 3 . 1 ~  ( ~ c w  

Whi: W1 F u u  Tnat), p. 1%-215. 
' Chester k t t y  Monographs No. 4,7hc Mptial Poans of Ih Al-Far@, edited in transdption 
horn the oldat extant r n u r d p t  in the Chester Beally C o k t b n  by A. 1. Arbmy (Landon: 
Elnerv W*), 1952 
' ~ ~ a b t  ibn d - m ,  IbrWm el-Snuih% ed. FAmmin: Dir 4-Fk W-Nadu wa al-Taw*), 1965. 



the approach advanced by the proponents of a "new criticismt8 espoused by 

American and European literary critics, such as F. R. Leavis and I. A. Richards, 

we have informed our doe reading of t h w  poems with a historical and 

philoiogical approach enabling us to draw the most information from each text 

and enrich our understanding as much as possible. Since the texts themselves 

advance particularly ideological and theological concerns, while employing a 

rich symbolic vocabulary, it is necessary to apply modest hermeneutic methods 

to unpack these symbols, yet allowing them to function freely in our 

imagination. 

In sum, our approach depends on close textual analysis, with recourse to 

relevant historical and interpretive sources. We will take careful note of the 

rhetorical and compositional techniques the poets employ. Methodological tools 

have been selected primarily according to their suitability to the structures and 

themes of the poems, not out of our own particular ideological inclinations. As 

such, we treat these critical methods as part of our tool kit. In this way, we tried 

to avoid the inappropriate application of techniques that would attempt to 

conform the text to suit our views and preferences, rather than allow the text to 

speak for itself. At the same time it will be o w  challenge to avoid a haphazard 

presentation of the m a t e  and the salient issues they raise, not to mention the 

dangers of a random eclectidrun in methodology. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

"Prepare Ye The Way..." 



This chapter will discuss the origins and context in which BahPdliih 

composed his great ode, known as the Q~idrlr-yi Var@3'yy'h, or "Ode of the 

Dove". It will note some of the spedfic inadents in his life, including his 

position as the most influential exponent of the religion of 'All Maammad 

ShuW (1819-1850), known to history as the b b .  Similarly it will cover what we 

know of the life of Ibn al-Fatid and the circumstances in which he composed his 

masterpiece, the Niqm al-Sullik, or "Poem of the Way." 

A face flashing with light 
drew me to her; all the suns 
dimmed before her radiance. 

It seemed the sun blazed 
from her beauty; she manifested 
in all the worlds and grew mighty. 

Her splendor stirred up 
the musk-laden cloud of Heaven; 
her stahare lifted the spirit of loftiness. 

'BahiiUh8 "Qlsidih-yi Varqiilyyih," Anb-i qdrm-i 9Ua, vd 3 fleh~an, 1967). p. 1%. I prefer, 
however8 the read4  in an unpubbhed m u r d p t  in the hand d o n  of ~ ' u D l b h ' s  
companiom kmwn as Zayn a l - M q a m h .  A copy wu pciotmly provided me by the Archi- 
b p u t m n t  of the W i W o t C d  Center, W. 
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With these verses, BaM- begins his poem to the Maid of Heaven. 

This is the figure whom BahiiUih first saw in a vision while imprisoned in 

Tehran's foul dungeon, the infamous Siplh-Cha'I, below the palace complex of 

N&u al-hn Shah. It was she whom BahiiUiih portrays as the bearer of his 

prophetic mission. He desaibes this visionary experience in an important tablet 

known as the Stirat al-HaybI. 

While engulfed in tribulations I heard a most wondrous, a most 
sweet voice, calling above my head. Turning My face, I beheld a Maiden- 
the embodiment of the remembrance of the name of My Lord--suspended 
in the air before Me. So rejoiced was she in her very soul that her 
countenance shone with the omament of the good-pleasure of God, and 
her cheeks glowed with the brightness of the All-Merciful. Betwixt earth 
and heaven she was raising a call which captivated the hearts and minds 
of men. She was imparting to both My inward and outer being tidings 
which repiced My soul, and the souls of God's honored servants. 
Pointing with her finger unto My head, she addressed all who are in 
heaven and all who are on earth, saying: 'By God! This is the Best-Beloved 
of the worlds, and yet ye comprehend not. This is the Beauty of God 
amongst you, and the power of His sovereignty within you, could ye but 
understand. This is the Mystery of God and His Treasure, the Cause of 
God and His glory unto all who are in the kingdoms of Revelation and of 
creation, if ye be of them that perceive!' 

This figure is B a M W s  Gabriel, his angel, his holy muse. She is also referred 

to as a birri, one of the denizens of Paradise mentioned in the Quran. 

Baha'ullihh's experience of the divine world seems to be mediated by this 

feminine personification of the Holy Spirit. Clearly in the passage above, she is 

Wulllh, quoted by Shoghi Effendi in Cad PLEVE By WUmette:Bah4'S Publishing Trust), 
1987, pp. 101-102 



described as a creation of God, not a deity hereelf. It is of further significance 

that B a h W i i h  identifies her as the "embodiment of the remembrance of the 

name of My Lord." Not only does this suggest that she is the fullat expression 

of an attribute of God, but she also embodies a human activity, one that Sufis are 

particularly concerned with: dhrln, the worship of Cod through His mention and 

remembrance, especially the chanting of His names, a discipline in which every 

Sufi, indeed, every Muslim believer, is exhorted to engage. 

The ode unfolds as a dialogue between BahBWh and the Mystic Maid 

in which he describes her beauty, proclaims his love for her and recounts the 

suffering he has endured in the path of her love and service. She rebukes him; in 

reply, he protests his sincerity, worthiness, and ability to perceive her reality. 

She rejects his claims and challenges him to detach himself from all he thinks and 

believes and truly hun towards herself. She concludes with kinder words, 

wishing he could rend asunder the veils of "nearness" and learn a world- 

shattering secret, that remains unmentioned, though it could refer to the 

knowledge of his inner spirit and the station of prophethood latent within him. 

B W U L L A H  IN <IRAQ 

BaMUiih had been living in exile in the city of Baghdad since the 

beghing of 1853, having left Tehran on January 12 and arriving in Baghdad on 



April 10.5 Nii* al-Uin Sheh ordered his exile in commutation of a death 

sentence hued following the notorious attempt on his life in 1852 by two 

distraught and misguided followers of the Bab in the wake of their prophet's 

execution in Tab-, July 9,1850. A large number of summary arrests were 

carried out in the aftermath of the crime and many Babis were tortured and 

executed. LhB%dlihh was spared immediate execution largely due to his royal 

ancestry and the high regard in which he was held, but was forced to leave Iran 

with his family members and several companions. BahUliih had been one of 

the most prominent supporters of the Bab. According to W 3 i  sources, his 

lineage has been traced to Yazdigird DI,' the last of the Silsibnian rulers, 

conquered by the Muslim armies in 642 C.E. and murdered in 651. BaM'ullah 

was interrogated, then imprisoned for four months. He gained release partly 

due to the efforts of the Russian ambassador, and partly due to the confession by 

another Bilbi, Mull& Shaykh 'Ali Tmhizi, sumamed cAqim, who admitted to 
' ~ h c   mud W'i kligions, INISM:  ~ornc mntmpmry Wrstm Accounts, Moojan Momen. 
d. (Oxford: Gmqe Ronald), 1981, p. 177. cfi Adib Taherzadeh, me RRmrtim of 8*d'u01Mk, d. 1, 
Oxford: George R o d ,  revbed edition, 1975, p. 13 and Shoghi Effndi, Cod Rrarr By, 
(Wilmefti:Bahi'i PuMlshing Tnrst), rcvisd edition, 1974, pp. 1069. ' Baly&& H.lu\, W u ' l W I .  me King uf Clay (London: George Ronald), 1980, p. 11. BaMaulllh 
entnr(cd the tvLofcomplling his gmol to the eminent scholar Mirzih Abu Facjl 
Gulpmy@& "MrA Abti l-Facjl writes that % was, in the course of his inwad' ation, 'i rticulrly hnprnred by the M that m severe and unsympathetic a critic of t a &Mat Faith 
and so hod& a comxnatotor) as Riaguli Kh&-i-H&ib I, mfflled the Amiru'sh-Shu'slta~[skj t" 
(l"k Emir of -1, had admitted in the NW-Mmih & Book of Ancaitxy), that the NMs of 
I M h h h i n  are descended from Chosrocs I, the renowned SUnian monarch known as 'Mil 
('The Just). And M confirmation came from &ijl MSrd Ric$4QuU, a half-bmthet of &hYIIIIUh, 
who told M b 4  Abu'1-F41 catqoricall , in answer b his uny, that the NMs p a m i d  a 
w ~ ( . b k t n d n l ~ l i n b r l : l o Y I s d i r d r d ~ L . "  



orchestrating the plot? There was no evidence of any involvement by 

BaM'ulliih in the crime, though Nabil's Nawatiw mentions BaM'ulM receiving 

'Aqim sometime in 1852. Nabll alludes to a topic of their discussions in which 

"Bahii'ulhh condemned his designs, dissodated Himself entirely horn the act it 

was his intention to commit, and wamed him that such an attempt would 

precipitate fresh disasters of unprecedented ~nagnitude."~ Though the S W s  

wounds were relatively minor, the attempt on his life sealed the fate of the Mbi 

community in Iran, fortifying the allegations that they represented a rnapr threat 

to the security of the Iranian state. A homble spectacle ensued as Babb were 

rounded up all over Iran and subjected to the cruelest tortures. Horrified foreign 

consuls complained to the court to no avail. Reports of the atrodties found their 

way into European newspapers? 

After his release, BahaUhh, his family, and a few companions made their 

way aawrs the Zagros mountains, on foot and in winter, to Iraq and established 

their household in Baghdad. Once he had settled there. he set out to revive the 

decimated conununity of the followers of the Bilb. Under the suspicious eye of 

the Persian consulate, he began receiving visitors from Iran. MPny b b i s  came to 
' Nabil-i Acpm, M&acmd-i Zamudi, Tkc h n a - B t a k m ,  NaMI's hkmtiw ofthe EurEorly Days of 
the BUof I te tduh,  Shoghi Wendi, ed. a d  bwl. (WilmetfeB.higf Publbhing Trust). 1974, pp. 
- 7 b  Cf. iW, p. 599. b sbo M o m , ,  p. 1%. Ndrs h k m t k ,  of which Shoghi Effendi 
edited and tnn,Irkd volume 1, under the above M e  w;rr the work of one M&mmad-i Zarandi, 
s u m m e d  NaW-i Agqaa He was first a discipk of (Ali M- S h M d  (1819-11850) known as 
The Bib, and later a disciple and dac companion of ~~. He wrote a len@hy b b r y  of 
tk mhbtrks of the Bhb and&hi-, as yct unpuMbhd in total. 
' w e ,  p. 599. 



visit him and seek his counsel. Some retwned to Iran with messages of 

encouragement to their co~religionisb or BahaWlah's answers to their queries 

r e g d g  the Bab's teachings. A conflict began to develop in the small 

community of BBbis in Baghdad. BaM?11Yh's half-brother, Mlrzii Yabya, who 

later claimed the title "SUM-i h l , "  or "Mom of Eternity was the nominal head 

of the MM community, though he spent most of his time either in hiding or in 

the company of WW. He eventually became jealous of Baha'ullah's 

influence and a tool in the hands of his enemies. Bah8'ulliih decided to retire to 

the mountains near Sulaymaniyyah, leaving abruptly April 10,1854, in hopes 

that the controversy would subside.' He adopted the clothing and lifestyle of an 

ascetic, and assumed the name of Darvish MMammad-i hihi.' He took with 

him, as a traveling companion, Aqa AbualQBsim-i Hamadani. This unfortunate 

gentleman fell victim to highwaymen while tending to some personal business 
' Momen, Op. d., p. 132ff. See also E. G. Bmwne, Matnirls )br the Study ofthe B1M ad Hd'I 
Relights (London: Cambridge University Press), 1918, p. 162ff. 
' Hasan M BPlyuzi, Op. d.. p. IISH. Bahl%dlrh returned to Bagdad exactly two l u ~ r  yean 
later, Murh 19,1856. Sh* Efkndi in the following psraoge from Cod Plascs By refates a quote 
from BahWhh regarding the state of affairs in Bashdad at that time: "Fhlly, disceming, as He 
Himself tdifies in the KWb -i hh, 'the signs of impndins events,' ?le decided that before they 
hppend He would retire. 'The one object of Ow retirement,' He, in that same Book affirms, 
'was to amid becornins a subject of discord among the faithful, a source of disturbance unto Our 
companion, the means of injvy to any sad, or the cause of sonow to any haul.' 'Our 
withdtawai,' he, moreover, in that same pamap emphatically asserts, 'contemplated no return, 

tion hoped br no reunion.'" Based on Ulir statement, we can speculate that the 
mason he c ed his m e  was to avoid recognition so t h t  the controversies and contention &*% 
that had rumwded Nm in Baghdad would not foilow him into Suhymhiyyih. It also mved to 
compklyrnnrmmmunicr~n behmn him and all of hb f a d y a d  Mcnds. 7he BIbi 
cornunity in Baghdad, therefore, was left to its own devices, to pumw ib own cotme and b me 
theloseofitr&hand. ' It b l i l y  that &hi%dhh c o d e d  hb identity not for Uw purpacr of hoqiy,  (o conceal hir 
rrli@ou~ b e k  and affiliatbm, but rather to d b w  him the wlitude and SCCltmion hc dclircd. 
Later, l)rhr~IW would foM his cornp.nbnr b d h m b k  thdr Wh, but d v k d  them to 
exercbc)*n, or wbdom in their act ivih,  so u not to uouc the p i o n s  of the m a ,  

12 



and was murdered. As a r d t ,  BahPuaUBh was left completely alone. Still he 

maintained his residence, sometimes in a stone hovel, sometimes in a cave on 

the mountain known as SarGalQ, a three-day hike from the nearest village. He 

kept to himself, on occasion venturing into the town of Sulaymthniyyah for 

provisions, until some of the Sufis of the Naqshbandi order sought him out. 

Their master, Shaykh Ism#& the murshid, or guide, of the Khiilidiyyah branch of 

the Naqshbandi Order invited him to their I-, or seminary, where he took up 

lodging. He continued to practice silence and seclusion, until they invited him 

pin some of their gatherings. According to the accounts, Shaykh 1s-a 

personally sought out the company of BaM'ulhh after being shown an example 

of his writings. After posing a few questions about the writings of Ibn al-cArabi 

(1165-12101, the great Andalusian mystic, teacher, and writer, they asked him to 

expound further on passages of the Futwt al-AhWyyah, the encyclopedic and 

often abstruse composition that remains one of the greatest achievments of Sufi 

thought and Though we may never how with certainty the 

particulars of those gatherings, W a i  accounts inform us that BahBUliih's affect 

on the people of that region was sufficient to preserve his memory until recent 

times to the extent that efforts to obtain original documents he had prepared at 

the q u e s t  of his hosts were rebuffed for fear that the Lrdra, or spiritual grace 
espddv the mligbw authorities. 
''Bid, p 118. See also, S-hi Eflmd. op. eft.. pp. 122-23, 
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believed to have been conferred by W)ullBh on their families, would be 

withdrawn. The gatherings that BaM'ullilh participated in were likely what the 

Sufis term sarmlc, or "auditions" in which sacred scripture, the teachings of the 

great shaykhe, leading Sufi teachers, or evocative poetry would be read aloud, 

upon which the master or his adepts would offer comments and interpretations 

for the enlightenment of the group and the elevation of their spirits. BahB'ulkih 

greatly impressed his hosts with his answers to their queries regarding the 

meaning and import of these teachings and the facility with which he resolved 

the difficulties they presented. In one of these gatherings, perhaps in an effort to 

find some challenge he might fail to meet, they asked him to compose a poem in 

the style of the great ode, the Num al-Sultik, or "Poem of the Way," also known 

as al-Qasidat al-TWyp al-Kubra, "The Greater Ode Rhyming in # by Ibn al-FMd, 

'Umar ibn 'All Abu21Qasim al-Mbri al-Sacdl (1 181-1235), the much celebrated 

Sufi poet from Egypt, posthumously revered as a saint. W ' u l h h  responded 

by reciting some 20M verses, of which he chose 127 to be copied and shared. It is 

these which have come to us under the title Q@d&-yi VarqdJiyyilr. With them we 

have a number of explanatory notes, attributed to himself. " 

This remarkable display of inspiration and artistry astonished everyone. 

When the Naqshbandis in Iraq sought from BiW- a poear me that 
11 Tahazxlch, op.cit., pp. 62-3 and Effendi, pp. 122-23. 



composed by Ibn al-FMd, they were asking for more than a display of erudition. 

Perhaps they were beginning to suspect that he might be one of those mysterious 

beingsB or hidden saintsB that filled the volumes of Sufi lore and excited the 

imagination of every initiate. This would be a true test of his saintly character. 

If he were a fraud, it would be obvious; if he were not, a more serious dilemma 

would rest in their hands. Appreciating these drcumstances raises important 

questions that unfortunately fall outside the pameters of this study and the 

limits of the materials and sources available to us. The assessment of 

BahaWah's great-grandson, Shoghi Effendi, based on eyewitness accounts, the 

testimony of his own grandfather, and manuscripts unavailable to this writer, 

merits considera tion. 

Such was their reaction to this marvelous demonstration of the sagacity 
and genius of BahB'u'lMh that they unanimously acknowledged every 
single verse of that poem to be endowed with a force, beauty and power 
far swpaming anything contained in either the mapr or minor odes 
composed by that celebrated poet. 

This episode, by far the most outstanding among the events that 
transpired during the two years of BahB'u'LMh's absence from Baghdad, 
immensely stimulated the interest with which an increasing number of 
the culam8s [sic] the scholars, the shaykhs, the doctors, the holy men and 
princes who had mngregrated in the seminaries of Sulaym6niyyih and 
Karka, were now following Elis daily activities .... Such was the esteem 
and respect entertained for Him that some held Him as One of the "Men 
of the U n 8 ' . . e ~ t i l l  others designated him as a "pivot of the universe,'' 
whilst not an inmnsiderable number among His admirers went so far as to 
believe that His station was no less than that of a prophet. Kurds, Arabs, 
and P d a n s ,  learned and illiterate, both high and low, young and old, 
who had come to know Him regarded Him with equal reverence, and not 



a few among them with genuine and profound affection, and this despite 
certain assertions and allusions to his station He had made in public, 
which, had they fallen from the lips of any other member of His race, 
would have provoked such fury as to endanger His Life. Small wonder 
that BahB'u'll4h Himself should have, in the Lawh-i Maryam, pronounced 
the period of His retirement as " tthe mightiest testimony" to, and "the most 
pnfcct and cmclusive mmderrce" of, the truth of His Revelation. "ln a short 
time," is cAbdu'l-&IM's own tatimony, "Kurdistdn ruls magnetized with His 
love. hting this pnEod Bahd'utlW l i d  in pmty. His garments w e  those of 
the poa and naedy. His find wps that of the indigent and lowly. An atmosphere 
of majesty haload Him as the sun at midday. E w y d m e  He wps greatly tmed 
and lovad."'* 

Even taking into consideration the purpolse of Shoghi Effendi's account and the 

bias of the author, these words may well teflect the impression left by BahaUkh 

upon some of the populace of that region. Notables who became aquainted with 

him during this period continued to compand with him after his departure, 

and some even sought his presence in Baghdad. Two important treatises 

elaborating the same themes heated in hie poems, one addressed in response to 

further queries from Shaykh M d y  al-Dln QaQi W q i n  on the one hand, and 

the other addressed in reply to Shaykh < A M  al-Rwiin,  the head of the 

Qadiriyya order in that region, suggest the esteem in which he was held. The 

iate professor I;Iasan B a l p i  also provides comborating evidence to the lasting 

impact BahB'ulMh had on his hats. 

There ate many of its prominent atizens who treasure tenderly the 
memory of BaM'u'Udh8s sopwn amongst their forefathem .... Whenever 
BaM'u'W came into Sulaymhiyyh, to make use of the public bath or to 

-hi Efhdi, Cod AraPcs By, W i l m k  1911, nprinkd 1974, pp. 1 W. 
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make any purchases, He would stay in the Takyh, the theological 
seminary of MawMnA W d .  The original mosque of which Mawldnh 
W l i d  had been the custodian was destroyed in later times, but had been 
rebuilt to the same proportions. Mawlllrul W d  was, at the time of 
BaM'u'Ws sojoum, an old man highly revered amongst the Kurds. He 
reqested Darvfsh M&ammad to draw up a document which would 
perpetuate the custodianship of his institution for his dewendants. That 
and other works hVMl BahA'u'lWs pen are now owned by families in 
Suhymiiniyyih, who refuse to part with them at any price. Some three 
decades ago, a possessor of such a highly-valued relic stated that even 
should he be offered a million dfnats (a million pounds) he would still 
refuse to let that priceless document go, because he was certain all 
bounties would be cut off from him and his family, should it leave their 
possession. ... Even the particular mountain, called Sar-Galrl, which 
W'u'lliih had especially made His home, is held to be a place holy and 

Further research is needed to obtain ftom additional sources information on 

BdWuUh's visit to, and his affect on, the region and its people. Even so, it is 

evident from the preceeding accounts that he was regarded by some as a saint 

who demonstrated miraculous powers, induced higher states of consciousness, 

and possessed bar&, transfenable spiritual grace. Otherwise, the places and 

objects he had contact with would not be thought to hold such value in recent 

Word of the accomplishments of this remarkable stranger spread quickly 

through the region. Soon the Bhbis residing in Baghdad deduced from these 

reports about " D a m  Muhammad-i hi," together with word of the murder 
'%sari 8.lyozL Op, dt., pp. 118-19. The author noted one of his ~~ for this p s q e  as 
foUow8: Ihc author b hdebted Q Mr. hk'ud Betdjb fbt dcWh of ~ y m W y y a h  and its 
inhabitants d a  recent vtarrr." 



of his traveling companion AbQ31Q@sim=i Hamadm, whose departure until 

then had not been linked to his master's, that Baha'ullah could be found in 

SulsymPniyyah. His family dispatched an envoy, Shaykh Sdm, the father-in- 

law of BahBWBh's faithful brother, Aqa-yi Kalim, along with a companion, 

Javad aCHa&Bb, to find him and petition him to retum to Baghdad. When they 

succeeded in locating him, he perdeved in the numerous, fervent, and anxious 

p b  for him to nztunt8 the will of God that he should abandon new-found 

friends for the ponderous duties awaiting him on the banks of the Tigis. He later 

wrote, "From the Mystic Source, there came the summons bidding us return 

whence we came. Surrendering our will to His, we submitted to His 

in junction!' '' 

The first question we wish to address regarding the poem by Baha'ulla is 

this: what features and issues recommend this poem for an in-depth study, 

analysis, and comparison with the classic poetic achievement of Ibn al-FariQ? 

Satisfactory answers to this vestion fall into three categories: historical, 

religi01.s~ and literary. The poem is one of the most sigtuficant literary works 

from the pen of BaWuW, the founder and central prophetic figure of the BaMJi 

Faith. The poem is also one of his earliest works and one of the first regarded by 

BaWb as part of the body of W'Z scripture. It is interesting to note that his 



first revelation was also a poem in Persian, known as &d#-i ch-. While mat 

of Bahauah's writings were epistlee and treatises, the number of his poems in 

Arabic and Persian is not inconsequential. 

LITERARY CONTEXT 

Assessing the literary merits of this ode will occupy much of our work. 

The standards we will employ for this evaluation will be elaborated on in the 

succeeding chapters; however, they include beauty of diction and imagery, 

freshness and originality, and the conscious response to, or conformity with, 

some of the standards of erudition commonly held by Arab critics, in particular 

the maintenance of meter and rhyme and the use of rhetorical figures. We will 

employ the same standards in regard to the ode of b n  al-Farid. We will use the 

latter composition as an established point of reference to appreciate the task of 

composition undertaken by W W h h .  

His poem was compsed somethe between 1855 and 1856, near the time 

of a major tuming point in the history of Arabic literature. The Arabic language 

and letters were on the eve of a major transformation. A new Arabic translation 

of the Bible was about to be published. Every year, a handful of students were 

leaving the Middle East to study abroad. In a few decades, this trickle would 

hun into a steady stream of the best and brightest young minds seeking broader 
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horizons. Often they were sent with funding from either native governmental 

sources or fmm private and missionary sources, as Arab began to search for the 

seaet of Europe's growing ascendancy and to learn more about the wonders of 

these strange and powerful empires. The cumulative effect of these impulses 

and trends would lead to an Arab mnahance, the emergence of Arab 

nationalism, and result in new forms of government, economic organization, and 

even of literary art. A sea change had already begun in the Middle East when 

B a ~ ~  was forced from his native home to the hunultuous world and 

waning fortunes of the once glorious Ottoman Empire. 

While it is not unusual for a Persian to compose Arabic poetry, few critics 

have given serious attention to the Arabic cornpions by non-Arabs, even by the 

most celebrated of Persian poets, such as Rumi Recently, researchers and 

scholars have begun to consider the merits of poetry previously deemed 

unworthy of attention, in particular some of the vernacular poetry composed in 

the 20th Century and earlier. Similarly, important work has been done on oral 

poehy. Perhaps the time is right to encourage further research and evaluation of 

non-native Arabic poetry. The case of B a h i i W  is perhaps unique in that he 

founded a mapr religious movement, but the use of poetry by mystics and 

charismatic religious leadm is so common as to be considered expected, 

particularly among his hosts in Sulaymitniyyah. So it was entirely appropriate 



that he would be asked to compose e x t e m p o r a n d y  in order to demonstrate 

not only his erudition, but the degree of his spiritual attainment. To better 

appreciate his achievement, it should be noted that BahaWiih was not well 

schooled in Arabic letters or, for that matter, well practiced in the inMcaaes of 

Sufi theology and ritual practice. According to his biographers and the 

testimony of his own pen,'' he recxived only the usual schooling that one would 

expect for the son of a court minister and member of the Persian nobility. He 

had no specialized training. He must have studied the w a n  and the basic 

commentaries, with, theology, rhetoric, and some literature. Undoubtedly he 

also benefited from the less formal educational atmosphere of Persian soires and 

speculative discussions involving those visitors who called on his eminent father, 

or at the court to which he may have been invited. At the same time, it should be 

noted that BaMUtih was reared in a cultural milieu saturated with scriptural 

references, poetic aphorisms, and an ingrained appreciation for verbal artistry 

that was probably nearly refiexive in the upper classes of Persia in the 19th 

-w* 

l5 &hi&. u - i  mn- hi/& bih Shu@ Mu(lanmd T q i  Muji&id-i lwni nuWf&ih Mhp, 
(Langenhah W i - V e r l y ) .  1983. p. 28-29, He states in hb tablet to N&ir al-Lh SMh, T h e  

~ t . m o ~ m c n , I r M * d m t ; t h c i r ~ I s I c n ( c r r d ~ .  W o f t h e d t y w M n I  
dwelt, 7 t thou rmyest be well mured that I am not of than who speak falsely ..." 'This tablet is 
quoted in B r h i ~ U h ' s  Epistle to the Sac ofike Wdfi Shoghi Effendi, bons.,Wilmettc: BaM'i 
Publ idh~  Tmt,  1911,1988, p. 39. 



IBN AL-FARII? 

Let us now turn ow attention now to the poem (and poet) BaM-h was 

asked to emulate. Ibn al-FBriQ compoeed hie remarkable diwrin, or collection of 

poetry, in Egypt and Arabia. Though his family was from Hama, Syria, he was 

born in Egypt in 1181, the son of a women's advocate before the Egyptian Court, 

the evident meaning of 1h al-frM4, and received a modest education. He 

accompanied his father to the classes he taught and to As a youth he 

studied with and Shafil law. According to some sources, he set out on the 

mystic path while still young. Professor Th. Emil Homerin has begun the 

difficult and important task of separating fact from fabrication in biographical 

and hagiographical sources regarding this great poet. He offers the significant 

o h a t i o n  that Ibn al-Fiidd's contemporaries viewed him primarily as a poet 

and teacher, with Sufi inclinations. His two sons were invested with the mbe of 

the order of al-Suhrawardi, reportedly by the shaykh himself, during the poet's 

last visit to Mecca in 1331. However, we lack reliable evidence that ibn al-Farid 

a d d  as a Sufi shy& himself, though the evidence to the contrary is similarly 

unconvincing. Homerin cites stronger evidence that he made his living teaching 
'k A. NkhoIron and J. Memen in the article, "Ibn al-F&d&" Eneycbdal* of idnn, 2nd edition 
(Leiden: E. J. Brill), p. 763, identify the meaniq of hb name as that of a notary public. Nichdvn 
stah the same in his articJe on Ibn al-Fw in Studin in ls&& MylJkba (Cambride: The 
u~vcnity hss),  1921, p. 164. 'Ih. Homerin comxb Chis in hb boo&, F m  Anb hu?t do Mudm 
hint:  h bn-Fw, His Vnsc d Hip Shri~e (Columbia, South CamJh: University of South 
CuaUna Press), 1994, p. 16. 



poetry and with. After returning fnrm his Hrd. and lengthiest visit to Mecca, he 

took up residence at al-Azhar, the famous mosque and school in Cairo. He was 

married, with two sons8 'AM al-r(ahaan and K a d  al-Din Ma-d. He 

also had at least one daughter, who was the mother of his grandson, 'Ali Sib# Ibn 

aCWriQ, who authored his grandfathefs biography, Dzxjuh . He had at least two 

students who became accomplished poets, S W b  al-Din Mdammad Ibn al- 

Khiyami and Ibn IsmB'il. As a young man, he seems to have had a fondness for 

seclusion in the hills and deserts near Cairo, practicing ascetiasm and solitude. 

He continued this form of worship in the HijBz. According to hagiographical 

accounts, when he returned to Cairo, many regarded him as a saint; he resided at 

al-Azhar, at that time, teaching as we have mentioned. He died there January 23, 

1235.'' His tomb is visited to this day." 

His dim-n was first edited by Shams al-Din Abu CAW Allah M u w d  

ibn Abi Bakr ibn Mt&mmad al-FMsi al-Skfici al-lki!' However, the edition by 

his grandson, 'Ali, is the basis for nearly all its publications. It is of very modest 

length, but singularly remarkable in style, craftsmanship, and nobility of theme. 

With his work, Sufi p o w  reaches its apex in the Arabic language. R. A. 
" A. J. Arberry, Tke pmn oftk Way, Cheder Bertty Monographs, No. 5 bndon: Emery W-r), 
LTD, 1952, p. 5. 
'%omerin, w. Ea., pp. 90.91. 
19Chestet Batty b b m p p h s  No. 4.m Mystii Pmns 4 h  AI-F&i$, edited in trandption 
horn the oldest extant mrnmdpt in the Chester Beatty CoUeetion by A. J. Arbrrry Rondon: 
Emefv Walker), 1%2, p. 8. 



Nicholson observes that "the Dlt& of Ibn al-Fibid, though small, b one of the 

m& original in Arabic literahue. Paseibly the minor odes, which exhibit a style 

of great delicacy and beauty and a more or less copious use of rhetorical artifices, 

were composed in order to be sung with musical accompaniment. .!' .'* 

Ibn al-FariQ's most studied and m a t  celebrated poem is the daunting ode 

known as the "Nam ul-Sullik!' Comprised of 760 couplets in the taw7 meter and 

rhyming in ti, the poem is, according to A. J. Arberry "entirely without parallel, 

and considered only as an example of rhyming virtuosity it must be accounted 

most remarkable."21 But it is not the length that is so asto~shing about this 

poem. It is the poet's ability to elaborate his theme with such intricacy and 

beauty, while creating a dramatic tension suffiaent to hold the reader's interest 

until the poem's sublime conclusion. Most Arabic ~~ contain 50 lines or 

fewer and only a few exceed 100 couplets. It could be argued that Ibn al-Farid 

was on the verge of creating a new verse fonn in Arabic. Poems of this length 

occur as verse narratives in colloquial Arabic poetry, being oral epics, and in 

some classical vtjriC; it is  used in Persian more frequently as either narrative or 

didactic works known as muthmW. His poem is none of these, yet shares 

features with each. It is at once lyrical, dramatic, narrative, and didactic. 

Both poems are primarily concerned with conveying a mystical 
%ichobn and Mmmn, Op. dt., 763. 
'' -, 0p.d.. Po 5. 
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experience, a divine vision that precipitated a fundamental transformation in the 

inner and outer life of the poet. This transformation resulted in the obliteration 

and reformulation of the identity of the individual self in relationship to its 

creator, the source of its material and spiritual life. The narrator of the poem 

claims to achieve such a complete state of servitude to the divine Beloved that he 

ceases to speak with his own voice so that the voice of God or His Messenger 

emerges. Ibn al-FMQ may fall into the broad category of Sufis who practiced 

zuhd, or asceticism. Unlike some of the poets who later emulated him, we are 

confident that the wine refered to in his poem is symbolic, as are the references to 

erotic love. Like much mystical poetry, the passion communicated in these 

venres deliberately blurs the distinction between spiritual and erotic lov; we have 

no indication that the poet is refemng to a human partner." 

MVmc VISIONS 

BaM-, too, was practicing asceticism and seclusion0 in the mountains 

of Kurdistan when he recited his ode. In contrast to Ibn al-FUQ0 he chose 

asceticism and sditude more as a response to specific personal circumstances 

than to achieve a particular spiritual state or be enabled to access a high degree 
" Even bn al-cArabi (d.1240, the great Sufi writer a d  taxher from AndaIW. was compUed 
b Wtite a commentary on his volume of patry entitled Tajunh, J-Aslnrlp to answer aitics who 

and h y i n g  hb commitment to the mystical path. Ibn 
d-FW# waa sub cdtidsms regard- aUeged hbek,  views in 
a m t  with Ibn .I-SArabi, but wrr not rmvd of Lnpmpr psuiow. Ste Mow. 



of mystic knowledge. While we have less information regarding this period than 

others of BaM'ullilh's life, we do have a few comments from his own pen 

regarding his circwmtan~e8, state of mind, and particulars of purpose. 

In the early days of Our arrival in this land, when We discerned the 
signs of impending events, We decided, ere they happened, to retire. We 
betook Ourselves to the wilderness, and there, separated and alone, led 
for two years a Life of complete solitude. From Our eyes, there rained 
tears of anguish, and in Our bleeding heart there surged an ocean of 
agonizing pain. Many a night We had no food for sustenance, and many a 
day Our body found no rest. By Him Who hath My being between His 
hands! not withstanding these showers of afflictions and unceasing 
calamities, Our soul was wrapt in blissful joy, and Our whole being 
evinced an ineffable gladness. For in Our solitude We were unaware of 
the harm or benefit, the health or ailment, of any soul. Alone, We 
communed with Our spirit, oblivious of the world and all that is therein. 
We knew not, however, that the mesh of divine destiny exceedeth the 
vastest of mortal conceptions, and the dart of His decree transcendeth the 
boldest of human designs ... Our withdrawal contemplated no return, and 
Our separation hoped for no reunion. The one object of Our retirement 
was to avoid becoming a subject of discord among the faithful, a source of 
disturbance unto Our companions, the means of injury to any soul, or the 
cause of sorrow to any heart? 

B a h d W  then renounced his seclusion, not out of preference, but against 

his personal wishes, in order to shoulder the responsibilities pressed upon him. 

His great-grandson, Shoghi Effendi, describes the situation in Baghdad, to which 

WUiih returned, and includes his progenitor's own comments. 

Kutds and Persians vied with each other, when confronting them 
[the Babis] in the streets, in heaping abuse upon them, and in vilifying 
openly the Cause which they professed. Little wonder that on His rehvn 



to Baghdkd Bahii)u3UBh should have desaibed the situation then existing 
in these words: "We Jound no nnm than a handful 4mds, hint and dispirited, 
nay utterly last and daad. Tlu C a w  @Cod Cod c d  to bc a, any one's lip, 
nor was any k r t  reccptior to its mwuge." Such was the sadness that 
overwhelmed Him on His arrival that He refused for some time to leave 
His house, except for His visits to K&imayn and for His occasional 
meeting with a few of His Mends who resided in that town and in 
BaghdBd. 

The tragic situation that had developed in the course of His two 
years' absence now imperatively demanded His return. "Frm the Mystic 
Source," He Himself explains in the Kitrfbi fqdn "there came the summons 
bidding Us return whence We came* Suwmdmmtlg Our will to His, We 
submitted to His injuncth." "By Gal besides Whan there is none other Cod!" 
is His emphatic assertion to Shaykh Sulwn, as mported by Nab11 in his 
narrative, "But jiw My mognition of the fact that the M d  Cause of the 
Prim1 Point [the i b l  wus a the m g e  4 Mng completely oMitmtted, and all 
the sacred b l d  pourad out in the path of God would haw ban shed in win, I 
would in no wise how m m t e d  to nhtwt to the people ofthe h y b n  [the BaMsl 
and would have abandoned them to the rvotship ofthe idols their imginatims had 
fashimed. "24 

BahaUhh indicates in these quotes his complete reliance on the will of God. He 

suggests that his decisions were divinely inspired and in contradiction to his 

own wishes and desires. He alludes to a mystical and visionary experience that 

seems to be a regular and important kature of his daily life. We will read in the 

poem how he reaches this state of detachment, resignation, and inspiration. His 

searing criticism of the Mbis parallels a statement made in his last note of 

commentary on the poem in which he levels a devastating criticism of the 
" Shoghi Effendi, in C d  Plsss By0 pp. 1254. The source of the first quotation by B&ullih in 
not mmtbnd. but it b probably the same Nabfits M m t b  cited above. According to the lak 
Hrrn M My&& Shrykh Sulm wrote a chronicle dcrriMn8 his quest to Rnd Bshii'ulUih in 
~~# hb joumey, and their &urn. U. Bid-# op.cit., p. 122. 'h reference to the K i t l t i  

is hh#uUh"ul trcwtime dtcd above, p. 25O.W book rhnds as his pmembmt thcobgical 
work ud wati w&en in -Mad in 1861, five years after his sojourn in SulavmWyyah. 



spiritual and intellectual conditions of the leamed classes of his day. 

Ibn al-Farid also may have experienced a mystic vision that gave him a 

sense of a M& mission for his life. Nicholson comments that ibn al-FBriQ, 

while in the wilderness, "had a vision of the Prophet!'* In a similar vein, 

Arberry states that, "dedicated from early manhood to the mystic's way of 

withdrawal from the world, he was utterly satisfied in later days to remember 

with ecstatic pleasure the pilgrimage he made to the Sacred Places of Arabia, and 

to meditate upon the union with the Spirit of Maammad which he then 

experienced. When he died on 23 January 1235, he left behind him the memory 

of a holy life surrendered to the Will of AUah, and a small collection of exquisite 

poetry."26 The comments of Nicholson and Arberry portray a simple life guided 

by simple, yet sublime motives, in stark contrast to the tumult and torment that 

surrounded W W h .  Yet the circumstances of each poet were more complex. 

The peasant and merchant classes in Egypt fell prey to political and economic 

vicissitudes that led to strife in the Egyptian cowt and among the learned figures 

that depended on their patronage. During his lifetime, b n  al-FBriQ appears to 

have been able to shelter hixnself fron their banetul influence with some success, 

hence his choice of residence at the al-Azhar mosque and college. Posthumous 

interpretation of his thought and his spiritual station became a highly charged 
55 Encycbpdnlo of &m, liJnn,.cit, p. 763. ' Arbucy, ap* dt., p. 5. 



political issue. B a h i i U  similarly sought refuge, with success, in Kwdistan 

where he composed his ode, only to have to retum afterward to the center of the 

hay. 

Nicholson and Arberry relied too heavily and uncritically on 

hagiographical material wrilen two generations or more after the death of Ibn 

al-FilriQ, especially the biography by his grandson We have a similar 

challenge with many of the sources for W ' u l l a h ' s  biography. Homerin takes a 

more cautious approach to this work; though he relies heavily on Issa Boullata, 

he builds his case for a fresh view of the life of the poet based on original 

research and presents newly discovered sources. He rightly acknowledges the 

strength of the sources for Sib1 cAli's biography, being the first two descendents 

of the poet, but also suggests that, in part, the motives behind the work may have 

been to d v e  the growing dispute over his theological views, and in part, to lay 

the foundation for his canonization as a saint and the creation of a Sufi tarfqa, 

order, for his physical and spiritual descendents. On the other hand, Homerin 

also acknowledges another, earlier source that corroborates the popular view of 

Ibn al-FW as a pious mystic. However, the other notices by his contemporaries 

and his students suggest that he wrote a wider variety of poetry than 

represented in his diwdn, including poems written in colloquial Egyptian that 

displayed a quick wit and an urbane sensibility. This may provide the impetus 
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for a fresh reading of his poetry, un-w by the centuries of Sufi 

commentaries attached to the study of his poetry. The work of uilmi, Issa 

BoulattaIn and others point in the direction of appreciating his work as that of a 

poet, &st and foremost, and secondarily for its mystical content that has led to 

an interpretation applied un ivedy  and may not be appropriate to al l  of his 

poetry. The following chapters will take up the questions we have raised. 
Zf~~mer in ,  Op. dt., pp. 15-28. Scc hu Bwhtta, "Toward a Biography of bn al-F-," Arrbia 
28 (19sl): 3ew; "Verbal Am ue and Mystical Union: A Shdy of (bn aI-Fiiri$s 'Al-TaBiyya 
AL-Kubra!" Anb Stdies mter k") y 3 (1S1): 15249.; I$lmi, Mt&ammd Mu#fih, Ibn uf-Fdnq UMI 

al-HUM ul-iMi, 2nd d. (Cairo: DBr al-MacWifl, 1971. 



CHAPTER TWO 

The Way of Love 



In the following pages we will analyze and compare the narrative 

trajectory as it develops in each poem. It builds, couplet by couplet, as the poets 

spin the tales of their mystical adventures. Each poem is based on a construct of 

interiority as the poetic voice communes alternately with itself and its beloved, 

although external recipients are mentioned. This communion is both an 

expression of the inner state the poet has been able to achieve and the provision 

of a set of guideposts for the reader or listener to follow should he seek to 

achieve a similar goal. So it is at once a song that wants to be sung and a manual 

for drawing closer to the divine spirit. It uses the metaphor of cowtship, linking 

it with the underlying symbolic structure of the purney, a "mystic's progress." 

The narrative force of each poem is generated by a similar impulse toward a 

similar goal. Both poem are filled with a divine ecstasy, a torturous yeaming 

for the unattainable-union with God. Yet, in striving for this g a l ,  the soul may 

achieve something far more wondrous than the attainment it had imagined. The 

narrative structure of the two poems follows, generally, the broad outlines of the 

mystical path as defined and described in Sufi literature. Ibn al-FiiriQ's Napn 

al-Sullik adheres more closely to the pattern and terms of the "mystic's progress0' 

than BahB'u~Ws Qa@dih-yi VmqHyyih. Similarly, Ibn al-FBriQ conforms more 
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strictly to the required compositional elements of the cfasihr. These two sets of 

requirements intertwine to form the basis of the narrative structure in each ode. 

The metaphor of the joumey or path occurs frequently in Islamic mystical 

writings. The term 1-a literally means path road or way, yet has the technical 

meaning of "Sufi order." The order is both an organizational struchue, or 

fellowship, and a way of life, a spiritual cowse of study with a special set of 

requirements that involve study, discipline, and ritual practices. Common to 

most orders is a detailed concept of the mystical path consisting of series of 

stations or stages that mark the progress and attainments of the devotees. The 

m p m ,  a station earned or achieved and retained, is distinct from the wl, an 

impermanent state of consciousness or perceptive condition that may be granted 

to the seeker by God, rather than it having been earned. The station often 

corresponds to an attribute or developed character trait that, once it is achieved, 

becomes a permanent aspect of the seeker's spiritual condition. It also indicates 

the degree of proximity to his goal, that of d08eness to God or His Messenger. 

The stations are variously described and named in many works by the scholars 

and shaykhs, or masters. Ibn almCArabi desaibes upwards of one hundred stations 

in his writings. Most of these ccneepond to attributes of God; when they are 

ascribed to, or reflected in humsn beings, he informs us that they can be either 

stations or states, depending on whether they are pemwent and pduce a 
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result or benefit, in which case they are stations. Otherwise they are transitory 

and are states.' AlQushayri enumerates forty-five stations in his Risda.? 

Atmad a l G d i  ch- eighteen stations and grouped them into eight headings 

to the later artldes in his semlnal work on Sufi thought and practise, $Ha Wun 

al-Ditt? These comprised most of the last section of this work, grouped under the 

title, "The Way to Salvation." They are huh, or conversion; sabr and dub, 

patience and gratitude; Wlauf and rap, fear and hope; MI and zuhd, poverty and 

ascetidsm; twY and tawkhl, belief in the oneness of God and trust in him; 

ma@bh, dmq, uns, and ti&, love, yeiuning, intimacy and satisfaction; niya, si4,  

and ikhlris, intention, truthfulness, and sincerity. BaM'ullah cornposed two short 

treatises of his own on the stations of the mystical path.' These were addressed as 

epistles to the two Iraqi individuals, mentioned in Chapter One, in response to 

inquires they had made to him. Both were composed in Persian shortly after his 

retum from Sulaymhiyyah. In the first he identifies seven mruh3, or stages, 

along the path to attainment (sir-i sdli'ka'n), and calls them valleys. They are lalab, 

'william Chittick, Tkc Sup PIih of Knowledge (Albany: Sate Univtruity of New York Press). 1969, 
pp. 279-m. 

'A. J. Atbcny, Sufbt:  An Awatnt oftk Mystics of kkm (New York Harpr and Row), 197'0. pp. 
74-79. See Quhayri, Abti dQWm 'Abd al-Karim ibn Ha-, 886.10 dl-RislL al- 

AW al-blim lbfdunud, d (CobD: Dlv d-Kutub al-witha). 1966. 

' AIC- Abu tlPmid M- ibn M-, @yP W n  rl-Dln (Beirut: air 
al-Qabm), 19003 

'W'ullrh, 7'he Smoa Valleys ad the FOM Valleys. Por the Persian, set rich-i @lam-i 
flehnn[l%ll; reprint, Ncw k h l k  Bahiq Pub- Trust) 1972, pp. 92-157. 



w a d ,  Wq, love, ma~ri't, knowledge, t-id, unity, istifinu, contentment, 

m a t ,  wonderment, and lastly fwi hqf9C m, (pnua-yi q l i ,  true poverty and 

complete effacement? A thorough discuseion of the mapr stages of the mystical 

journey, their meaning and significance would prevent us from addressing the 

subject at hand. Instead, we will name a few of those most important to the 

narrative and thematic struchwa of the two poems and reference them in the 

course of our discussions. 

The first stage is recognition or conversion as the seeker obtains a glimpse 

of his goal, and decides to pursue the mystic, inner path towards God or the 

Beloved. For this reason B ~ ~ h  names the first valley "search." The 

component of this stage of the journey are patience and restraint, pain, longing, 

and denial of the self and its appetities. If the devotee is successful in his or her 

search, he draws nearer to the Beloved, discovers some sign of the nearness of 

her presence and enters the stage of love. This stage includes yearning, ardor, 

ecstasy and pain. If his ardor is sufficiently intense, and God favors him, the 

seeker will attain knowledge, certitude, and vision. This is not Qm, or acquired 

knowledge, but mpWfPt or 'irfrin, inspired or experiential knowledge of God and 

the spiritual realms. True knowledge will lead to t&iii, or divine unity. At this 

stage, multipliaty is &aced and the seeker sees only God. His words and deeds 

' H., and A*-i Qllrm-i flchnn [1963J; reprint, New Dchli: W'I Putdishing T-1 
1972, pp. 92-137. 
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perform the will of God. His m v e  faculties are Ireed from all limitations of 

materiality and self. In this stage the seeker is pwified of self and rewarded with 

the riches of God. This leads to contentment, for everything is from God and 

everything tetwns to God. The term we find in the writings of Ibn al-Arabi, and 

W U a h  as well, is b y a ,  beddement  or astonishment. This fonn of 

knowledge is not confusion, but the recognition that divine knowledge and 

vision are sanctified from the limitations of human knowledge. There is only 

God and not/God. God is absolute existence and everything else is in a 

contingent state of parHal being and partial nothingness. The mystic experiences 

something beyond the rational and perdeves unity and multiplicity 

simultaneously. The last stages the seeker reaches comprise being and 

nothingness, death and eternal life, that is, @naa and h-'. His dies to himself 

and lives in God, his particular existence is effaced in the presence of God. He is 

then revived and subsists by the sustaining grace of God. This subsistence may 

also lead to a reham to the world of humanity, while maintaining a state of 

absolute se~tude. 

As we begin to explore the materials of this poetry, we will refer to the 

stages or stations mention above. We now turn to the particular literary 

requimnent~ of this form of poetry. Abbasid love poetry developed an elaborate 

system of stock characters and rhetorical figures that mystical pods such as bn 
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&Farid adapted to their themes and arguments. The hero or lover common to 

earlier odes becomes an adept, mystic lover, or traveler of the path leading 

toward God or Hb  beauty. A youth or maiden, usually unnamed, is the object of 

his affections and his quest for reunion. The quest or path represents the pumey 

towards God and refers to the requirement of the discipline or practice of his 

particular #-a, or Sufi order. Along the way, the disciple encounters certain 

figures. These include the companions, usually drinking in a tavern, a symbol 

for the t&y, the Sufi seminary or cloister. The narrator must deal with the spy, 

mrdqib, who belongs to the tribe or clan of the beloved and will Mom against 

him. He will then be met by visitors, ' u d ,  from his own tribe who will 

encourage him to abandon his vain quest and rehrm to the company of his 

tribesmen. He will also encounter the gassiper and aitic, &in and W i n ,  who 

slander and revile him. Eventually he proves himself worthy of the affections of 

the beloved. He attains a meeting or union. Then he returns to society to guide 

others. Often, the poem is addressed to a companion, apprentice, or devotee 

who is the recipient of his advise and witness to his mystical attainments. 

DRAMA AND RECITATION 

The narrative structure develop as a dramatic interchange between the 

lover and his beloved. The dramatic tension builds as the lover qeatedly 
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pleads for any kind of favor his beloved might deign to bestow, yet ehe reject21 

each advance as unworthy. In each new entreaty, the lover professes his sincere 

intentiom and willingness to M U  every condition exacted by his beloved. As 

the passion builds, the reader is carried forward, despite the lengthening pages, 

abstruse references, and abstract ideas. Both poems are replete with the 

complaints by each poet concerning the trials and torments required by the path 

of divine love and mystic attainment. The central motif of each poem is the holy 

figure of the beloved, mystical-erotic love and the passionate desire for union. 

The trajectory of each narrative gains its force and sweep from the torturous 

pursuit of that goal. This goal of mystic union has a long history of controversy, 

to which Ibn al-FBriQ fell victim? We will take up that issue in another chapter. 

The interaction between the lover and the beloved provides the drama 

and passion. S a d c e  and death are the means for achieving the goal of union 

and bliss. This death is the annihilation of self, the stage of fintit: an obliteration 

of all the physical and mental limitations or M e r s  between the lover and the 

beloved. Once the goal is achieved, the lover must endure the return to himself, 

though he is now transformed, in the stage of hqu: subsisting in Gad. He is then 

charged with the mission of proclaiming his love, praising his beloved, and 

guiding others on the worthy path. Each poem giws its own shape to this 
' Homerin, 'Ik Emil, F m  Amb P w t  to Muslim Wnt: lbn d-F&& His V m r  md Hi3 Shrine 
(ColurnMP: University of South Carolina Press), 1994, pp. 55-75. 



joumqr, specific to the religious structwe and system of belief held by the poets 

respectively, and colored by the individual circumstance8 of their lives. Passion, 

eloquence, beauty, and drama sustain the reading of each poem. In the following 

pages, we will examine, in some detail, the narrative techniques employed in 

such a project. 

Ibn al-Fthrics Nam al-Sullik demands to be recited aloud, and is best 

appreciated if recited in one or two sittings. For centuries, native Egyptians and 

visiting pdgrims would come to the poet's shrine to honor his memory, seek his 

saintly blessings, and enpy the ecstasy derived from the singers entertaining the 

pilgrims with passages fmm this poem. In addition to the public celebrations of 

his mawlid, his birth or "saint's day," and the Friday prayers held regularly in the 

mosque at his shrine, the recitation of verses from the Nupn alSultik became a 

reguhr feature of the ceremonies of various Sufi orders, especially their samd: or 

private "auditions!' As such, the poem was used as a tool, both for instruction 

and for the attainment of a spiritual state, @l, or tranfonnation of rational 

consciousness, ao that the adepts might receive a glimpse of the divine mysteries. 

The oral recitation of the poem enables the reader to benefit from the 

musical language and emotional tenot of the work. While the intricacy of 

imagery and subtlety of ideas in the narrative require closer reading, the 

accumulation of images and ideas in the larger context convey the sense and 
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purpose of the poem far better than concentration on any single idea or 

statement. The images, arguments, and even the syntax of the sentences carry 

over b one couplet to the next. This style of diction applies even to the 

opening couplets, though later passages pmvide better examples of this point. 

The pupil of mine eye stretched forth its hand 
To grasp my bowl (her matchless countenance 
Transcending mortal beauty) and therefrom 
Poured me the fever and the flame of love, 
While with my glance I gave my friends to think 
Draining their juice it was that filled my soul 
(And I intoxicated) with deep py; 
Yet having eyes to drink, I could dispense 
With that my goblet, since her qualities 
And not my wine inebriated me? 

We cited A. J. &berry's translation of Ibn al-Fanes masterpiece into 

comprehensible English verse and have made use of his commentary!' While his 

style is archaic, he was able to convey one of the mast important feahues of the 

poem, its rhythmic flow and dramatic pace. He uses ten lines to translate three 

couplets and consistently overtranslatesf in keeping with what seems to be his 

intention to explain the meaning of the poem and convey its instructionai 
' A. J. Atbetry, Tkc Pmn ofthe Wly, Chester Etatty Monographs, No. 5 hndon: Emay 
Walker), 1952, p. 9. 
'w, p 751t 
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aspects. Still, the pa= and flow d the narrative is well reflected in the phrasing 

above. The Arabic couplets require the mdefs eye to step from one hemistich 

to the next. With the meter, a walking pace is achieved, essential for the 

narrative effect. 

DESCRIPTION OF IBN AL-FARIW NARRATIVE 

The overall structure of this poem, its length and thematic complexity, is 

unique in classical Arabic literahue. It exceeds all conventional standards and 

f o m .  While the poem may be called a 9 ~ i d a  because it uses most of the 

standard features that define that verse form, it reads more like a heroic 

mathnaw-. The q@i& is compsed of a series of couplets or disitidrs, each ending 

with the same rhyme. Classical p&y requires the poet to maintain a constant 

metrical pattern throughout the qu@~, choosing kom one of sixteen established 

meten. Both of these poems were composed according to the # a d  meter. This is 

one of the favorite meters in classical Arabic poetry and found in a number of 

famous poems from the Abbasid period by al-Mutanabbi, Abu Firas and others, 

as well as several muWaqdt, or famous preIslamic Arabic odes, especially the 

one composed by ~ ~ n t a r a ?  The ode has two parts or movements, the n@, or 

amatory prelude, the ra(lfI, or narrative section, and often concludes with a thud 

movement, the mad@, in which the poet praises either his benefactor or his hibe. 

'See A. J. Arbtry, 7'he Scan ada: llw First Qwpter h Anb* Uikmhw (Landon: G. AUcn a d  
Unwin; New York l b b a d h d ,  1- 
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The setting, circumstances, and details of the sections change according to the 

poem's theme, subject, and location. 

The mathnawi, by contrast, has a lighter rhythm and lees demanding 

rhyme scheme that make it more suitable for narrative and discursive purposes. 

It is well suited for didactic exposition and is the basis of a popular epic fonn of 

poetry used for entertainment at court, in cafes, and at festivals. It has been 

widely used in Persian poetry, as well. It is composed of rhymed couplets and 

may achieve great Length, as it does in the encyclopedic work of the Persian poet, 

JaM al-Din Rw!' which numbers some 25,700 verses in Nicholson's edition. 

Quite distinct from these tales and treaties, Ibn al-Farid's epic-length ode is 

composed in the highest literary language. The form and material of Ibn a- 

FM$s qa~ida differs from the nrathnawi in the dramatic structure of its narrative, 

as well. Reminiscent of the biblical Song of Song, the poem develops as a 

dialogue, or call and response between lover and beloved, though the lover's 

plaints often read like soliloquies. At the dimax of the poem, the two voices 

merge in a realization of the goal to which the lover aspired. The poem, 

however, is nearly ten times longer than the longest 9@i& previously written. 

Isaa Boulat ta has translated the title, "N' al-Sultlk," as 'The Mnging of 

'@See 7'he MathmPlo/~U18uddfn R J d ,  R. A. Nidrobon, d. and tnnr (CiunbdcQe: E. J. W. Gibb 
Mexnmotial Tnat), 1927, reprinted 1- see also Fnnldn bwis' recenlv pubkhed work. 



Pmb!'" I argue against this suggested meaning of the poem's title, namely that 

each couplet is an independent thought of singular beauty. Ibn al-Ftiri#s 

couplets depend on each other syntactically much more frequently than in more 

traditional  ida as. The title phrase has multiple meanings and references. One 

speafic reference is to the constellation of the Pleiades, often referred to as a 

string of pearls in Persian, as well as Arabic verse. This image represents one 

esthetic goal of Arabic poetry. But it better reflects the more traditional notions 

of poetic composition than Ibn al-FM#s unique achievement. A. J. Arberry has 

translated this title correctly, I believe, as 4"I'he Poem of the Way!' This 

assignation of meaning refers to the poem, n-, as a description of the Sufi way 

hula), or traveling that leads one near to God. While silk as a concrete noun 

means thread, sullik as a verbal noun has the root meaning of "a way of 

haveling," though it can also mean "behavior." The active participle srilik has 

the meaning of "wayfarer" referring to the Sufis and wandering dervishes. So 

the title1* of this great ode by ibn al-FMcj plays on all these meanings. These 

titles and their suggested meanings describe a reading of, and a response to, the 

poem. They are the fabrication of rriwis, or miters, and compilers, not created by 

" Lu Boullata, "Verbal Anbeaque and M p t i a l  Union: A Study of Itm al-FW#s a!-T8- 
al-KubH,'" Arab Studies Qwrterly 3,1961, pp. 15249. 

l2 It m u t  be pointed out, h o w ,  that thae are given titles. Ihc jmet b l f  never d any 
Wldbrhbpocw. h~,ti~ucnotaputofthepaticte~untlLthcmodcmcn. Thyhave 
been W as mnemonic d m  by &lam, compilers, a d  dtks since the Abbasid period. 



the poet. The same is bue of the title of BahB'ul18h's poem, though "the dove4' b 

mentioned in the last note he appended to his text, "Never will the dove of the 

heavenly realm warble upon the crimson leaves, nor will the cock of grandeur 

craw in the heavenly realm. " I have translated w t p  as "dove" for putposes of 

style, though to be precise, in Arabic it means "tawny pidgeon." One may infer 

from this passage that the poet conceives the poem's origin to be cm-: the 

"heavenly realm " or "heavenly cloud." cArmiP is literally the cloud which is 

believed to surround the God's throne. 

The narrative drive and dramatic structure of Ibn al-Farid's poem begin 

their arc of ascent when the lover's intoxication with the beauty of the object of 

his passion overwhelms his reason and inhibitions as indicated in the thud and 

forth couplets: 

Though in the tavern of my drunkenness 
It came time to thank the youths by whom the concealment 
of my passion was accomplished despite my reputation. 
And when my sobriety ended, I sued to pin her 
Undeterred by the grip of fear in my elation with her. 
I confided a l l  to her, with no one near to spy on me, 
I delighted in this private unveiling of the bride. (4-6) 

The stage is now set for the lover to express his love boldly and dedare his 
" Ibn al-~(uld. DWn, hiWm al-Smri~~, ed. a d  -t. (CAmmph. DU el-Rkr Wl-Norhr 
waal-tawzfl 1,1985, p. 27, lines trawlation mine. 
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passion to her. He takes leave of his cumpanions and the physical reelm. The 

tavern &appears and we find out~e1ves peeking into the wedding chamber. 

The erotic metaphor, so commonly used to portray the mystical experience0 is 

beautifully hmed in the first five couplets. The desire aroused is the desire for a 

mystical, not physical union. Yet the time-worn metaphor is neither Mte nor 

tired, but reviviHed in the hands of this great poet. The boldness of the poet and 

the lover is both fresh and emblematic of his passion. He claims to have lost all 

self-regard. This expresses a level of detachment by which the mystic no longer 

cares about the blame or shame heaped upon him by his critics. His pride is the 

second quality he sacrifices for his love, sobriety being the first. Here, sobriety 

indicates lack of passion and blindness to the beauty of the beloved. The tavern 

in which the lover experiences the first joys of love, passion, and abandonment of 

self has two meanings. It usually refers to the cloister where the Sufis practice 

I&, or "remembrance," to celebrate their worship of God, and where they 

practice their disciplines designed to free then from the bonds and veils of self. 

Secondariiy, the tavern can refer to the corruptions of the material world as in 

the poems of Hafiz  of Shiriiz (d. 1389). 

The lover begins his pleas to the beloved to grant him some small favor or 

token. A glance, even a scowl, any wood, no matter how harsh, r e w d s  his 

efforts, 



Before love destroys what Little remains of me, grant that 
I may see you tum one glancing gaze my way. 
Or if you deny me seeing you, let me hear "Thou shalt not!" 
As you delighted another, long before me. (8-9) 

The reference of 4'Thou shalt not" pints to the story of Moses in Qur'ihn 7: 143, in 

which the Prophet ascends Mt. Sinai and asks God, "O my Sustainer! Show 

Thyself unto me, so that I might behold Thee! Said God: Never canst thou see 

Me.'"' It then follows that God reveals his splendor ( tajalla) to the mountain, 

whereupon it scattered into dust and Moses swoons prostrate. We shall rehvn to 

this passage of the w a n  in greater depth when we analyze the poem by 

BaMUiih. With these verses8 the nusib or "emtic prelude" ends, and the ro(ril, 

or narrative section, begins, in which the poet complains of his difficulties as he 

desaibes an arduous pumey and his lonely separation. Ibn al-Ftuit$ gives 

mer respect to the traditional structure of the q ~ i d a  with his reference to the 

caravan several verses later. 

" hi . ,  Uncs 89. 
'' Asad, 7'he Messup of the QurW, p 223. 
I' lbn Qutayb, A h  Ad- 'AM Allah ibn M a ,  Kidib 4-Ylicr w'l-SUM: Tabah 

wa-rnufdnd (Beirut, Dihr a l - q ,  1%; qwted and tnnrlated by RA. 
A Litermy History ofthe Amhi (Cambridge: fie University Rcu), 1930. 



Then my distress would have reminded him of 
the deadly crisis of travelers cut off fnwn the caravan 
when the fine-bred camels were bridled up and gone. (18) 

Next the traditional figure of the spy enten, the poem. This stock 

character of erotic verse usually servee to heighten the tension and drama in the 

genre of love poetry. The spy conveys to the Mbe or the family of the beloved 

the threat to the honor of the tribe posed by the amorous encounter. Conflict 

usually ensues, affording the lover the opportunity to demonstate the sincerity of 

his love, his willingness to sacrifice himself to prove it, and then to exhibit his 

valor and skill in battle. Here ibn al-Fhrid reverses these expectations and makes 

the spy his intimate companion. 

So I frolicked in my drunken state, wasted, giving away 
AU my seaets and the details of my lifestory to my companion. 
I seemed to him a sketch, while he could not see my essencw 
Because I was wasted by the affliction of passionate love. (19-20) 

The spy is then rendered hannless in two ways. The lover cares not what the spy 

discl08e5 because he has detached himself from shame. More important to the 

movement of the narrative, however, the spy can report little or nothing because 

the poet has become so emaciated by his trials that he is invisible, his voice a 
" lbki ., p 28, line 20. 



whisper in the mind. The figure of the spy becomes a vehicle whereby the lover 

proves his self-sacrifice. 

Next, the visitors to the lover enter the drama. These are the figures that 

attempt to bring aid and comfort to the distraught lover. They may be 

intermediaries to the families or the tribe sent to persuade the lover to retun\ to 

his senses or to make peace with those he has offended. 

Had the visitors discovered me and deduced from my tablet 
What little my ardent longing has left of me 
They would have gazed only on a spirit 
Passing through the gannents of the dead. (21-22) 

In this context, they serve to substantiate, and to witness, the lover's condition of 

dying to the material world. They also link the narrative to the story of Majnm, 

the mythic lover often evoked by the Sufi poets as the archetypical martyr of 

love. The redtation of noble suffering continues to build, as he claims with each 

new aspect of suffering to become more purified and more sincere in his utter 

abandonment and submission to the object of his affection. The next figures 

mentioned are the chastiser and the slanderer. These are likewise standard 

characters in erotic poetry. The instigator, or "railer," as Arberry translates it, 

serves to goad the lover to ever more outrageous behavior through trickery or 
" W *, p. 28, I& 21. 



deceit. He is the one who drives the price up at market. The slanderer seeks to 

undermine his good name, particularly accusing him of insincerity in the 

presence of the beloved. As in many other instances, the lover reverses the 

expected meaning of these figures and considers them bounties. 

As for the reviler and the slanderer, the one would lead me 
Into error, the other rants in heedlessn- constantly. 
I refute the first one's blame for fear of God; 
I oppose the second's wickedness prudently. (51-52) 

He claims his intent is to remain steadfast and f e d  of God, and yet to let 

others think him insincere, so as to hide his true feelings from the people. He 

proceeds to elaborate on the beauty of the beloved and how it makes him able to 

endure all. At last he swears to his faithfulness by the noblest attributes of Goii: 

Majesty, Perfection, Beauty, Mercy, and even Wrath. His passion reaches a 

crescendo of abandon until he achieves the state of utter bewilderment." The 

stage is now AUed. With al l  the stock charactem, al l  the required boasts, vaunts, 

professions of passion and pain, the requisite literary structures and expectations 

have been met. 
a, Me, p. 29, lines 51-2. 
" In the writinp of ibn al-*Arabi, this state is achieved when one " ~ "  God. It b not 
confusion8 but the mopition that one has found, and yet not found God, of knowiqj a d  not 
b w i n g .  hrermryoru ud eve iyl;M"B other than Cwl d w b  in a rrslm of padid, contingent 
exbknce. See WUlfem Chittick, e Sufi PI* 4Knaaldge (Albany: State University of New York 
Ptcro), 1989, p. 3ff. 



At this point, the beloved deigns to answer with chastening words. 

She replied, "You sought the love of someone else, and without it 
You wandered blind, away from me, the pilgrim's goal." (84) 

The lover has received his first bounty. He asked for the slightest glance from, or 

glimpse of, his beloved, or failing that, the words "Thou shalt not ..." On the 

surface, he is chastised and all his faults and unworthiness detailed. Yet in her 

final words comes her gift to him, instruction regarding what he must do to 

attain her favor. 

You have not huly loved me if you have not passed away in me; 
You have not past away as long as my image does not appear in you, 
So cease your claim to love and proclaim your heart to another; 
Put off your bansfpssion with this. 
As for nearness to the court of union, lo, there is nothing! 
And lo! you are alive; but if you are sincere, then die! (99-101) 

He responds readily to her advice, yet asks that she carry out the deadly deed, 

though he scarcely deserves such a favor, 

The contemplation of death, sacrifice, and martyrdom leads to scenes of 

tribal conflict and battIe, the purpoe of which is to demonstrate valor, defend 
" Op cit, p 31. 
W ., pp. 31-2, Unr 99,101. 



individual and tribal honor, and win the victory. Here the victory to be achieved 

is the goal of union with the beloved. The battle is a chance to prove himself 

worthy. He is at war with the self, struggling to vanquish earthly passions and 

transcend everything on this earthly plane. This is known to the Sufis as the 

"greater j i W  The "lesser jW is that which caliphs and nations engage in to 

defend the faith. 

How many a victim was slain by grief for her in every tribe 
Though he never won a single day to gaze on her. 
How many a man like me has fervent longing killed 
Though had she glanced kindly on him he would have been rwived. 
But if she ordained the shedding of my blood for loving her 
Then she raised my rank to the summits of honor and loftiness. (1 18-120) 

He wants to pin the ranks of her lovers slain, martyrs to her cause; yet he still 

harbors the desire to be revived. The sacrifice has not yet been obtained. 

The lover's complaint taka an interesting turn after this, as he divides 

himself against himself in an attempt to conceal the se!cret of his rapture from his 

mind, so that in this state of abandon, he does not blurt out the truth. The lover 

pnxmeds to describe the tumultuous movement of his inner states. The ecstasy 

portrayed becomes more and more intense. 
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If I am about to look, my glance is averted; 
And if my hand is stmtched out, it is restrained. 
So in every limb within me is a readring desire 
and in reverent fear a recoiling terror. 
For in my mouth and ear the signs of commotion 
Show within me like a deference to mercy. (139-41) 

The lover becomes more and more narrowly focused on his goal and in drawing 

nearer to her, becomes a kind of imPm, or prayer leader, who determines the 

direction one should face; in directing himself to her, he directs others as well, 

until he becomes the qibla or direction of prayer himself. This passage reaches a 

remarkable climax in which another level of union is achieved. 

How long shall I clutch my veil? 
There! I have destroyed it. 
In lawful exchange I will cling 
To the covering of God's covenant. (155) 

The covenant is a favorite Sufi theme to which the poem repeatedly refers. Here 

it refers to Quran 7: 172, in which God calls the progeny of men from the loins of 

their forebeam, and in this p r i m o m  state asks them to testify that God is 

their Lord. Elsewhere, we find frequent reference to this, to the pmetemal state 



of faithfulness in the presence of the Lord to which the mystics endeavor to 

return. Yet in this the poet finds that a veil of desire still remains and this is, 

perhaps, the last M e r  to be removed. He has thus returned to that state of 

untreated union with God in which all dividing attributes-defining, 

individuating characteristics-are amded. 

Love destroyed what could remain no longer 
Thme qualities here between us passed away. (159) 

Love is the agency by which the veils are obliterated. He then describes the last 

subtle steps. He gives up his reputation and accepts blame. He gives up all hope 

for reward in this life and the next. He gives up wealth and poverty, and then 

relinquishes even the merit of these deeds. She alone becomes his reward. 

After couplet 163, the narrative voice begum to shift and the classic qa~idu 

form yields to expition. The narrator has focused on the encounter with the 

beloved, but now addresees the protege and offers explanation. He has 

progressed through the final stages of the mystical path: union, Fa: and ha#: 

have all been achieved. Now the lover must return to the company of men and 

be of benefit to others. 



And now it is time for me to explain what I have said in summary, 
And compact what I have described abundantly. (164) 

And then a few verses later, we read: 

I continued to guide toward her for her sake not mine 
Whoever strayed from the path of guidance 
For she is the one who guides. (174) 

The narrative voice shifts and begins to offer loving counsel to other seekers of 

the true Beloved, but one friend in particular is mentioned. This draws the 

reader directly into the poem and into converse with the lover, now turned guide 

and master. But the speaker states that he guides through her to her. He has no 

self left except through her. Homerin suggests that the first 163 verses of the 

poem, ending here, could stand alone as any one of Ibn al-FM#s other ~ l d a s .  

"Then, abruptly, Ibn al-Farid informs his audience that it is time to explain 

himself. The approximately six hundred verses that follow are a wide-ranging 

discourse on the Sufi path, as the al-TdTyh al-Kubra takes the form of a guide to 

the perplexed."" While this oversimplifies the case, his point stands that the 

remainder of the poem is largely didactic and instructional, yet it is sustained by 

genuine moments of ecstacy, insight, and descriptive beauty. 

After a short passage of wise counsel, the lover kgim to describe to his 



seeker friend the example of his own path of search, moving from generalities to 

specifics, culminating in bolder declarations of the degrees of unity he has 

achieved with the Beloved. A lovely passage follows, praising her as the source 

of al l  beauty, all attraction; all maidens are but a reflection of her perfect beauty. 

This, then is the mad@, or praise section of the poem in which the poet's 

benefactor is extolled in repayment of his or her generosity. If we were to accept 

Homerin's suggestion above, the q~r'da would be incomplete because it would 

lack this essential component of the poem, and the poet would not be rewarded 

for his services. 

Every handsome youth, his beauty is lent from her; 
Even the beauty of every lovely girl. 
With her Lubna's lover Qays is enraptured, 
Tmly every lover, like Majnun for Layla and Kuthayyir for 'Azza. (242-3) 

This expresses beautifully the unifying vision of the lover and the Islamic vision 

of the oneness of God, the Creator reflected in all creation. We find this concept 

expmwd in w a n  3: 190, "Verily, in the creation of the heavens and the earth, 

and in the succession of night and day, there are indeed messages for all who are 

endowed with insight!'" The lover goes on to claim that he is the spirit and 

origin of the legendary lovers Qds, Kuthayyb, Jamrl. "Every youth that ever 
"0p. at., p. 38, lim 242-3. 
'Asad, ~p cit., p. 97. 
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loved, that youth was I..."" The lover then regains his sobriety, solitude, piety, 

and reserve in order to pmtd his fiends from being tainted by the acorn visited 

on himself. The renewal of strict observance of Islamic law and finn belief sets 

the stage for an important transformation in the poem. 

It cannot be denied that "covering" is mentioned in the scriptures 
I have not transgressed the laws of the holy book and tradition. 
I have given you knowledge, if you wish to discover it, 
Then seek my path and hasten to follow my law. (285-6) 

The "holy book and tradition" refer, of course, to the Qur'an and the Sunna, 

while the Law is the shari"a. The voice of the lover here gives way to the voice of 

the Prophet Maammad Himself. He speaks of 'Ali as the youth who followed 

close in his footsteps. The lover claims to be faithful to the precepts of the Islamic 

religion; here the law of modesty is implied with "covering" or clothing. He 

claims on the one hand to be obedient and orthodox, in returning to modesty 

about himelf; yet his larger deim is that of relgious authority, based on his union 

with the beloved, wen M*ammad, as in the verse below. Therefore, his law, 

-9, with the root meaning of a way of going, should be followed as if it were 

Qufihic law. The speaker then enters upon lengthy counsel, while claiming he 

has passed beyond love and hate. It is difficult to be sure where the voice of 
" A t k t y ,  Op,cit., p. 32. 
% .I-F*, Opdt ., pp. U 1 ,  Unr 285436. 
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M&mmad gives way again to that of the lover, tumed Sufi master. This 

indicate8 a still deeper level of union with the Beloved, the divine Spirit. 

All humanity are the children of Adam 
However, I alone attained conscious union. 
My ear is Moses', my heart informed by the most-praised vision 
and a Muhammadan eye. 

A word must be said concerning voices in the narrative. Both poems use a 

primary speaking voice, the poetic first person. This voice should not be 

confused with the historical figure of the poet. It is a dramits pmmue, or staged 

persona that occasionally resembles the poet or refers to historical circumstances. 

Each poet also gives the Maiden a speaking voice in the poem. In addition, the 

poetic first penon changes, as he becomes spiritually transformed. The poetic 

voice speaks as the lover, the mystic, the guide; however, when he has reached 

hie mystical goal, the identity of this voice becomes merged with the voice of the 

-rid, or the "intended one!' In the above passage, the lover's voice returns to 

ecstatic rhapsody in praise to the beloved. The last third of the poem alternates 

W e e n  deeper and deeper mediations on the mysteries of unity between the 

lover and his beloved, laced with exaltations of her beauty and glory. The poem 

reaches a final climax in which the voice of M - m d  emerges once again. 



The poem concludes with a Mum to the image of the wine cup where it began. 

In this barest outline of the struchm and narrative trajectory of the great ode can 

be discerned some indications of the remarkable achievement of Ibn akF8riq. 

The poem is at once a dazzling display of literary virtuosity, a lour de force in 

which the poet displays complete mastery of his art and the demanding 

requirements d its form and traditions. More than this, he brings all these 

rhetorical device8 and poetic techniques into service of his theme and vision. 

Ism Boullata correctly identifies the intentionality and rationalism of all the 

features of this poem. The excesses of language, conceit, and artifice perfectly 

reflect the excesses of passion by the lover; furthermore, they are appropriate to 

the loftiness and nobility of the poem's theme. 

BAHA'ULLAHS NARRAW 

We now turn, for comparison, to the ode of BaM'ulliih, solicited in the 

style of ibn al-FMQ's masterpiece by the Sufi leaders in Sulaymikdyyah around 

1855. BahBWWs poem shares many important thematic feahues with Ibn 

al-Fiidd's great work. The poem describes the lover's raptwe with the beauty of 

the mystic Beloved and his efforts to unite with her. This poem also has a 

dramatic structure based on the call of the lover and the response of the Beloved. 

BaM)ullWs poem, however, is much shorter. It avoids great flights of eloquence 

and intricate elaboration. The two voices of lovet and beloved retain their 
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distinct character. 

Baha'ulliih's poem begins with the first vision of the beloved. This is a 

bold opening compared with the mannered ~tyle of Ibn al-FW. 

A face flashing with light 
drew me to her; all the suns 
dimmed before her radiance. 

It seemed the sun blazed 
from her beauty; she manifested 
in all the worlds and grew mighty. 

Her splendor stirred up 
the musk-laden cloud of Heaven; 
her stature lifted the spirit of loftiness. (1-3) 

Her great beauty and her inaccessibility are stressed in the succeeding passages. 

She is nobler and loftier than anything in creation; in fact, she is the source of all 

that is beautiful, noble, lofty, and holy. The imagery describes the beloved in 

non-physical tenns. She is a spiritual being. Her body is camped of light; her 

beauty is heavenly. Her habitation is in the precincts of the throne of heaven. 

Yet all creation is drawn to her. 



The heart of hearts accepted the arrows 
of her lashes; all creation stretched its head 
to the snare of het locks. 

Her footfalls are my final goal; 
though she strolls the land of clouds 
that shroud God's throne. (9-10) 

The lover's lament begins, for she is beyond his reach. Just as all creation 

derives its beauty from her, the pain of his yeaming for her is  likewise universal. 

The lover is the source of al l  anguish and torment in his separation from her. He 

begins his struggle to find a worthy approach to her, a fitting expression of his 

love. This entails pain, search, and sacrifice. 

I spread myself as a carpet 
for her to cast her foot upon my heart; 
this, from the beginning, was my goal. 

I sought reunion everywhere; 
I dotted the letters of nearness 
on every grain of dust. 

If only I were swift in reaching her light; 
I was cast far, far away 
after being so near. (12-14) 



On the one hand, she has already stepped into hls heart; on the other, such 

proximity is still a distant goal. She has no need of him, for she strides the clouds 

of heaven, U e  Gabriel in M&ammd's vision. He is like Majntkn, the legendary 

lover, searching everywhere, even sifting the dust for traces of Layla. The vivid 

image of the reaching hand being cut off relates to a similar image in " N u w  

al-Sullik." There, too, it is d d b e d  as an act of love and offers an interpretation 

applicable here. This is the penalty for theft, for reaching for something that does 

not belong to the lover. Her favors are withheld, so any attempt to reach out to 

her is a kind of theft. The image is carried forward in the next two verses. The 

lover's hopes are like a sapling cut down by the sword of rejection. He responds 

by declaring his willingness to saaifice himself. He continues to recite his 

sufferings and woe until these lines. 

I reached the nethermost depths 
of disgrace; while every tongue 
grew weary of recounting it. 

Every castle's maids have draped themselves in black; 
they mourned in every chamber 
becaw of my deep despondency. 

Iperishbyallthesomw; 
in each heartbeat I am gripped 



and lmt in each release. (34-6) 

The lover has sacrificed his pride and his dignity and suffered to the point 

of being helplessly entangled by her love. This hyperbole provokes the beloved's 

first response. 

She called out to me 
from behind "Silence! 
"Restrain your tongue horn such talk." 

"How many fjusayns like you 
have labored for me; how many 'Ails 
just like you have loved me! 

"How many lovers loved me better than you; 
how many my peers, of the choicest men, 
have cried out like you!' (379)  

The lover is chastised for his pride and unworthiness. He is nothing special to 

her. In the succeeding ven!esO the Maiden describes and praises herself. This is 

her first gift to the lover, offering her own words as a fitting description of her 

attributes. 

"Compared to my dawning, the sun of revelation 
is like a star; to my Westation, 
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unbounded light is but a gleam. 

"In the light of my inner being, all created 
being is like an ant; in the fire of my love 
the flames of hell are but an ember. 

"Only his nature, he who was confirmed 
in hue faith, is like mine; with my palm 
the hand of Moses was held close on Sinai." (41-3) 

She first describes her radiance and her spirihral authority and power. She then 

chastises the lover once again, rejecting his love for her as polytheistic, because 

he thinks that he could be her partner, when she is without peer. His belief is 

really vnn,  doubt or vain imagining. She then extends him the favor of 

instructing him on what her love requires. 

* J + & J I ~ U ~ J + ~  -1, . WI &L j ~ L A J I G L L  

~ ~ & J I S J I + J  tiL.JSjil;r&U1;L, 
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"Blood shed in the sacred path of love 
is obligatory; a heart scorched 
by love is the first sign of allegiance I exact. 

"Keep wakeful every night 
h m  the scorpion stings of the vicious; 
their ceaseless vilification will fill your days. 

"According to my religion, deadly venom 
is like sherbety; in my faith, 
the sentence of death is sweet compassion." (58-60) 
- - 

S b b ,  literally m t ~ ~  "sweet &inka in Arabic. However, the Phjw devised the means of 
prepah8 the fint M dms&s, the antedant to sorbet and ice cream centuries ago. 



These statements confirm the path he has already chosen. He simply has 

not yet reached the point of complete self-sacrifice. He has been seeking her for 

himself, seeking reward. He must give up all he d e s k  and not only accept her 

decree, but seek it out pyhrlly. In the next lines, the lover offers this. 

I cried out to her secretly from afar, 
"0 my Love! The aim of all my affairs 
and desire of my soul! 

Lo! I am ready, captive in your hands 
of might. 0 how I hope 
for what you have deaeed. 

Here I am, seeking all of you, 
your every wish; 
How I long for what you have dmeed. (62-4) 

He declares his desire for every wound she might inflict, for every ordeal that 

comecr his way. He then details these, but without the tone of outay and protest. 

His suffering is  linked with the prophets and holy women of the Hebrew Bible, 

and the Gospels. 



It was as if all fate's afflictions p o d  down 
for me alone; it was as if every sword 
of wrath was drawn upon my neck. 

The m w s  of Jacob, Joseph 
in his prison cell, Job's ordeal 
and the fire of the Friend of God. 

Adam's remorse, Jonah's flight, 
David's cry and Noah's lament; 
Eve's separation, Mary's agony, 

Isaiah's tribulation and Zachariah's torment; 
The deluge of my sorrow destined all that was decreed; 
from the overflow of my distress, all afflictions began. (71-75) 

The tone of these and the following lines has a poignancy and resignation that 

differs from the self-centered pain of the previous complaint. He seems to 

lament that his suffering has been the cause of other's woes. For himself, such 

pain is sweet. 

Bitter affliction suffered in the your path 
of h e  is sweet; the honey of eternity 
without your presence is most bitter. 

Ironscamuponmyneckareplain 
to see; shackles' 



marks upon my legs renain. 

Nota day has passed but Iam 
scorched by insinuating verse 
and insolent prose. (80-2) 

The lines above refer to actual events in Bahii'ulWs life. The hundreds of 

pounds of chains and coUars he bote in Tehran's Siyhh-CM crippled him for life. 

The Iranian ambassador in Baghdad frequently circulated false reports of his 

activities in Baghdad before his flight to Kurdistan and again after his return. 

But these s u f f e ~ g s  have a purpose, they are part of a process to cleanse the 

lover of self, to empty his heart of everything so he may find his beloved therein. 

As a result, he achieves the encounter he longs for. 

My spirit has departed and my heart 
has melted; my soul has boiled out 
from mysore misery. 

I survived without spirit, without heart, 
without life's blood; that I still remained 
was my great bewilderment. (83-84) 

Thus affliction compassed me 
from every side; their decrees 
devastated me at every turn. 



I ascended to the apex of onene88, 
alone; I attained reunion, 
a fountain within my mul. (86-7) 

He continues to empty himself as he reaches out to his beloved. He conunands 

what remains of his heart, his soul, and his lifespirit to depart. Then she 

answers him. She tells him to be patient; she knows his testimony. He must 

forget all. His knowledge is h e ,  but is that of a child. Her standards exceed all 

earthly and heavenly limitations. 

The Maiden speaks the penultimate twenty-seven couplets of the poem. 

She asserts her spiritual pre-eminence. She chides her lover again for seeking 

only a fanded nearness. She then bids him to discover, but not disclose, his h e r  

secret. 

"Rend asunder the veil of nearness without a glance; 
gaze on the beauty of sanctity 
unveiled within you. 

"So be silent, lest the power of the heavenly throne 
be shaken; forbear, because the eyes 
of the unseen realm have wept. (119420) 

The lover is warned not to divulge what he has seen, for his secret knowledge 

could destroy the world. The poem concludes with a series of beatitudes 

extolling the virtues of the faithful lovers. These last passages leave a sense of 
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mystery, wonder, and beauty. Unlike in the poem of Ibn al-FMQ, mysteries are 

glimpsed, but not d i s d d .  The poem stirs the imagination of the reader and 

avoids elaborate descriptions and explanations. The Maiden retains her 

individual character, a singular being within the heart of the poet. His heart is 

ennobled by her presence within. Because she maintains her individuality, the 

reader likewise encounters her. The arena for union is the interiority of the lover, 

but that union is not yet conswnmated. This suggests a mapr thematic 

difference between the two poems. BahaWh's poem desaibes an encounter, a 

meeting, Ibn al-FaiQ detdbes a union. 

The preceding pages convey the broad outlines of narrative structures in 

the two poems. In the next three chapters we will examine the materials of these 

poems in greater detail. The Hrst concerns itself with rhetoric and artistry, the 

next two with theme and symbol. Thee are the underlying questions that will 

guide are argument: How might we evaluate the relative literary merits of each? 

How do these poems utilize, manipulate and depart from the conventions of 

their genre? To what extent is B a h B W s  poem imitative or original? 



CHArnR THREE 

Trials and Triumphs 



BaM-h and Ibn al-FMqj compare in the tradition of mystical love 

poetry. They accept and utilize a similar stock of themes, conventions, images? 

conceits, and tropes to express a vision, an experience, a relationship with the 

divine realm. The literary s t~ctures depicting romantic love have long been 

used as an extended, complex metaphor for the relationship between the mystic 

or devotee and his Lord. Access to this divine realm is gained through the favors 

of a resplendent feminine being. The relationship between the poet-lover and 

the manifestation of God in feminine form is expressed through a conventional 

ramantic drama, as detailed in the preceding chapter. A consideration and 

comparison of how each poet utilizes these conventions, how he meets or plays 

on the expectations of his audience, will provide some evidence of the unique 

aspects of each work. A comparison of style will help us to appreciate the 

particular artistry displayed in each work. In our discussion of technique and 

style we will touch on meaning and theme. The larger questions raised in the 

coume of this discusion will be explored more fully in the next chapter which 

will examine the symbolic st~ctwe, an element central to the poetic vision and 



aesthetic impact of each poem. 

The poet# writer, or revealer binds the spiritual or mystical experience to 

the physical and emotional experience of the lover. The spirit of God is  

represented as a beautiful, attractive figwe-sornetimes male, sometimes female. 

Common elements in this literatwe are easy to identify: beauty, passion, loss, 

search, suffering, separation, and the desire for union shape the narrative 

structure and supply the warp and woof of the symbolic matrix. This pmvides 

the artist with reliable means of access to his audience. He plays on common 

elements and universal constants in human experience to which he can fix 

particular artistic ideas and cosmic vision. This symbolic structure offers the 

poet a greater range of symbols, metaphors, and references to draw upon as he 

shapes his work. Yet because the erotic metaphor has been used so widely, the 

body of literatwe with which it resonates threatens to overwhelm the 

individuality of the work. There is a danger that the poem will lose all its 

speahcity and originality in the mass of literary objects that it references. How 

does each poem distinguish itself in this genre and how closely doer, each work 

perpetuate its features and meet the expectations of its readers? The points of 

reference for our evaluation will be the extent to which each poet utilizes the 

strengths d the poetic tradition, whiIe crafting a unique vision. How effectively 

do they utilize the m t i v e  tension between imitation and innovation0 genre and 
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particularity? In their unique contributions0 do the poets add to the momentum 

and movement of Arabic poetry? Do they pmvide a foundation upon which 

others may add their own contributions? And most importantly, how do the 

poems affect their audience, including ourselves? Reading poetry in not an 

obpctive exercise. Poetry depends on communication and response. The 

respow the p m n t  writer also have their place in this study. We consider the 

ongoing development of literature as a cultural process and a product that exists 

within a matrix of influences, involving the dynamics of various responses. Paul 

Losensky, in his book on Safavid-Moghul poetry0 Welcoming Figficini,' articulates 

an approach and method using three aspects of the relationships between 

different poets: istiq#l, jdbglq, and nwtah-griq. These might be translated 

respectively as "reception, response, and resemblence." He compares this 

aeshtetic activity to the European Renaissance practice of imitatio. Each of these 

tenns describe an interactive relationship with other poems. This also desaibes 

aspects of the links between the poems of Ibn al-F&id and Baha'ullah. These 

efforts might be compared to cornposem of music who take a melody or theme 

from another composition or from folk music and recast it in a new musical 

structure. The effect on the listener is similar. The pleasing aspects of the 

melody satisfy the audience with the fimiliar and delight them with the novel. 
'~amky, Paul E., Wdcaning FigHAt. lmitutiorr a d  P d c  indioidwlity in tkr Sa#v&i-Mu@aI 
C a d  (C#b W h d a  Publir)m), 1996. 



As the poet engages the work of another writer, he also engages the audience 

and partidpat= in an interactive aeative pmcess. These dynamics are an 

important feature in Arabic poetry from the earliest times through the work of 

the n d a s s i d s t s  writing during the late 19th and early 20th Centwies in Egypt, 

Iraq, and the Levant. 

Ibnal-FBriQ's poetics elaborate, enhance, and modify the "new style" 

developed at the Abbasid court (750-1256 C.E.) and soon to decline in the 

aftermath of the Mongol apocalypse. This style began to emerge during the 

Umayyad caliphate (661-750 C.E.), especially in the compositions of 'Urnar ibn 

Abi RabFa (ca -643-719) and Bashshiir ibn Burd (en. 714-83). It becomes fully 

realized in the refined, intricate, and witty poetry of Abu Nuwas (747-813), Abu 

Tarn- (ca. 80545), and al-Mutanabbi (915-65). These poets took the Arabic 

ode out of the context of its Bedouin orgins and adapted it to the cosmopolitan 

and refined culhw of the Abbasid court. Their grand diction, wit, and artistry 

were highly prized at the court and in the cafes of Baghdad, Damascus, and 

Fustiht. Andalwian and Persian influences enhanced the high style. Ibn al-F&iql 

takes the highly patterned and polished rhetorical style to its ultimate 

conclusion. An admirer of al-Mutanabbi and Abu T a m ,  he patterned a 

number of poems after their examples. He succesdully elaborated on al- 

Mufanebbi's achievement by composing an ode in response to his in the 



exceedingly difficult rhyme of W.  This b an example of what we r e f d  to 

above in the matter of Persian poetry as istiqbl, '"ption8' or perhaps nugmh- 

@'I, "resembling." It was a kind of literary tarr &force that allowed him to 

display his unique talents, while responding to the best the Arabic poetic 

tradition could offer. Ibn al-FMQ, however, was not an Abbasid poet. With the 

demise of the Seljuks, the Abbasids who had ceased being independent d e n ,  

briefly regained independent control of central Iraq under the caliph al-Nasir 

(1180-1225). The Uyyubids controlled Egypt and the Levant and dealt more 

effectively with the Crusader intrusions, while the Mongols were marching 

down from Central Asia, soon to dismantle what little remained of the once great 

empire? Ibn al-Fiirid shunned the court and h s e d  their patronage. This 

distaste for the corruption of political life may have been part of his motivation 

for taking up residence at al-Azhat mosque and university. While playing on 

familiar themes, he displayed a new sensibility that wedded a playful wit and 

elaborate artistry to detached view of the earthly life, though not shunning all its 

pleasures. He also composed poems in colloqdal Egyptian, but only a few 

fragments survived. This indicates that he was not constrained by the canons of 

literary exp&ation, nor trapped by the standards of eloquence and prosody 

established 5 centuries early by the grammarian a1 Mil ibn Ahmad of Basra (d. 
' MurWI S. Hod- Ike Vmhm ofbkm, d. 2 (2caso: University of Chicago h), 1974, 
PP- 



ca. 790 C.E.) and others. 

In Chapter 2 we discussed the broad outlines of the narrative or drama. A 

discussion of these include spedfic stages to which each poem refers: attraction, 

separation and loss, search, rejection, tests and trials, aid and favors, saaifice and 

death, resurrection and union, and return. These stages or states have s p d c  

references to the mystical purney that will be addressed in Chapter 4. Let us 

now examine certain symbolic and stylistic particulars within this framework. 

Beauty as an active, divine attribute is a central element of ow discussion. This 

attribute is personified by the Maid of Heaven. She is a tmnthi2, or representation 

of the divine presence, and an embodiment of God's remembrance. These poems 

also embody this ambute in the form of carefully aafted, highly patterned, and 

referenced speech. 

THE POWER OF BEAUTY AND ATTRACTION 

Each poem begins with a description of the poet's first encounter with his 

beloved. The writer chooses the medium of poetry, the most highly regarded of 

ail arts, the most treasured and loved expression of Islamic dvilization, whether 

of the Arabic or Persian-speaking realms, to convey his mystical experience. In 

the poem by BahiWM, beauty is the central figure, the key element. It is an 

attribute of the divine and human realms. He encounters a divine spirit 

represented as a resplendent, feminine being, his hdy beloved. Her beauty is 



described in physical d ~08mic tenns. Hyperbole, mu#lagh, is a dominant 

feature of this description. Emphasis is placed on her superlative beauty, her 

awesome power over her lovers, and her uniqueness. No other beauty, no other 

beloved can be compared with her. The first two couplets of Bah#uMh"ul qagida 

demonstrates this vision, this artistic and spiritual truth as they portray the 

beauty of her radiance and her form: 

A face flashing with light 
drew me to her; all the suns 
dimmed before her radiance. 

It seemed the sun blazed 
from her beauty; she manifested 
in all the worlds and grew mighty. (1-2) 

The first hemistich creates a powerful, attractive, visual image of beauty that is 

intensified by sound and syntax. EhW)ulliih uses variations of the structure of 

Arabic syntax to heighten this effect. The hemistich begins with the verb-object 

compound ajdhaktni meaning "she attracted me,""physically pulled" or 

"transported!' Then he follows with the agent,"by pulsing lights of a face." He 

uses a slightly unusual construct here, an indefinite i@pl, or construct, with three 

tenns. This intensifies the feeling of attraction by deferring the agent until the 

end of the hemistich, burying it in the c o ~ c t i o n  and keeping it mysterious 
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and undefined. T a k  means guise, face, a appearance and mmes from the verb 

"to rise," a8 the ~un, moon, or stars rise. The second hemistich confirms this 

meaning with the mention of "suns," while the middle term of the co~tmct, 

"lights" enhances it. This creates an intricate web of beauty and meaning. 

In the second hemistich the heavenly feminine beauty appears to 

Baha)u=lhh and is thus revealed, yet covered in light, the brilliant light of the sun 

and the shimmering lights of the stars. BahBUhh portrays this heavenly figure 

as the source of beauty in the creation of the cosmos and the earthly beauty of the 

human world. The second couplet confirms this meaning. 

It seemed the sun blazed 
from her beauty; she manifested 
in all the worlds and grew mighty. 

Literally, the sun's light is haq, or "flashing" like lightning, from the nrir, or 

"radiance," of her beauty. This suggests that her beauty lends the sun its 

warmth and radiance. Like the sun, her beauty is the source of Light and 

warmth, of life itself. The term used here for beauty is husn. In Qu~8nic usage, 

this means goodnew or beauty "as approved by mental perception." In general 

usage it means visual beauty, apedally of symmetry. We might read these 

opening verses as a desaiption of a new process of creation. A feminine 
Lw, An Amk-End&& M m ,  ad. I, Camkidge: Islamic Texts q 8 1 9 B ( ,  p. Sm, article on 

(lw* 
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representation of beauty is the central agent of this unfoldment. 

Beauty awakens a creative faculty of the mind, a faculty of energy and 

power. The image of lightning bolts suggests this power. Beauty is not an objtxt 

or artifact to be admired and presented. Rather it is a bansfonnative power, an 

attribute of God invested with the ability and purpose to reaeate the world. 

Hence, she "manifested and "grew mighty." I preferred to translate UJlara as 

"manifested" instead of "appear," because the concept of manifestation in 

Bahhulleh's writings is central and ubiquitous. The existence of all creation 

depends on its manifestation of God's attributes.' He is fully manifested in the 

persons of His messengers and prophets. As quoted in the first chapter, 

W U h  identifies the heavenly maiden as the "embodiment of the 

remembrance of the name of my Lord."' The worlds in which she is manifest are 

the worlds of God, realms of physical and spiritual existence, as in the Qurh, 

Slirat al-Fat*, "tabb al-Warnin," "Lord of the worlds." 

The s h y m w  of the poem exhibits a different style and structure than the 

traditional qa@&i in the way the couplets are formed and linked. Originally, the 

couplet had to stand alone as a distinct syntactic and rhetorical unit. Here the 

couplets tend to be less self contained or dosed. They are often linked to each 

other by narrative and rhetorical devimB and even by syntax. We observe this in 
' WSuWbh, Chninp j h  fhe Writings of8dJ'u'lUh, p. 184. 
S Chpter 1, p. 2; see note. 



the fird two couplets of ~ ~ h - y i  V a r r f n w  and frequently in Naptz al-SulJk . 

To reiterate Bahh'ulU's opening 

A face flashing with light 
drew me to her; all the suns 
dimmed before her radiance. 

It seemed the sun blazed 
from her beauty; she manifested 
in all the worlds and grew mighty. (1-2) 

In this example jinrid al-ishtqdq connects the second hemistich of the first couplet 

with the first couplet of the second hemistich. This type of jinris is the 

correspondence of two terms linkeci by their derivation from the same tri-literal 

root. We have included a glossary of a few of these terms in the appendix. !in& 

is supposed to occur within the same couplet. In addition, the two term of the 

jin& are Iinked by an implied contrast of paired meaning. The suns in the first 

couplet are described as if they were stars. Not only are they plural, but they 

sparlde or twinkle (baWtr'q). 

The third couplet expands this with the term Mj1, a symbol for radiant 

beauty. It carries the connotation of p y  and the pastoral beauty of the meadow. 

Appropriately this "stirs up the musk-laden cloud of heaven!' is the 



heavenly cloud that surrounds God's throne It suggeets the impenetrable 

mystery of the God's essence, as well as His abundance. The second hemistich 

adds @I, meaning physical stature and high rank. It uplifts loftiness itself. On 

the one hand it uses the rhetorical device of mulMlagha, a hyperbole, a stock 

element of love poetry. On the other hand, as a spiritual figure this evokes a 

neeplatonic concept of ideals. She is the Mnrrce of those ideals which are in turn 

the source of all creation. In Bahaq thought, this is once again the concept of 

divine attributes which are thought to animate all creation. As the bearer of 

revelation, she gives the attributes their qualities. Each attribute of the Maiden 

affects the realms of creation, both heavenly and earthly, of which one is beauty 

that gives the sun its radiance. Her splendor stirs the fragrant, creative cloud of 

heaven. Her stahw and rank are the source of loftiness in creation. The figure of 

the Maid of Heaven operates at several levels. She represents the spirit of God, 

embodies His remembrance, and conveys the Beauty of the divine world. At the 

same time she manifests certain attributes of God. Since her qualities are derived 

from God, they retain some of their dynamic, creative power that affects the 

world of creation, the physicai realm and the realm of the human spirit, 

represented by the poetic voice. 

The words for 'cloud' and loftiness' in the verses above are linked 



through a type of jinds al-maH, or a correspondence in which the two words 

differ only in one radical, or mot letter. BahBWh seems to prefer to use jints in 

instances where the words can be W e d  conceptually, as well as in fom or 

sound. 

In the next couplet her breath sounds the tnunpet of reswection and 

initiates the fulfillment of the prophecy in the Revelation of St. John and in 

Qurilnic reference. We now understand the described creative process to be 

recreative. The Maid of Heaven is initiating the re-creation of the universe. 

Her breath blew the trumpet 
of Resurrection; with her breeze 
shadowing clouds spread over. (4) 

Her breath represents the promulgation of the word of God, suggesting that the 

day of resurrection is the day of a new revelation. In the first hemistich is 

another instance of jinrb al-idrQ@, a correspondence of two words having the 

same root, but different meanings and different derivation, here the verb 

t a n u r n  and the noun (blow and puff). The k t  and second hemistichs 

begin with an example of jiW al-rnw&uf in which the corresponding terms 

differ by only one diacritical point (breath and breeze). The clouds are assdated 

with the return of Christ in Christian scriptures and the Day of Resurrection in 
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the QW&. This is one of many examples throughout the poem of fahe, or 

allusion to sacred scriphue. The next two couplets elaborate images of divine 

revelation. 

By her brilliance the mountain of eternity 
appeared; by her might 
the light of glory became effulgent. 

From her western horizon the sun 
of manifestation appeared; from her eastern horizon 
the full moon of revelation returned. (5-6) 

The mountain of eternity, trir al-baqd? is Mt . Sinai, associated with divine 

revelation throughout Judaic, Christian, and Islamic scriptures. Lum'a is the 

brightness of teeth shown in a smile or a flashing sword raised as a signal. So 

from one flash of her teeth, all guidance proceedsw Nut al-bahci-5 or light of gloxy, 

may refer to Bahs'u3ilBh, born in the province of NW in Iran. This presents an 

important case of jinris al-m&ri. Moses and BahBUBh are linked and equated 

by this device. The comparison implies that with only a smile, she manifested 

S W  and Moses, while the light of BaNQUh proceeded from her might 

The horizons suggest the power of God to reverse the courses of the sun and 

moan and overturn  hum^ expectations. It b remWwent of M-s vision 



of Gabriel astride the horizons when he received his first revelation. This is an 

example of the rhetorical figure of #w, a type of contrast or opposition mated 

by the we of two words opposite in meaning in the same couplet. Here we have 

two such pairs that also reverse the reader's expectations, the sun rising from the 

west and the Moon setting in the east. 

From her hair the scent of union wafted; 
by her glance 
the eye of beauty was brightened. (7) 

The hair of the beloved ensnaring her lovers is a stuck figure in Persian love 
poehy? This figure completes a sequence begun two verses before. The lovely 
scent of her hair in verse 7 and the bright, guiding face in verse 8 draw us closer 
and doset to the beloved unHl we are tangled in her locks in verse 9. The beauty 
of the beloved is unveiled through her hair and her face. The hair expresses 
union, it streams out from the head and face of the beloved and provides a 
means of contact and connection. The hair also displays dark contrast to the 
luminous face. The face, both WZJZ and #ul%t, is a source of light. The hair and 
eyebrows are dark. 

This couplet introduces a third term for beauty, j m d l .  Lane's Lexicon 

suggests that busn connotes the beauty of the eyes, hhja refers to cheeks, and 

jaMl to the nose. IaWl also refers to beauty of conduct or comportment. All 

aspects of beauty are united in the Maid: physical beauty, the power of spiritual 

illumination, character, and demeanor. Lines seven and eight use the device of 

penmnification, tadJrk@. Beauty has an eye and guidance a bright face. 



By the light of her face, the face of guidance 
is guided; by the fire of her appearance, 
the soul of Moses is purified. (8) 

The poet also uses jincis ul-ishthw. This is accomplished when the poet links two 

words derived from the same root, "guidance" and "guided," and "Light" and 

The beauty of the maid of heaven captivates not only Bah'u3Uah, but all 

creation @I-wujlid), as in the following couplet. 

The heart of hearts accepted the arrows 
of her lashes; all creation stretched its head 
to the snare of her locks. 

These are stock images in Arabic and Persian love poetry. The "arrow of her 

lashes" varies slightly hDm Ibn al-FihiQ, who describes her glances as arrows in 

several of his poems. 
8>;fLtrt+iCCY & ~ L i r : i t d J I + p  

The arrow of the astute among the people skewered me 
but the arrow of your glances utterly roasted my vitals. 

and 

0 you who casts the arrows of your glances 



from the bow of your brow deep in my vitals? 

BaMWh's use of the image is lighter, less graphic and violent than Ibn al- 

Fluid's. Both poets emphasize that such suffering is desired. The strength of the 

image rests on its effective portrayal of physical and emotional love. In Nam 

al-Sullik, the glance can rescue the lovelorn poet. 

I spoke to her, though my state was dear witness to my fervent love, 
though my finding her effaced me and my utter loss impaled me, saying 

"Grant me, before love destroys what little remains of me 
That I may see you turning one glance my way!' (7-8) 

BaMi'u~W, in a note to the foilowing verse, expresses a similar desperate desire: 

I said, "May my soul and all I have be your sacrifice, 
that we may meet; have mercy! 
uncover not my shame. 



His explanatory note states in part: 

Whatever pertains to me regarding degrees of exposition (al-brarn), inner 
meaning, and what I recognized in it of names and attributes and that wherewith 
God has endowed me in the seen and unseen  alms, I s a d c e  that I may meet 
you just once and catch one glimpse of you. 

BaM)uUh continues to address the Maid in his note as the poetic voice spills 

over into a prose explanation. He offers perhaps his most predous, God-given 

gifts, his understanding and his verbal expression, as a s a d c e  so that he may 

glimpse her. 

If we compare the opening verses of Ibn al-Farid's "N- al-Sliluk," we 

hear a much different voice and observe a different esthetic principle in 

operation. His verse seethes with word play; love for the beloved is mirrored in 

his love for the richest possible poetic language. He strives to make his verbal 

artistry worthy of his subject. Poetic beauty attempts to rival the spiritual beauty 

of the beloved. Ibn al-FMQ first describes his beloved to a companion. He 

stresses the power of her beauty and appearance to intoxicate him. He hopes to 

keep his love a secret. 

& & J l * & l L p S 4  + t l ,  $41 +L 
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She gave me to Qinlr the feverish wine of love 



W e  my pupil's palm clasped my cup-her face 
Whuse splendor exceed8 all beauty. 
I let my Mends s u p  that their wine 
Had rejoiced my soul though by just a glance I l a t  my senses. (1-2) 

As with I h h i h U h ' s  ode, the first term used for beauty is Fun. The rich 

language of these k t  two couplets is the most distinctive feature of bn al- 

Fiiri#s art. It is at once playful and sublime. In the verses above, the strilring 

image of the eye having a hand with which to drink the wine of beauty served 

up in the goblet of his beloved's face is itself a singular feat of poetry. The play 

of symbol, metaphor, and rhetorical device fwther attests to the mastery of 

poetic art displayed throughout this work. The first couplet gives an example of 

jinds al-maqlab, in which the paired words, buntltyd and m&yri, wine and face, 

differ only in a reversal in the order of the first two letters of each. The second 

verse contains two examples of jinas al-ishtijdq, in which the pairs are derived 

from the same mots. Both pairs are aifa constructs. The third couplet contains 

an example of jinds al-maqllib and jinrls al-idtiqdq. The fourth couplet uses a pair 

linked by jinris al-m&hafI the difference in the letters being diacritic points. In 

short, every verse displays one or mare of these types of omamentation and 

word play. This heightens the musical t d t y  of the poem and often forges 

fortuitous links of meaning. The m L  of these vases fill the mouth and throat 

making their recitation a delightful experience for reader and listener. It is  



interesting that the semualfty of Ibn al-F&ri#s poem lies more in its music and 

diction, less in its imagery of the beloved maid. Issa Boulata aptly deecribes this 

artistry as an expression of the same esthetic sensibility that produced the 

intricate architectural forms known as Arabesque. "Ibn al-FWQ's repetition of 

forms in subtle varietia yet in the unity of a beautiful order is no more highly 

man& and ornamented than is the repetition of vegetal or geometric farms in 

arabesque. These forms are impressions of the endless forms of phenomenal 

existence itself, the repeated pattems of which establish a sense of continuity and 

timelessnessB an Minity of order and harmony."'* 

Bahtkalhh's ode opens with a series of visual images, not to describe the 

Maid of Heaven physically, but to d d b e  her effect on him, and through him, I 

would argue, on all creation. Her appearance m a t e s  the world and the being 

of the poet-lover through her beauty, splendor, and divine grace. In 

BaM'usUBh's ode, the narrator repeatedly considers the Maid's transformation of 

the world, even the universe, as well as her power over him. In the ode of Ibn 

al-FMO, the lover-poet describes her effect on himself, primarily. Through the 

intoxicating power of her countenance she transforms the poet. In later passagesB 

he will also mention her power over all creation, but the narrator emphasizes 

individual transformation. For mmt of the first 55 vases, the poet describes his 



own experience, his own suffering and con- Finally in verse 55 he mentions 

her beauty again. But it isn't until line 70 that he suggests something about her 

shape and form. That verse and the following bear quoting for their merit and 

for the parallels found in Baha)ulliih8s ode. 

By the tising lights of your face whose loveliness 
from which every moon tries to hide itself; 
By your perfection the most beautiful and noble forms 
in all creation are derived from it; 
By your splendor without which whatever sweetens torments me 
and in whose presence my murder is sweet to me. (71-3) 

These verses are part of a litany of her attributes, which are rather the 

attributes of God, not physical qualities. They are desaibed as the source of 

physical qualities in creation, though they, like the moon, are embarrassed to 

show themselves in her presence. The lack of physical specificity in these lines 

emphasizes the ideal, spiritual depiction of the beloved. We never get the sense 

that physical love, or an actual lover, could be inferred. Other poems of Ibn 

al-Fw's dim-n are not so spare in their descriptions of physical beauty. Note 

this d d p t i o n  taken from another of his poems written in the difficult rhyme of 

&Ihi, after the qeiih of al-Mutanabbi. 
l3 Ibn d-FW#, Op. d, p. 30. 



His Up are cool and his kisses sweet in the morning 
His breath b finer than musk, even before he brushes hie teeth. 
His mouth and his glances are intoxicating, 
But I see a winemaker in every limb. 

B~~ describes the radiance of his Maid of Heaven in terms similar 

to thaee used by Ibn al-Rrid in "hkrpn al-Sulr'Js,'' but with more detail. He 

describes the suns or stam in the first line of his great ode, but the differences 

between the two introductions to these poems points to a larger issue. Almost all 

the first 70 verses by Ibn al-Farid describe the speaker of the poem, his love, his 

torment, and the Maid's affect on him. Bab-lhh concentrates more on the Maid 

herself, particularly in the first section of his poem. The Maid of Heaven seems 

more present to the reader. Among her physical attributes mentioned in the 

nmib, Babulllh indudes face, countenance, limbs, stature, breath, hair, 

fragrance, side, teeth, lashes, lacks, voice, and footsteps. Her non-physical 

attributes indude radiance, beauty, might, loveliness, light, effulgence, majesty, 

beauty of character. A list derived from Ibn al-Fiirid indudes these physical 

attributes: countenance, face, voice, glance, back, perfume, form, and ear. Her 



non-physical attributes include loveliness, beauty, W e s ,  perfection, majesty, 

splendor, effulgence, lights, radiance, compassion, might, and wondrous (W) 

beauty. BahB'ullPh's use of physical description provides a much more vivid 

image of the maid. Ibn &Farid, on the other hand, gradually unveils the 

qualities of the maid of heaven throughout the poem. Even though the lists of 

attributes for each poem are very similar, the total effect is much different. In the 

ode of BahB'ulliih, the interplay between the two figures of the lover and the 

Maid, presented through their dialogue, cames the reader forward much the 

way one is drawn into a theaMcal drama. Ibn al-FMd's work draws the reader 

along primarily through the voice of the poet-lover and his internal or mystical- 

emotional process. We are drawn into the world of his experience and encounter 

the Maiden vicariously. BahiiWih gives us a more immediate experience of 

encounter. With Ibn al-FariQ, the poet's voice and persona are our guide. With 

BeM'ulliih, the wood, the poem is our guide. The divine encounter in Napn 

al-Sul& is interiorized. He clearly delineates a cowse of spiritual growth 

through the process of divine intervention in the struggle (jllrcid) to subdue, even 

annihilate the self w that one may receive the spirit of God. Yet the emphasis is 

weighted on the individual soul and its struggle to lose individuality. The same 

struggle in the poem of B a h a W  is extdorized, though the union will take 

place within hizn. The result places mote emphasis on divine intervention and 
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the power of divine revelation. The burden on the individual seeker is that of 

recognition, obedience, and self-sacrifice. Another aspect of the difference 

between the two works is the different uee of instruction and explanation. For 

B a h a W ,  the Maid of Heaven attracts, then instmcts; the poet-lover 

demonstrates. For Ibn al-Fitrh$, the maid attracts and captivate; the poet-lover 

instructs, explains, and demonstrates. BahB'uUih marginalizes his explanations 

to the footnotes. 

SEPARATION AND LOS6 

This is the beginning of the lovers' tests and trials. Once the lover falls in 

love, the quest for attainment begins. This search is not possible without 

separation and passionate desk for union. The romantic structure q u i r e s  that 

after the first taste of love, the lover must experience separation and loss. Ibn 

al-FMQ begins this stage in the " N m  al-Sulrik" with this verse: 

I spoke though my state was clear witness to my fervent love, 
though my finding her effaced me and my utter loss impaled me: 
"Before love destroys what little remains of me, grant that 
I may see you hun one glancing gaze my way." (8-9) 

As the lover senses that he may be l&g himself to love and her presence as 
Blbid.,lmKs~. 



well, he arrrltes a respectful appeal for her favors, though he knows he wiil be 

denied. But in that denial, he hopes to find small favor in that. The w i b  

continues with the lover's complaint. It quickly builds in intensity with copious 

use of hyperbole. In this there is an element of boasting, traditional to the genre, 

noticeable in the following Lines of Ibn al-FBriQ. 

What Jacob complained is the least of my sorrows; 
and ail Job's afflictions are but a part of my torment. 
The end that those lovers reached in ancient times 
who died of their passions is only a portion 
of what I encountered in my first ordeal. (1M6) 

In BahaUih's verses: 

Her footfalls are my final goal; 
though she sttob the land of clouds 
that shroud God's Throne. 

In e v q  eye I cried to join her; 
in every fire 
I burned with separation." (10-11) 

His lament begum with the recognition of her loftinem and her place in a realm to 



which he has no access. The next verse describes his separation and search. In 

both poems, the beginning of the &fl movement corresponds to the stage of the 

mystic path that involves search. Inaccessibility implies rejection. He uees the 

rhetorical figure of metaphoric contrast, or ''Wfu", here "fire and tears!' This, 

too, is a common element in this genre of poetry. Ibn al-Farid has several omate 

examples of this Wfi in his poetry. The following example is from the Num 

ul-Sul tik. 

A passion, betrayed by a tear, an ardor shown by it 
feverish flames of ihess have destroyed me. 
So the typhoon of Noah was like my tears and sighs; 
and the flames of Abraham's inferno are Like my searing pain. (12-13) 

This is one of the first trials of the lover as he learns the true station of the 

beloved. The process of spiritual bansfonnation has begun. The torments of the 

lover's passions cause him to begin to loose the bonds of self and ego. He 

abandons pride and embraces humillation, rejection, and unworthiness. This 

stage also includes the shift from the nusib portion of the traditional 9(1$i&. The 

M17, or pumey, begms once the poet has concluded his reminisaence on the 

traces of his departed lover and her caravan. Ibn al-FMQ even mentions a 

caravan to suggest that the @R has begun. 

lbn al-F~rh$, Op Cit ., p, 27. 



If the guide had head my moaning and given ear 
to the agonies of dkazw eating at my corpse 
then my distress would have reminded him of 
the deadly crisis of travelem cut off from the caravan 
when the finebred camels were bridled up and gone. (1 7-18) 

Separation forces the lover to begin his quest for reunion. But in the wilderness 

or desert, solitary travel can be deadly. BahB)ullWs poem presents this as a fom 

self-sacrifice represented by a reference to the martyrdom of the Prophet 

Mutmnmad's grandson, Husayn. Just as we found in the Num abSulrik, the 

intensity of the search and the pain of loee build quickly. 

I bore the misery of Busayn for her; 
The orb of creation was molded 
after me in somw for him.. (20) 

and 

From my torment, hellfire blazed out; 
from my groans the light 
of creation began to glow. (24) 

and 
iJ6 J&J1 ,L; jl* &., ;w W' * ,pJ i+., 

The ocean is but a drop 
from the flood of my team; the fire of Abraham 

'' lbid., p. 27. 



is but an ember from my fevets flame. (26) 

BahB?lllllh uses the same figures as Ibn al-F&iQ in these verses. Both 

poets use hyperbole and rekmces to the sufferings of prophetic and saintly 

figures to express the intensity of their passion, pain, and search. This 

cornpariaon also locates their sufferings in the context of religious love drama. 

As Nu- al-Sula develops, reference will be made to the classic lovers of Arabic 

poetry, but their sensuality is carefully controlled. 

Despite the dear parallels between the two poems, Bahiilrlliih's ode 

differs subtly in tone. His vaunts are not as grand. We may be able to detect 

more reference to his actual life circumstances in part because we know more of 

the historical details of his life. Yet more than this, perhaps in the immediacy 

and personal speufiaty found in his poem, we may find another herald of the 

modem style that would emerge in compositions of poets several decades later. 

W'ulliih was in self-imposed exile from Baghdad. He, indeed, had suffered 

greatly at the hands of the Persian authorities because of his love for this new 

religion he espoused. Unfortunately we know much less of Ibn al-Farf0's life. 

We know that he gave up all material comforts to pursue his mystical path. We 

also know that he retwned from his sopurn in the Him to Egypt because of the 

illness of his spiritual guide. These sufferings pale before the severity of 

B a h a ) u ~ ~ ~ s  imprhnment, banishment, and d e ,  not to mention the treachery 
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of his family and co~religionists. This poignancy can be found in the following 

If only I were swift in reaching her light; 
I was cast far, far away 
after being so near. 

And if I reached out my arms toward her, 
she would answer me with a sword; 
thus was my love requited. 

All I wanted was a tie to surely bind; 
all she sought was a sword 
to cut ow sapling down. 

I said, "May my soul and all I have be your sacrifice, 
that we may meet; have mercy! 
uncover not my shame?' (14-17) 

The gentler, humbler tone that distinguishes this poem marks a consdous 

departure from the grand rhetoric of Classical Arabic poehy. This marks the 

inception of what we might call "modem" in Arabic poetry. 

These statements issue from the lovers in their first throes of anguish. 

This stage of separation, 1-, and rejection reflects a selfish, immatwe love, 

though each claims to have given all in selfle8s sacrifice to the object of his desire. 
'"w.,~. 200. 



The first replies of the beloved speak to this pint. The Maiden rebukes each 

lover and deems their cotnplaints unworthy. Ibn al-FMQ is told: 

You have sought a passion other than me; deprived of that 
you have searched blindly, tuming away from my pilgrim-place, 
beguiled until you said these things, disgraced by falsity 
and afflicted by vanities of self. (84-5) 

Bahs'ullph's Maid rebukes him similarly. 

She called out to me 
from behind "Silenm! 
"Restrain your tongue from such talk." 

"How many Husayns like you 
have labored for me; how many 'Ails 
just like you have loved me! 

"How many lovers loved me better than you; 
how many my peers, of the choice& men, 
have d e d  out like you. (37-39) 

The tests and Mals of the lover begins with separation and loss. In his loneliness 

he grows weary of self and mqpizes his need for, and dependence on, the 

favors of his beloved. He learns humilty and submission. 
rr Ibn al-FW, Ope cite, p. 31. 



AID AND FAVOR 

With the Maid's Atst replies0 the lovers d v e  aid. Ibn al-Farid 

acknowledges this in the ninth line of his poem. After he begs her for one glance 

he says: 

If you deny my seeing you, grant my ears the bounty 
Of 'Thou shalt not," as you delighted another long ago? (9) 

Any sort of acknowledgement of the existence of the lover, even firm rejection, is 

counted as a bounty and favor. The referencx is to Moses, when God refused his 

q u e s t  to see the face of God on Mt. Sinai. More importantly, in the maid's 

rejection, she instructs the lover in the proper behavior and attitude by which she 

might be approached. Tests and trials are opportunities for growth. So when 

BahaWWs Maid of Heaven rejects, point by point, the claims he advanced 

during his lament-his claim to recognize her, to love her, and to suffer for that 

love-she in effect shows him how he may reach his goal. Regarded in this Light, 

the stock figure of the cruel lover is overtwned. Her cruelties are kindnesses that 

enable the lover to become worthy. When she dispels any illusion of his 

uniqueness, she grants him humility. W)u31hh is only one of many lovers like 

Hwyn and C A U .  When she praises them for not wavering, fix being willing to 
P Ibn &F-, Op. d., p. W. 



low all reuscm, she teaches him constancy. When she shows him that she is far 

more wondrous than the attributes he has chosen for her, she inform him of 

what she is worthy. Her first favors to him, then, are to grant him knowledge of 

her true station and to point out a worthy station for him. In sum, she directs 

him to the path of or self-adhilation. In this way she shows him how to 

love her more fittingly. He must be unwavering iike her lovers of old, despite 

their torment. He must 1- his wits and his ego-centered self must pass away as 

happened to Moses when he wihreseed God's effulgence on Mt. Sinai. We will 

treat this theme in more detail in the next chapter. 

SACRIFICE, DEATH, AND REBIRTH 

Andher common construction in Arabic love poehy is that of the lover 

wasted by love. The martyr to love is a particular form of this. In mystical poetry 

it is used as a symbol for the Sufi concept of fanuan The notion is that the lover 

must die to himself. All that is material, appetitive, and limited stands as a 

barrier or veil between the lover and his beloved. This obstacle must be removed 

for the spiritual quest to succeed and unity to be achieved. Examples abound in 

both poems. The first sufferings described by Ibn a l -FW in the nasib 

foreshadow the lovefs attainment of this stage. They provide an important 



antecedent to the development of this theme? 

If my visitors were able to discover me, they would realize 
this tablet is all that love has left of me; 
Their eyes would see only the interstices of spirit 
between the garments of the dead.(3&39) 

These sufferings do not rise to the level of martyrdom because they are imposed 

upon the seeker. The lover has not yet desired nor freely offered himself as a 

total maifice; therefore, the beloved rejects his complaints. In the following 

verses of Bahalllliih the maiden counsels her lover on findJ. 

"The waves of the sea were calmed 
by the wave within me; the Holy Spirit 
was roused by the light of my splendor. 45 

"On seeing me, immortal Mares fell stunned, prostrate; 
from one glimpse of me the holiest 
of mountains was crushed to dust. 

"With the spread of my Cause, the spirit of al l  
souls was massed; from the breath of my spirit, 
moldering bones sprang to life. 

a See pase 18 above, the dimdon of aepmtion d br. Stnilor1 , W I r ' W s  h n c e s  to 
Hmvn also f o ~ o w  the -tion of the nemwitvof 

Ibn al-F&&$, Op. Cit ., p, 21). 
d o a  
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BahB'ullah wrote his own explanatory notes to verse 46 in which he ates several 

passages from the Qur"&n. These include Qurh #): 105107,52: 1-9, and 59: 21. 

It is quite significant that Baha- provides a commentary to the poem in the 

form of explanatory notes. While mninkent of Ibn almCArabi's Tajumdn al- 

Ashwiq, B a M W s  notes were composed in a different context. Like Ibn 

al-cArabt, Bahadhh wants his poem to be properly understood. The critics to 

whom it is addressed are more antiapated than actual respondents to the poem. 

The items and objections addreseed are sometimes topical, though more often 

contextual and stylistic. Bahil'ulliih anticipates the objections of literary critics on 

points of grammar, morphology, and metrics, as well as interpretation. Ibn 

alsArabi had to respond to accusations of eroticism and a perceived betrayal of 

his spiritual values. Both poets provide explanatory comments to elucidate their 

intended meaning. The following example from l3&i)ullah is a verse taken from 

his nas* and the commentary on it regarding Moses on Sinai and the appearance 

of the maid. It elucidates the meaning of fanat 

& + 4 ~ d ~ J +  L L ~ ~ ~ C C . ~ I C S J ~ ~ J &  
By the light of het face, the face of guidance 
is guided; by the fire of her appearance, 
the soul d Moses is purified. 

~ ) u ~ l l i i h  states in his note to this verse: 

When Moses, a man whaw merdful soul was made to dwell in the human 
temple, was sanctified from the sandals of lustful and casual thoughts, he drew 
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forth the hand of divine power fnnn the mighty pocket of his cloak of honor. He 
reached the holy, beautiful, and blessed valley, the heart of which is the throne of 
eternal majesty and the seat of the mighty splendor of lordship .... After lifting the 
veils of glass from the vase, he p o d  the pure wine of the everlashg presence 
and he attained the valley of e t d  c o M d ~ e s s .  After erasing the stages of 
contradiction he came to how,  because of fervent attraction and desire for 
encounter, the city of perpetual partaking and entered the city of "Lo! Its people 
are companions of the Fire of God, the Ancient One, and they shine with the 
Light of God, the Sovereign One...From a tree that "is neither of the east nor of 
the west," he perceived and advanced from the plane of passing away and 
wondennent to the plane of perpetuity and the glories therein ... ? 

This remarkable passage touches on key issues and themes that recur in both 

poems. We will take them up in detail in the next chapter. May it suffice to 

point out that BahBWh's retelling of the story of Moses interprets the entire 

episode within a symbolic framework familiar to students of Islamic mysticism 

and Sufis themselves. The passage that speaks of the lamp and the niche; the 

quotation "neither of the East nor of the West" refers to the well known d p t  

al-nrir, "the verse of light!' and links it to Moses through the use of the symbols 

of Are and light? This linkage is extremely sig,nificant. It interprets the symbols 

of fire and light assodated with the Prophet Moees and suggests that the light 

kindled in dpt a l - n t  are the lights of guidance and prophethood. This implies 

that this renowned passage in the Qur'h may be interpreted as a prophecy 

concerning the corning of another Messenger of God. The more evident points of 
' W ,  pp, 197-198. 

QW- 21: 35. 



this note deal with the pfocess of the purification of one's soul and the death of 

the lower, appetitive self (wfi.) Both poems depict the stages of purification and 

death that the lover must pass through before utter annihilation takes place and 

union with the beloved is achieved. This is the purporre and goal of the 

sufferings endured by the lovers. 

In Napn al-Sulrik, Ibn al-Farid's Maid instructs him on this point. 

You have not truly loved me if you have not passed away in me; 
You have not past away as long as my image does not appear in you, 
So leave off your daim to love and proclaim your heart to another; 
Put off your transgression with this. 
As for nearness to the court of union, lo, there is nothing! 
And lo! you are alive; but if you are sincere, then die! 
This is love! If you don't die, you don't reach the goal of love; 
So choose this or leave me be and lose my companionship. (99-101) 

Compare this with the exhortation by the Maid to BaM'ulliih. 



"Quaff fate's afflictions fKwn every cup; 
taste defeat's bloody streams 
pouring from my heart. 

"Sever yout h o p  of any touch 
of relief; prevent the fulfillment 
of every craving need. 

"Blood shed in the sacred path of love 
is obligatory; a heart 8corched 
by love is the first sign of allegience I exact. 

"Keep wakeful every night 
from the scorpion stings of the viaous; 
their ceaseless vilification will fill your days. 

"According to my religion, deadly venom 
is like sherbet; in my faith, 
the sentence of death is sweet compassion. 

"Cease your claim to love, or submit to this c o w ;  
this couunand proceeds 
according to precepts of my religion!'28 (5661) 

Both lovers readily assent to the demands of love's course. The entire trajectory 

of the narrative and argument of the Napn at-Sdlik proceeds from this point. 

The lover accepts the challenge and offers up his whole being to his beloved. 

Throughout the rest of the poem he recounts to his novice companion all he 

experienced in the realms of unicm. It details many permutations of death, 

rebirth' and unity with the divine spirit. The levels of meaning and complexity 

of thought are as intricate as the syntax and word play of his verses. 
' ) ~ ~ ~ l i h , ~ p .  Cit., p 2054. 



eahilluah accepts the m e  challenge. The Qasidrh-yi VmqriJiyyih differs 

significantly because the profession of ~ d c e  does not suffice for the 

attainment of his goal. He passes through several more stages of suffering, 

sacrifice, and annihilation. He exhorts his own spirit, heart, mind, and life's 

blood in accordance with the Maid's commands. 

I call out to thee, "0 spirit of Life, depart 
from me! Let not the least 
remnant of self remain. 

0 spirit! From the cloud-shrouded throne 
descend! Your merit of glory 
is nothing in the measure of my meakness. 

0 my master, Arise! 
0 my heart be gone; you have no majesty, 
despised in the lowlands. 

0 my patience! Endure contentedly 
all that you have b e  of W h i p  
for the good-pleasure of your beloved." (94-97) 

Just prior to this passage, he claimed to have reached his goal of a trw meeting 

with his beloved, within his own soul. Striving for even higher attainment, he 

recites the lines above. The Maid responds that he is on the right course, but this 



is only a beginning. Much more is required, for his love and understanding are 

immahue, like that of a child. She then guides him to a greater truth within 

himself. The active repartee between lover and beloved enhance the drama, 

Liveliness, and immediacy of this poem. The persistent deferral of the god or 

climax of union heightens the reader's antidpation and intensifies the effect of 

the poem. 

What is remarkable about this poem of BahBUllh is not that he could 

follow the fonn and pattem set by Ibn al-FBrU as requested by his companions 

in SulaymBniyyah. What surprises the reader of his verses is that he b able to 

use the traditional fonn so effectively and with such originaiity. We suggest that 

unlike the poets who would emerge in Egypt and Lebanon a few decades later, 

BahB'uUih was not a dassidzer. He was not pursuing a project to revive the 

vigor of Arabic poehy and restate the aesthetic values articulated and 

demonstrated by poets and critics during the Abbasid period. He composed a 

response to the challenge of his petitioners in Sulaymhiyyah, a jamb-@S to the 

poem of Ibn al-FBrid. While some may obpct to ce~ain aspects of his style, 

influences from Persian literary and linguistic featwes, and a flexible approach to 

Arabic grammar, all these are the stock and trade of any goad poet. Poetry often 

tortures syntax, maphology, and diction to achieve a spedfic esthetic goal. 

Futthermom, with the perspective of transformational grammar we can step 



away from the trap of a pmdptive approach to grammar and syntax. The poet 

said what he wanted to say the way he wanted to say it. His deparhws, if any, 

are not due to ignorance or lack of skill in manipulation the Arabic language and 

its literary forms. Baha'ullah's p h c  sensibility responded to the needs of his 

audience to compose within the traditional fonn of the qqida, maintaining the 

overall stmchue of the verses and their progression through the traditional 

thematic movements. At the same time he is neither imitative nor constrained. 

His successful manipulation of the traditional forms to his own ends creates a 

freshness and originality that would be a hallmark of the Romantic Movement 

which began in Arabic literature in the early 20th Century with poets in Egypt 

and the Levant, such as Ilya Abu h&#, Khalll M u m ,  and others. We would do 

well, also, to compare this poem to the efforts of the M j b r  poets, Arab poets 

who were writing in Arabic in the Americas near the beping of the 20U 

Century, among them Amin al-Rmni. Upon further research and analysis, 

Bahe'u211ah may be found to be at the very beginning of the nuw, the modem 

renabance of Arabic literature and culture that - in the latter half of the 19Ih 

Century. It began in earnest in Lebanon and Egypt while he was imprisoned in 

Akka, 20 years after this poem was first recited. 



Chapter Four 

The Celestial System 



B a h B W s  ode is stmctured according to the traditional form of the 

mystical search for union with the divine beloved. We have noted previously 

some of the prindple variations from the pattern. In the pges that follow, we 

identify the major religious themes and discuss their importance in the context of 

the principle teachings of BahB'ullBh's religion, the BaMg Faith. Particular 

attention will be given to the form in which these teachings are expressed in this 

poem and how they relate to Sufi thought and practice. However much can be 

made of the divergences of Bahaq belief and practice from Islamic orthodoxy, we 

shall argue that these differences as expressed in the poem are only occasionally 

significant. The paem attempts to correct some of the excesses of Sufi aspirations 

common to the last several cenhuies of Sufi literary expression. We will not 

attempt an exhaustive discussion of the symbolic structure of the two odes by 

BahPdah and Ibn al-FWd. Rather we will select a few key groups of symbols 

and compare them as we elaborate on the themes to which they refer. The more 

ubiquitous symbols in both poems tend to form clusters, or what I call 

constellations. These constellations repsent a complex of themes and ideas that 

require some exegesis. In addition, the process of constructing meaning from 



these constellations for each poem will clarify the differences and highlight 

certain d their unique features. Such an effort will provide material evidence 

related to the poetic vision discernible in each ode. 

THE MAID OF HJ2AVEN 

The first constellation of symbols we encounter in both poems is that of 

the beloved. In BaMUh's writings, she is often called "the Maid of Heaven," a 

translation of the term htiriyyah. The primary speaking voice of the poem refers 

to her as "she!' Her constellation includes d r ,  "manifestation," nlir, "light," 

"sun," and Mbthti, "my love." In three significant couplets she elaborates her 

essential qdt i e s :  

"Compared to my dawning, the sun of revelation 
b like a star; to my ~nanifestation, 
unbounded light is but a spark. 

"In the light of my inner being, all created 
being is like an ant; in the fire of my love 
the flames of hell are but an embet. 

"Only his nature, he who was confirmed 
in true faith0 is like mine; with my palm 



the hand of Moses was held dare on Sinai." (4143) 

The Maid of Heaven is described as the muroe of all revelations and the light of 

all messengers of God. This is the same light Shicites refer to as the al-nrir al- 

M-diyyah, orf'M-mmadan light" of unerring guidance that they believe 

passed from M*ammad to 'Ali, and then successively to his chosen 

descendants. The light of her inner being is reflected in all mated beings. The 

third verse is the mast allusive and complex of the three. I have translated flm 

somewhat inadequately as "nature." The term is glossed in the text as "the 

nature of Cod through which Man was created!' The poem suggests, here as 

elsewhere, that she is the "creative nature" of God, the source of all created 

being. This means that she is a representation of the primal revelatory spirit 

manifested in Mdammad and all messengers of God. The second hemistich 

refers to Quriln 28:32, "Put thy hand into thy bosom: it will come forth [shining] 

white, without blemish. And [henceforth] hold thine arm dose to thyself, free of 

all fear."' This suggests that she was Moses' inner being and that when God 

commanded him to hold dose his hand, she was holding him. We may then 

infer that either she purified his hand from all error and defect, or his hand 

became her hand. She is also the source of being, al-wujrid, and brings all 

creation into being. The light images that accompany these references can be 
-- - 

'= M-ge qm Qurw, Muhmmd kd, tnn. and upl., 2nd ed. (Gibnltu: Du id- 
AnQlm), 1981, p. 5%. 



equated with the light ref& to in the Hrst chapter of Genesis.' The "one 

confirmed in true faith" refers to all the Qw'anic figures called Mnff. 

M-mmad, prior to his call to pmphethd, is said to have been "hnif." This is 

one of the terms used to describe the religion of Abraham and Moses prior to 

receiving their revelations. Literally it means to be inclined toward 

righteousness and away from error, or away from a false religion toward the true 

one. In translating this tenn, I tried to convey this sense. This verse clearly 

signifies the true station of the divine Beloved and those who are her true lovers: 

the prophets of God who have been given a revelation or book. A fuller 

discussion of this station is given below. Lesarer figures in this constellation 

derive from her attribute of "beloved." We could depict this symbolic structure 

as a solar system; the prinaple symbol is a sun or star and the related, yet 

subordinate symbols or figures are planets, some with moons or satellites. In 

such a scheme, the different types of beauty, haan, wl, and tnahju would be a 

planest and the great women of Arabic Lore would be their moons. In this 

system the prophets and the Maid of heaven fonn one constellation. Their 

planets might be the companions or siblings; Khadija, yusayn, W i ,  Abti Bakr, 

and others would orbit M-d. Aaron and Joshua would orbit Moses. For 

the Maiden, the poets hope to pin her solor system. 
'See Robert Alter, Gemis: Trashtion a d  Cont1)~nm (New York WW Norton), 1996. 



Ibn al-FariQ names and describes the hiriden only through her attributes 

and effects. This conveys the sense that, in reality, she cannot be named or 

adequately described. It may also reflect an aspect of &, or good manners and 

proper conduct, that the lover should not name his beloved and declare her 

identity. In any case, Ibn al-FBriQ a h  refers to the Maiden principally as "she." 

Her names include m&lni&a, or the "beloved!' She a h  represents the spirit of 

Maammad. In the course of the poem, the poet, or more predsely the prindple 

voice speaking in the poem, is pined to this constellation. He is represented by 

ma or "I." 

We have pointed out that both poems begin with a description of the 

Maiden. In BahB'uLlBh's ode, she appears in a W e n t  of d&ptions and 

scriptural allusions. In the ode by Ibn al-F&h$ the Maid appears in a universe 

represented by the tavern. She is visible to him alone, though he is surrounded 

by his companions. In the tavern, a common symbol for the Sufi cloister or takya, 

the wine is passed around. Wine represents an array of allusions ranging from 

sacred scripture to the ecstasy obtained from the presence of God's chosen one, 

represented by the maid or the beloved. 

MANIFESTATION 

As suggested above, the constellation of symbols that represent the 



manifestion of God mirrom the constellation of the Beloved. Jbh$i)ullah's 

dewription of the Maid resembles Ibn al-FM#s in important ways. We 

commented in a previous chapter on the following lines; we now consider the 

way the qualities and attributes mentioned in the lines function. 

It seemed the sun blazed 
from her beauty; she manifested 
in all the worlds and grew mighty. 

Her splendor stirred up 
the musk-laden cloud of Heaven; 
her stature lifted the spirit of loftiness. (2-3) 

Ibn al-Farid states: 

By the quality of your perfection, the fairest form 
in all creation derives its shape from you. 
And by your splendor without which pleasure is my tonnent 
and makes my death so sweet to me. 
And by your beauty's hidden essence, every pretty trait 
is manifested in all the worlds and perfected. 
The beauty which captivated intellect and beguUed me in passion 
has done beautifully in exalting you and abasing me. 61-3) 



The common phase "manifest in all the worlds and .. ." shows how close these 

poems are, thematically. Yet the styles differ sharply as do the effects on the 

reader. So many of the attributes in this section of Nam al-Sullik are repeated in 

the ode of BahBWith. In both poems the, beautifid qualities of the Maid are 

manifested and perceptible in all realms of existence. The poets describe them as 

the source of all noble attributes that appear in God's creation. This is one of the 

strongest links between the poems: the concept of the Mystic Maid and her 

relationship with the created world and the soul of the poet-lover. She is the life 

of the world, she is its beauty, and all the most beautiful women in the world 

gain their beauty from her. She is what we love about them. Ibn al-FariQ makes 

this very clear in the following lines. The mystic mmndes the spiritual p y  he 

feels with the delights found in the created world, especially the eros of woman. 

She appears and conceals herself 
Perhap in accordance with every age and time 
she appears to the lovers in every fonn. 
She attires herself in every exquisite shape 
So once it was Lubna, another time Buthaina, and again 
She was called by Azza and mighty she was. 
And they were none but her; 
they were faithful to none but her 
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and yet in beauty, she had no peer. 
Therefore by the law of unity, by their beauty 
as she appeared to me 
in her other form she was clad. ' EXIl-4) 

The names mentioned in these verses refer to the women extolled by the pre 

Islamic poets grouped under the title cUthri. The male counterparts to them are 

the pre-Islamic poets Qays, Jamil, and Kuthayyir, respectively. cUdhri poetry 

exemplified the virtu- of chaste and faithful love. J. C. Burgel following von 

Gmebaum offers this comment, "Wdhrite love is ablsolute love, love as idea, 

love as religion. Such love is almost of necessity tragic .... We do not know how 

Maammad regarded 'Udhrite love ... his own attitude is obviously contrary to 

'Udhrite behavior."' It was to have some resonance in the moral code of Islamic 

law and the emerging norms of the new Islamic society, but its primary elements, 

especially chastity, tragedy, and sacrifice, lent themselves easily to the work of 

the Sufi poets. As a group, it represents an important source used in the 

development of the "new style" that would be found in Abbasid poetry, based 

on a new formulation of the traditional elements of preIslamic poetic fonns and 

standards. In both of the above passages, Ibn al-Fiiriql offers a very clear 

depiction of the power and function of the attributes of God in creation. 
' lbid., 39 
5 ~ . ~ ~ ~ 1 , ~ v e , ~ u t d ~  :EraWminEul ~uRcflrc(LdinLHauy 

PUbLiEotlo~u), 1979. 
2P Sourm," S d d y  d the Srxco in h l  bbm, A M  LU ttT &Sayyid-Ma-, 4. (kLUbu: Udena 



BahiWhh's  poetry reflects a &nilat view. Though the following line raises 

other issues, it addresses this point. 

From her hair the scent of union wafted; 
by her glance 
the eye of beauty was brightened (7) 

The mystery of revelation shown from her 
radiated to all humanity; She rose 
and my resurrection roe  tot her. (19) 

BaM'ullBh elaborates the concepts of manifestation and revelation frequently in 

his prose; it is one of the central themes in his writings. 

Know thou that every created thing is a sign of the revelation of God. 
Each, according to its capaaty, is, and will ever remain, a token of the 
Almighty. Inasmuch as He, the sovereign Lord of all, hath wiiled to 
reveal His sovereignty in the kingdom of names and attributes, each and 
every mated thing hath, through the act of the Divine will, been made a 
sign of Hs glory. So pervasive and general is this revelation that nothing 
whatsoever in the whole universe can be discovered that doth not reflect 
His splendor .... Were the Hand of Divine power to divest of this high 
endowment all created things, the entire universe would become desolate 
and void? 

In another tablet he writes: 

Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth is a direct 
' &hl%Uh, Gldoningsfmrr tk Writings ofW3(Wh, Shaghi Uimdi, ed. and trans. W i :  
Baha'i Pub- T d ,  1976, p. 184. 



evidence of the revelation within it of the attributes and names of God, 
inasmuch as within every atom we enshrined the signs that bear eloquent 
testimony to the revelation of that Mmt Gnat Ljght. Methinks, but for the 
potency of that revelation, no being could ever exist? 

In these passages, B a h a W  delineates the purpose of the revelation of Cod's 

attributes and their role in the process of creation. This clarifies and refines the 

concept as articulated by Ibn al-cArabl and described through the Maiden in the 

Napn al-Sdtik. There we find many references to the divine attributes and their 

importance in the realms of creation. These are, of COW, representations of the 

attributes of God. I find it intriguing that at a certain stage, the poet-lover claims 

to leave all attributes behind in his quest for a closer union with the beloved. 

When this is achieved they become a single identity, yet what identity remains 

for either without attributes? This refers to the station of jizna", complete 

effacemen; all that remains is God. 

Thus passion destroyed whatever remained 
Here, the attributes between us withemi away. 
I found that whatever I find apart from me leads to me 
and appeared from my abundance. 
I gave witness to myself by Uuwre attributes 
that veiled her from me and in my witness veiled myself. 



Truly I was what I loved undoubtedly; 
for she was, to hemelf as I myself and she waB my benefactor. (159461) 

On the one hand, the poet admits that he cannot rid himself of these attributes 

completely. He suggests that whatwet he did to obliterate himself and destroy 

all that divides, in the end he could not. She gives him back to himself. His 

return to himseif is the same as pining her because she is his true self, his soul, 

his spiritual essence. Yet at the same time he claims complete union and identity 

with the beloved. I would argue that BahB'ullhh releases the seeker from these 

cycles of paradox and the dizzy drde of unity described in the Napn al-Sullik 

with his use of the concepts of attributes and manifestation. The attributes and 

manifestations of God's names are the means to unity. They are the means by 

which God, through the Maiden, becomes present and accessible in our realm of 

existence. We may get no closer than the Messenger or Manifestation of God. 

They are the portals, they are the signs of God, they are His presence. 

B a ~ ~ h ' s  writings intertwine the concepts of revelation and 

manifestation. Revelation has two categorie; the revelation of the word of God 

through His Prophet or Manifestation, and the revelation or manifestation of the 

names and attributes in the realm of creation. The creation of the world takes 

place through the agency of the word of God and His Manifestation. BahiiT 

thought follows d d y  both Islamic thought and Christian belief as expressed in 
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the opening pasaage of the Gospel of John, "In the beginning was the Word..!' 

We find this link in his ode as well. 

F m  her western horizon the sun 
of manifestation appeared; from her eastern horizon 
the full moon of revelation r e b e d .  (6) 

The mystery of revelation shown from her 
radiated for all humanity; She raw 
and my resurrection row for her. (19) 

Derivatives of the verb * a ,  to appear or be manifest, occur frequently in the 

poem. The examples above are a few of them. I have translated them variously, 

mast frequently pairing "revelation and manifestation." I have not translated it 

with a single term, for both contextual and stylistic reasons. In a number of cases 

two or more choices are interchangeable. BahWUih infrequently uses natah, to 

send down or receive, as the technical tenn for revelation. In those cases it most 

often refers to the spedfic process of the Messenger of Cod receiving a revelation 

that is "sent down!' We may con Jude from this that BahaUiih has enlarged 

the concept of the divine Messenger to advance a more sophisticated view of his 

station and function as prophet and messenger. In fact, he refers to the prophets 

and mesaengem using a luge vocabulary of names and attributes; however, he 



most often prefers the tenn "Manifestation of God!' 

If we analyze the Unes of poetry from Ibn al-FBrid with this concept in 

mind, we find ample evidence that his portrayal of the role and station of 

Mul~ammad fits very well with Baha*'s concept of the Manifestation. The 

two pods differ only in regard to station of the Messengers and Prophets who 

preceded Maammad. According to B a h B U ,  Moses# Jesus, Maammad, all 

the Messengers of God, are equal in station and function. Their teachings differ 

only according to the needs of humanity during their dispensations. The 

differences in their appearance or the intensity of their radiance are due not to 

their ability to reflect God's light, but to the receptive capaaty of mankind 

during the respective stages of its development. Shoghi Effendi, the great- 

grandson of Bahii~u21hh, termed this "progressive revelation." Each successive 

prophet reveals progressively more of God's knowledge as humanity evolves. 

Their collective missions are seen as the cause of the spiritual and cultural 

development of the human species? Ibn al-FiilriQ, on the other hand, like most 

M d h I  believes that Mut\ammad is the last and best of God's Messengers, 

despite the proclamation in the Qur"&: "and His Apostles, making no distinction 
' Thh mtbn could be deadbed as a type of spiritual iuul intektual evolutbn, directed by the 
hnd of Cod ud elf.cc(cd by tlw p a a r  of divine mnhtbn in rurrcrively more intame and 
copious o u t p o ~  of divine @dance. The pnU& to the hc concept of evolution are 
noteworthy. A thorowy rrwordwd rhdy d this topic would provide a vaIwblt and mkomc 
e ~ t t o t h e ~ i d o f t t l r d o U 8 s h r d k b .  



between any of His Aptle~."'~ Furthermore8 he seems to believe that 

Maammad's title "seal of the prophets" means that after Md~ammad, the saints 

may equal the prophets in capacity for knowledge, though not function." The 

intensity and perfdon of MSammad's revelation endowed his h e  followers 

with capacities far greater than those of previous dispensations. Ibn al-FariQ 

extends this reasoning to suggest that the saints may achieve, through acquiring 

the "M&ammadan eye" a proximity to God equal to that of the prophets of old. 

This may be more a function of the logic of the text than the effect of a daim, 

although some critics have attacked him for the grand claims advanced in this 

poem. The case of al-IjdBj, Sufism's most noteworthy example of martyrdom, is 

worth noting here." His insistent h i m ,  in the station of Pnri: to have effaced 

himself in God's presence and thus to become God's "unaeated Truth" led to his 

Mal and execution for heresy. Although many factors contributed to his unique 

case, he served both as warning and exemplar to the ecstatic mystics who came 

after him. Not surprisingly, harsh criticisms were leveled against Ibn al-FBriQ, 

but apparently only posthumously. BaM'ullBh, in an epistle to one of the Mends 

he met in Sulaymtiniyyah known as 2% Scwn ValIep, rejects categorically the 
10 Qur)iin 220s; Asad, Tkr Msagr oftk Qurlln, p. 64. However, this point mmt be with 2: 153, 
$e vme that states "some of the apatles we have endowmi more MgNv than others..." 

At-, do . pw 856. 
"See ~ w b  Madpon, ~r ~ a s i a i r  uuyc ih  ans sour m~pj, h4wtyr~ystquedrl'lslam,2nd 
ed.. 4 ~ b .  Bub. lam; EngM trans. H. Maron, me f b m h  ofrl-HJLj, Mystk ad Mntyr of 
k b .  4 vok. Wnceton, 1982). 



claim that mptics can achieve union with Gad: 

For God is, in His Essence, holy above ascent and descent, entrance and 
exit; He hath through ail eternity been free of the attributes of hwnan 
creatures, and ever will remain so. No man hath ever known Him; no 
soul hath ever found the pathway to His Being. Every mystic knower 
hath wandered far astray in the valley of the knowledge of Him; every 
saint hath lost his way in seeking to comprehend His E~sence.'~ 

This should not be read as a rejection or invalidation of the aspirations of the 

Sufis to the mystical experience of union with God. Rather, BahaUah attempts 

to clarify and moderate the claims of this literahue. Ibn al-FBriQ rhapsodizes on 

the joy of union or mystical attainment and makes grand claims to unity. In the 

following lines the poet addresses his devotee: 

So you were bansported to your holy summit 
And you attained beyond your reach 
Where the soul could not imagine. 
This is your limit; Halt and witness, lest 
You approach something that will set you burning like a torch. 
My power as a man is envied beyond compare 
But my rank is beyond your ability and understanding. 
AN mankind are Adam's sons, but I have swpassed 
The awateneai of ail my bmtherhood. 

~aha- Thc Slm, V l U y s a d  the F a n  VdIeys, Mu*h Gail, (Wjme(tr: 
Pub- TrurO, 1978, W. 22-3. 
t 4 1 k r d - ~ ~ ,  qr. cit., p a, -JO~~H. 



My ear is Moees' and my heart M&ammad8s 
And with vision of a Mutunmadan eye. 
And my spirit is  the spirit d all spirits 
and all that is seen ae fair in the universe 
is made from the excellence of my day. (30813) 

For this he aroused the opposition of same of the orthod~xy!~ I think it is 

important not to take these daims too seriously. Such expressions are akin to 

rnuhllagha, or hyperboIe, an attempt to express in words something inexpressible. 

This type of speech is a grand simile that states, "It is as if L.." It may help to 

remember that these lines are presented as instmction. He is pointing to a goal, 

reminding his student of the lofty station currently beyond his reach. On the 

other hand, ibn a1-Farid may also write with the same intent for which Al-Yallaj 

was killed. He wants to challenge the strict doctrines of the ruling orthodoxy, or 

he may be simply rhapsodizing. At the same time we should neither take the 

poet's statements too literally, reading into them precise doctrinal position, nor 

should we forget the sublte humor and evident playfulness in wording, thought, 

and tone that rescuerr this poem from its occasional drifts into esoteric theology 

and didactic instruction. For the mystical experience exceeds rational categories 

and seeks to challenge them. He perceives these as limits or veils that prevent 

the seeker hwn developing a doser relationship with Cod. Similarly, Bahii'ullibh 
Is 7he Mydud Rms of I'h d-Hr& A J. Arbmy, 4.: Chester Ikwtty Moqn@s No. 4, London: 
Em- Wellor, 1%2, pa 8. 



warns against the veils of intellect and howledge, and the transcendence of the 

divine spirit above all human conceptions and limitations of mind. 

Such statements as we find in the lines of poetry above have long been 

regarded by the sober Muslim scholars, the jurists and theologians, as shirk or 

polytheism, and contrary to the Islamic concept of taubid, or unity of God. For 

their part, the Sufis a te  numerous passages from the Qur'an and the With 

claiming to see in them the description of such states of nearness and the means 

to attain them. BahBUihh reinterprets the whole project to mean that the 

mystical path leads one to the presence of God, but not God himself. The union 

with the divine beloved is union with His Manifestation or messenger. These 

figures do not represent God in His essence, rather they manifest, or perfectly 

reflect, the light of God. In his writings, the notion of attainment to the presence 

of Cad, or union with the Beloved, is tenable only if it means reaching to the 

presence of the Manifestation of God, uniting one's heart and spiritual being 

with God's vicegemtO and submitting to His will. BahaUh carefully avoids 

any possibility of equating the Manifestation of Cod with God in His 

unknowable essence. In thought, incamation is a logical imwbility. It 

is rejected as a fonn of shirk. But rather than condemning categorically such 

concepts, BahaUhh reinterprets these notions as symbols, allusions, and 

attempts to express the ineffable dyNmia~ governing the relationship of created 
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beings with their Creator. These relationships ultimately lead to God's chosen 

ones. God remains a transcendent, unknowable essence: 

No tie of direct intercowse can possibly bind Him to His creatures* He 
standeth exalted beyond and abow all separation and union, all proximity 
and remoteness. No sign can indicate His presence or His absence; 
inasmuch as by a word of His command all that are in heaven and on 
earth have come to exist, and by His wish, which is the Primal Will itself, 
all have stepped out of utter nothingness into the realm of being, the 
world of the visible .... The door of the knowledge of the Ancient of Days 
being thus clased in the face of all beings, the Source of infinite grace, 
according to his saying: "His grace hath transcended al l  things; My grace 
hath encompassed them all" hath caused those luminous Gems of 
Holiness to appear out of the realm of the spirit, in the noble form of the 
human temple, and be made manifest unto all men, that they may impart 
unto the world the mysteries of the unchangeable Being, and tell of the 
subtleties of His imperishable Essence. These sanctified Mirrors, these 
Day spring of ancient glory are one and all the Exponents of Him Who is 
the cenbd Orb of the universe, its Essence and ultimate 

Gems, mim18, and daysprings are symbols for the prophets or manifestations. 

They seem to occupy a realm of being between God and humanity. They are the 

link, the bridge, the bond uniting the human reality with the source of its 

creation. Without such a tie, all access is cut otf; at the same time, the human 

being cannot transgress his limits, supercede the prophet, or arrogate that role 

and rank to himself* 

In the writings of BahaUtih, the Maid of Heaven is assodated primarily 

with the proass of revelation. In Ibn al-FM#s poem the Maiden performs 
'' Behadhh, 77e Kidlb.i w, Sbghi E h d i ,  tnn Mlmdte: W'i Publishing Trust), 1974, 
pp. s-100. 



similar functions of Unldng the human world with the realm of God. 

You are far worthier of this great honor 
than he who sbuggles zealously in hope and fear 
No wonder that you Laugh with great pleasure 
considering the qualities attributed to him; 
the people thought so many were forgettable, 
that now are famed. (304-5) 

The man who stmggles in "hope and fear" may refer to the scholars of law and 

theology who strive1' with intellect and reason to resolve difficult issues of law or 

doctrine. In any case, the poem uitidzes him whose piety arises from hope for 

reward or fear of punishment, instead of love for God. Sufism gained strength 

as a reaction against the hypocrisy of the Umayyad rulers. It gained further 

importance as an antidote to the strict formalism of the legal schools and their 

singular forus on purely outward acts of worship and ~bedience.'~ It was also a 

needed counterweight to the narrowing definitions of doctrine with the triumph 

of the Ashcari school over the Muctadn doctrines. Khla'm, the Islamic theological 

science, reached the height of its development during the Abbasid period in the 

9& and I@'' centuries. These forces in the articulation and codification of Islamic 
" lbn al~irid, Up. ut, p 4142. 
" Ibn al-FMd ua the term ijW that aim hm the W d g  of reasoning out the 
t,pplicatton of IsW law. I lnkr a potmiMe m k n c e  hac b these scholn. 

SeC SchhmeI, Mystbd Di- 4kkm (Chapel Hi& University of North 
Cuolin h), 1975, p. 29ff. 



belief and practice addressed the needs of an increasingly large, diverse, and 

technologically advanced d~ilization.~ Yet they failed to address the needs of 

the i ~ e r  life of the believers. To these emotional and spiritual needs, the mystics 

directed themselves. Yet the mystics, too, needed places to meet, exchange ideas, 

and refine their techniques for personal transformation. They developed their 

own institutions and societies. During times when governmental structures fell 

into decline and disarray, the Sufi brotherhoods became powerful forces for 

social and political organization. One of the most influential of these was the 

Naqshbandi Sufi order among whom Bahaaullah resided in Sulaymaniyyah. In 

the l2Ih and 13* centuries, Sufi thought and practice reached one of its high 

points. The great writer, thinker, and teacher, M a y  al-Db Ibn alJArabi al- 

Andalusiz had the most dramatic impact of any Sufi master before or since. Even 

today, Muslims regard him as the "shaykh al1~kbat," the greatest master. Born in 

Murdn, Andalusia, he lived from 1165-1210. He left Andalusia in 1193, spent 

seven years in Tunis, and then performed the pilgrimage to Mecca in 1202. He 

spent time in Egypt, Iraq, Syria, and Turkey. In 1223 he settled in Damascus and 

remained there until his death. A few comments must be offered. It is not 

known if he ever met Ibn al-FW, but they certainly must have hown of each 
OSee W. Montpmcry Watt8 The F c l n ~ t b  Pniad ofIslamic Thought (Edinbwgh: The University 
Rrr), 1W3 and N. J. Coubon. A History of fdaic Lru, (Edinburgh: The University Pma), 1W. 

WUliun Chittick, 7'he Sup PILA of K n d d g e  (Albany State Uniwxsity of New Yotk Rs), 
1989. p. ix. Ibr a very well mcurhed, though hagiqmphical, bbgmphy, sir Claude Addits, 
Quest Jb the kr SmlJZcr, bLmk Texts Society8 Cambridge: 1993. 



other. Their most important i n t e d o n  arurred after their passing, when Sacd 

al-Din Fsrghhd produced a commentary on the N m  al-Sdrik. In that 

commentary he developed the term t@u#ht af-wujiid, or "unity of being" that 

would f a y e  much of the interest and controversy on Ibn al-<Arabi's teachings. 

Thus, the teachings of the great shaykh play a significant role in our 

understanding of Ibn al-FihiQs masterpiece and will also play a significant role 

in our understanding of Bahdlrlliih's qeih. Indeed, his teachings have echoes in 

many other BaM21 writings, as well. 
j l  +j.icc+ I ~ ~ w ; J ~ ~ ~ Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J L . ~ ~ & ~  JA 
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In this valley the wayfarer leaveth behind him the stages of the "oneness of Being 
and Manifestation" and reacheth a oneness that is sanctified above these two 
stations. Ecstasy alone can encompass this theme, not utterance nor argument 
and whosoever hath dwelt at this stage of the purney, or caught a breath from 
this garden land, knoweth wherof we speak. 

In all these pumeys the traveler must stray not the breadth of a hair from 
the "Law," for this is indeed the secret of the "Path" and the fruit of the Tree of 
"Tmthf and in all these stages he must cling to the robe of obedience to the 
commandments, and hold fast to the cord of shunning all forbidden things, that 
he may be nourished from the cup of the Law and informed of the mysteries of 
T ~ t h . ~  

Baha)uall& referred to this as the "valley of true poverty and absolute 
" BWulhh, hi&-i W m - i  'AY: p. 133. 
* Muzteh C.U. llcr Smrn Valleys ad the Four  VeIrcyr, pp* 394. 
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nothingness!' As he deecrih this final stage of the mystical purney, the stations 

of pmda and Wa in which the self has been reduced to nothingness in the 

presence of God and attainment of the ?mq#fd# or desired one, he reminds his 

reader that at no stage should he stray from the clear boundaries of religion, of 

adherence to the jaw, as well as the requirements of the mystical path, yet 

comprehending the divine truth or reality of God that is exhalted above human 

conception and beyond the l ~ a c h  of any of His servants. This specifically 

challenges the Sufis who claim in moments of ecstasy to have attained union 

with God. I also advances a predse critique of the concept of mhdat al-wujt'ul 

ascribed to Ibn al-cArabi, though more properly attributed to his students and 

successors. He does not refute the concept, but refines and limits it. He also 

subordinates it to the stage of @aa and darifis that it does not mean 

"panthei~rn."~' This maneuver enables him to protect it from the accusation of 

shirk by contextualizing it as an aspect of the mystical, visionary experience. It 

reflects a stage, or a degree of attainment within the station of the oneness that 

precedes finda. W W i i h ' s  use of the tenn m l t a h  is si@cant. In several 

instances he uses this term instead of m@m. Gail translates the fonner term as 

"stage." It conveys the sense that, rather than being a permanent station or 

attribute that the seeking mystic retains, it is a stage he passes through. Yet it 
See Chittick and others on Ibn alsArabi's tboyht. A NI analysis a d  d k u i o n  of 

~ ~ s ~ o n t h i 8 t ~ ~ t O b e u n d ~ n .  



does not indicate a transitory state, @I, the fleeting moments of perception or 

ecstasy that God grants the mystic from time to time in the course of his journey. 

The distinctions suggested by the choice of this tenne point toward the 

understanding that the stages and stations are all a means to the end, to 

attainment of union followed by the stage of abiding in selfless, faithful servitude 

to God and service to His people. 

Ibn al-'Arabi, Ibn al-FMQ, and BahB'ullah all share the view that God's 

attributes are the source and locus of the existence of everything in creation. 

They lend the world of created being its life and its unity. This unity can only be 

properly perceived when the "sewant draws nigh unto me in prayer until I 

become the eye wherewith he sees, the ear wherewith he hears...". This famous 

wi th  q u d ~ i , ~  or divine tradition, figures significantly in Num al-Sulrik and Sufi 

thought more generally. BahB'ullah also refers to it in his other writings, though 

not directly in his rlagida. Ibn al-FBriQ and Baha'ullah use this tradition to show 

how the seeker may draw close to God and to verify that this ldnd of unity is a 

wotthy goal. The type of prayer that leads to this attainment is 

"supererogatory," or thase prayers recited in excess or what the law requires. 

The believer recites these not out of duty, but out of love, with the intention of 

seeking a closer relationship with God. God rwvards this with an outpouring of 
Aholytraditbnofthehighatorder. In t h c k ~ o f t h b t y p o f ~ , C o d , n o t t h c h p e t o r  

his C O I n ~ n s ,  spaks. 



Hie grace and grants the believer a kind of mystic vision or experience that 

transform and purifies his perceptive faculties. Ibn al-FMQ refers to this 

tradition in the verses quoted above, "My em is Moses' ear...my heart informed 

by a Mu.hammadan eye!' BahB~~llah's states in ihe Snrm Valleys : 

Whensoever the light of Manifestation of the King of Oneness settleth 
upon the throne of the heart and mul, His shining becometh visible in 
every Limb and member. At that time the mystery of the famed tradition 
gleameth out of the darkness: "A servant is drawn unto Me in prayer until 
I answer him; and when I have answered him, I become the ear 
wherewith he heareth ... !' For thus the Master of the house hath appeared 
within His home, and al l  the pillars of the dwelling are ashine with His 
light. And the ation and effect of the light are from the Light-giver; so it 
is that all move through Him and arise by His will. 26 

This describes the stage of t&id, or unity. When it is achieved, and image of 

God appears in the heart of the servant and is reflected outward. This kind of 

unity still honors the distinction between God and His servants. God acts 

through His creation by the operation of His light and His will. This happens 

once the heart of the servant has become prepared through prayer, through 

turning to God. The believer must exert himself, merge his will with God's, and 

act in accordance with that will. On the same theme, he states in The Hidden 

0 son of the throne! Thy hearing is My hewing, hear therewith. My sight 
is thy sight, do thou see therewith, that in thine inmost soul thou mayest 
testify unto My exalted sanctity, and I within Myself may bear witness to 

' WU, Op. at., p 22. 



an exalted station for thee? 

The believer then, acting in accord with the will of God, testifies. All the 

meanings of shah& apply. He sees, beam wimess to God, proclaims his faith, 

and sadices himself through acts of selfless service. 

THE PRIMAL COVENANT 

In the Mupn aCSullik, the theme of the primordial covenant between God 

and man occupies a central position. It is one of the primary thematic threads of 

the poem to which several important themes are attached? Qur'iin El72 is the 

source for this concept. "And when thy Lord brought forth from the sons of 

Adam the seed of their loins, and called on them to bear witness for themselves, 

'Am I not your Lord?' They said, 'Verily! We bear witness.' [Be warned!] Lest on 

the Day of Resurrection you say, Truly, we were ignorant of this."'29 All 

h d t y  represented as the seed of the sons of Adam are drawn forth and 

called to bear witness to the lordship of God. This is the preetemal covenant 

between God and man, that He will guide and sustain humanity and that we will 

recognize His lordship and obey His commands. 

t ~ j  ei #W +ha L+LJ+U&.~ 
" ~ ' u l l o h ,  The Hiddm W&Shoghi Efkndi, tram. (WUmcttc: Eahiq Publbhh\g Trust), p. 14. 
'See Asbcrry, Pmn of the Ww, p ;15. 

Asad, Mssop of h e  Qurqn, pp. 22%30. 



From you my misery, even my dire distress is a bounty; 
For your sake the robe of affIiction is the greatest blessing. 
My anaent allegiance to you made me see that 
what I received from evil youths was a noble gift. (49-50) 

The pledge of fidelity to the beloved as a relationship of obedience and guidance 

enables the mystic to recognize that love transforms all torments suffered in her 

path into bounties. This refers to the station of huh, conversion or recognition, 

to which the seeker must return. In it he is granted vision and understanding 

and learns faithfulness and patience. He then realizes that anything suffered 

faithfully will benefit him. The next reference to the covenant occurs at the 

beginning of an impassioned oath where the lover swears his love to her by her 

most noble attributes. 

By a firm bond that no thought of abrogation 
Can come between us; that is the best part. 
By your taking the pledge of fidelity 
Before I appeared robed in self 
in the shade of my day 
And by the primordial covenant 
Not changed she  I swore it, 
A firm tie too @oCious to dip or slacken. (67-69) 



Both of these passages link the F n c e  of the Beloved to the presence of Gad at 

the moment of creation. This equates easily with BaMWh's depiction of the 

Maid of Heaven as the source of creation. The terms used for covenant in the 

second passage, W and mi*, are stronger than that used in the h t  passage, 

mu? The verb Wu& has the root meaning of "to charge with," "make 

accountable for," as well as "covenant with!' As a noun it has the similar 

meaning of "command," "compact," or "binding contract," and implies a 

relationship of obedience to an authority. The term walP3 means allegiance, 

fidelity, loyalty, even friendship; e8sentially it is a contract based on love or 

kinship. Lastly, mithdq means a fh bond, covenant, pledge or treaty, but with 

the connotation of mutual trust and faithfulness. Ibn al-Farid brings all these 

terms and their connotations into play. 

How long shall I clutch my veil? 
There! I have destroyed it. 
In lawful exchange I will ding 
To the covering of God's covenant. 
I was given her accord on a clay before she appeared 
To forge the contract at my primeval origin. 
I gained her pledge of fidelity neither by hearing 
nor sight nor forfeiture nor natural acquisition 

Mi., p. 34, Ven 155158. 



I loved her madly in the realm of command 
Before she even appeared h e  set me reeling. 
Though I had not yet stepped into this world. (155-58) 

The lover removes the veils that have separated him from his Beloved since his 

creation took corporeal form. He was able to gain this state of rapturous love 

and intoxication. Though he achieved this through experience and passion, yet it 

transpired at the moment of his creation. He regains it through his encounter 

with the beloved in the tavern and his efforts in the path of love to rekindle this 

relationship. This places his love on a level higher than that first experienced in 

the primordial state. Therefore, the degree of unity achieved is also greater 

because it is one of love and devotion. Love is earned, not only by obedience to 

God's command and receipt of His unbidden grace, but through acts of worship 

and self-sacrifice. Yet because he followed this path out of desire, the poet finds 

a veil stiU remains, perhaps the last barrier to be removed. He has returned to 

that state of uncteated union with God. He seeks to destroy all dividing 

attributes-defining, individuating characteristics. 

Thus passion destroyed whatever remained 
Here, the attributes between us withered away. (159) 

Love is the agency by which the veils are obliterated. He gives up al l  hope for 

reward in this life and the next. He gives up wealth and poverty, and then 
Bid., p. 34, vmc 159-161. 
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relinquishes wen the merit of these deeds of detachment. She alone suffices as 

his reward. 

The concept of the primordial covenant does not occupy the central 

p i t i o n  in B a h a W s  ode that it does in N i  al-Sdlik. In the larger body of 

BahaaullBh's writings, however, the concept of covenant is fundamental and 

pervasive. bhUbh's use of this principle has been discussed in a number of 

p~blications.~ The pre-eternal aspects of that covenant is perhaps best reflected 

in what is known as the "short obligatory prayer," that he ordained to be redted 

at noon by the believers among his followers. "I bear witness, 0 my God, that 

Thou hast mated me to know Thee and to worship TheeWMu This statement 

beam directly on this theme, that all humanity, at the moment of our creation, 

received the capacity, purpose, and obligation to know and worship God. For 

Muslims, this truth is pmeternal. Before we were created in corporeal form, we 

had already recognized and borne witness to God's lordship. All our lives, the 

whole of the mystic pumey of the Sufis is the process of realizing this pledge 

and returning to that state of spiritual unity with Cod and submission to His 

will. Similarly, Baha'ulhh states: 

Having created the world and all that liveth and moveth therein, He, 
" Scc Adib Taherzadeh, 7%e Commt oJ&JliPu'lM, Oxford: Ceoqe Ronald, 1992. See also, 
George Tomuad, llu Corrant, Am Anrlyds (Mmckster: -1 Publishing Trud), 1950. 
' W* Pmps: A Wedim of Pnym Reuwfed liy BoH'uPIM, 7k Blb. end cAa(uCBah13 
( W i b k  B m M  Pubbhhg TnrU, 1991, p. 4. k r  the Arabic, rcc W U h ,  Kilibi Aqlrs 
(Haifa: W q  Wodd Center), 1995, p. 10. 



tluough the direct operation of His unconstrained and sovereign Will, 
chose to confer upon man the unique distinction and capacity to know 
Him and to love Him-a capacity that must needs be regarded as the 
generating impulse and the primary pwpoae underlying the whole of 
creation.... 

and 

... I have perfected in every one of you My creation, so that the excellence 
of My handiwork may be fully revealed unto men. It follows, therefore, 
that every man hath been, and will continue to be, able of himself to 
appreciate the Beauty of Cod, the Glorified. Had he not been endowed 
with such a capadty, how could he be called to account for his failure? If, 
in the Day when all the peoples of the earth will be gathered together, any 
man should, while standing in the presence of God be asked, "Wherefore 
hast thou disbelieved in My Beauty and turned away from My Self," and 
if such a man should reply ... such a plea will, assuredly be rejectedWx 

The second passage establishes the same link between the innate capacity to 

recognize God and being called to account in the Day of God. Baha'ulkih refers 

to the pre-eternal relationship between God and Man in the following couplets 

from the "Ode of the Dove:" 

"You described yourself and pined partners 
with me; Ha! Sinner! 
Breaking this commandment is the greatest sin." (54) 

"From my atom, the primordial sun 
BahWU, Clew~imgs, pp. 66 and 143. 



spun off; from my drop# 
the sea of creation was drawn forth. 

"From the kip7 of my command, judgment was passed 
on all; while hvan the kindliness of my heart, 
every wondrous thing appeared. (1 1 5) 

In the second of the couplets quoted above, the references to this prindple can be 

found in the verb "drawn forth," as the seed of the sons of Adam was taken from 

his loins. The third couplet also refers to the events of primordial creation. The 

"kfof my cornmand" refers to kun, or "Be thou..."(and it is), the command by 

which God calls all creation into being, particularly the individual soul. The 

tenn umri is glossed by Bahii'dliih stating "the realm of command is intended!' 

The judgment refers, in this context to the verse of the Qur"2Ln quoted above, that 

because of our created capacity to recognize God# we may be judged for our 

failure to do so. The k t  verse may be only an oblique reference to the covenant. 

If we have r e c o p h d  the lordship of Cod# we have also recognized His unity 

and, therefore, on any occasion in which we pin partners with him, we have 

broken the most basic law and violated the most basic of all divine compacts by 

choosing to worship something or someone other than God. 

%e Arabic Ma for "k." 
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THE STORY OF MOSES AS MYSTICAL ALLEGORY 

In order to regain the primordial state of unity, the d e r  must choose the 

path of self-sacrifice. The Sufis desaibe these stages of the path following the 

example of Moses on Sinai. Ibn al-FBriQ refers repeatedly to these events 

throughout his ode. Following other Sufi mystics and writers, he recasts it as a 

symbolic description of key stages of a mystic's purney, the stages of tmul,id, 

unity, find: death of self, and &qdJ, subsisting. These stages the seeker must 

traverse and endure to reach the presence of God. As both poets describe the 

progress of their relationship to the beloved, they employ the figure of Moses 

repeatedly, either by name or through references to the saaed mountain of Sinai. 

These references perfonn the same function in each poem and invite similar 

interpretations. Moses on Sinai, his encounter with God and its consequences as 

described in Judaic and Islamic scripture, are read as an allegory for the Sufi path 

to attainment. We note below a few references from each ode. 

By her brilliance the mountain of eternity 
appeared; by her might 
the light of glory became effulgent. (5) 

This first reference to Sinai in B a h i W W s  ode establishes important links 

between his own revelation and the experience of Moses on Sinai. Bab'ullah 

states that from merely a bright flash, l m ~ ,  or perhaps a smile or glance from 
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the Maid, the mountain of etemity, i.e. Sinai, appeared. The revelation of her 

might, (b," revealed the effulgence, bjdlo, of the light of h - 5  and this caused 

Moses to swoon. This suggests that what Moees witnessed on Sinai was the 

eame light the Maiden revealed through her might to him and to BaMWiih. Ibn 

al-FiMd suggests a similar connection. This linkage through the Maiden between 

Moses and BaMWh will be elaborated in several passages of the poem and the 

notes that attend them. The lengthiest discussion of this is the note to verse 8. 

By the light of her face, the face of guidance 
is guided; by the fire of her appearance, 
the soul of Moses is  purified. (7) 

In bhPu&h"ull note to this verse, he explains as an allegory, what Moses 

experienced on Sinai, and the mystic stages these events represent. 

When Moees, whose merciful soul was made to dwell in the human 
temple, purified and sanctified his feet from the sandals of unfounded 
beliefs, he drew forth the hand of divine power from the bosom of his 
mighty cloak of honor. Then he amved at the holy, beautiful and blessed 
valley of the heart, which is the throne of eternal splendor and the seat 
adorned with the might of lordship. When he reached the land of Sinai, 
that stretches out from the right of the sacred spot of light, he inhaled the 
fragrant breeze of the spirit from the eternal dayspring. He perceived the 
light of the eternal Presence from all directions and no directions. With 
the warm fervor of the fragrant breeze of divine love, he kindled a fire on 
the embers of the logs of singleness in the lamp of the divine essence in the 

* ~ h c m r n d p t ~ h r f r o m t k p b ~ t a d . w ~ d r ~ g k n n , o t ~ d . d ~ m .  See Aab-i 
'AM: p. 197. 

The o r i m  text of the mte is found in Appendix 1. 



niche of his heart, after parting the transitory veils from the lamp's glaes. 
Quaffing the mead of the peerless Beauty and the pure wine of the 
everlasting P m c e ,  he attained the valley of eternal cognizance, after 
erasing the stages of oppition. He discovered, because of fervent 
attraction and desire for encounter, the aty of perpetual partaking .... 0 
would that a hearer might be found so that a sprinkling from the depths of 
the ocean of fire, and from the midst of this reservoir of flame, could be 
mentioned .... How happy and blessed is the soul that casts the cage of his 
body into the fire of love, and the soul who becomes a familiar spirit so 
that he may attain this lofty grace of relief and partake of the high favor of 
God's majesty. Ail of this that has been mentioned, conceming the 
degrees of guidance and stages of purification of the soul, in ward to the 
rank of Moses, is according to our Prophet, upon Him be peace, (offed) 
for the purpose that these splendors may appear in the visible world. 
Otherwise, that Blessed One has always been guided by the guidance of 
God and always will be .... 

This lengthy note serves several functions. First, it explains to the reader the 

meaning of the couplet. Yet quickly it exceeds this purpose and elaborates the 

events concerning Moses on Sinai. It retells his story (refenced in w a n  7:143-46 

and elsewhere) according to the inner process through which Moses perceives 

God's effulgence, converses with Him, and receives the fullness of His divine 

revelation. BahtiWhh specifically calls attention to the significant actions and 

stages in this process. These reflect the beliefs of many Sufis conceming the 

stages and states one must traverse in order to achieve a similar proximity to the 

F n c e  of God or union with the beloved. Bahii)ulllilh allegorizes these key 

elements to enable the reader to understand more fully the meaning or 

significance of the experience of Moses on Sinai. A remarkable aspect of this 



narrative annotation by the poet can be observed in the diction and tone of the 

narrative voice. It seems as if the pets enthusiasm and vision exceed the 

b u d s  of the poetry and the strictures of the p d y  and overflow into this 

note. We will point out several other cases where the momentum and ecstasy of 

the poem spill over into the notes. In these cases, the notes offer more than 

simple explanations of obscure words or justifications of variations in meter or 

syntax. 

The barest outline of the transformation of Mories into a prophet of God 

begins with his removing the "sandals of unfounded beliefs (or doubts)." He 

then "draws forth the hand of divine power from the bosom of his mighty cloak 

of honor." These refer to the Quranic verses that desaibe Moses' hand as 

snow-white when he draws it from his gannent to show the people the power of 

God and the station of prophethood revealed in him. They also symbolize that 

his hand is no longer that of the murder, but has been transformed into the hand 

of God and thereby becomes purified of sin and defect. The cloak represents the 

mantle of prophethood, the cloak assodated with MI&UIUIW~ and a symbol of 

divine authority. Thus purified and invested with authority, Moses is given the 

ability to perceive the divine fragrances and witness the signs of God in the 

peaks and valleys of Siruri. This perceptive ability enables him to achieve 

singularity, an aspect of God's oneness and unity. Mows' will is overtaken by 
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God's will and they become united. This type of unity, or singularity, is 

described as a fire that consmes materiality like a bush, without destroying its 

true life, symbolized by its verdure. Resistance and opp i t ion  give way to 

attraction when the beauty of God is perceived. He pins the "companions of the 

fire!' This passage, however, refers obliquely to Abraham and his trial. This is 

not hellfire, but holy fire. This fite destroys the limitations and veils that 

separate the lover from his beloved, the believer from God. It is the fire of the 

love of God. The next reference to the s a d  tree "neither of the east or of the 

west" recalls the famous verse, known as "the verse of light," w a n  24: 35, 

which describes the light of God. This is another favorite passage, rich in 

meaning for the Sufis. Bahauiih also links the tree mentioned in this passage 

with the sidra tree, the tree that grows in the highest grades of heaven and marks 

the nearest point to God that any mahue may reach, including the prophets and 

messengers. It was there that Maammad ascended in the mi* and where he is 

said to have received the commandments for the daily Muslim prayers. In 

B a M W s  writings, the s h  tree is the symbol of prophethood whose presence 

is equated with the presence of God; it is achieved only by trw believers. It is at 

this stage that Moses experiences jimd2, one of the highest goals in Sufi practice. 

This stage enables the believer or lover to die to himself and be resurrected in 

God. This is the ultimate degree of unity, but not the last stage on the path. It 
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should be followed by a return to consciousness and a state in which multipliaty 

is again perceived, but in which unity is also recognized. In this state, ibn al- 

F&id returns to his disciples to instruct them on the path to unity and Gad- 

cot\8dousness. Moses returns to his people with the commandments. 

BahBUlWs note describes Moses as now able to answer his accusers that yes, he 

had been a sinner, a murderer even, but now is purified and chosen by God as 

His servant to guide the people. ~~h concludes that without Moses' call to 

prophethood, he would have died. 

In the next reference to Moses in the "Ode of the Dove," the Maiden 

states: 

"In the light of my inner being, all created 
being is like an ant; in the fire of my love 
the flames of hell are but an ember. 

"Only his nature, he who was codinned 
in trw faith, is like mine; with my palm 
the hand of Moses was held close on Sinai. * (42-3) 

W % ~ l h h  notes that this couplet refers to several verses of the Quran, 

specifically mentioning verses 3090,28:32, and 27:12. Two of these relate the 

events on Mi. Sinai. The third c ihmes  man's true nature as aeated by God. 

The Maiden is the creative agent d God and her nature is the pattern for the 
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creation of the prophet and his inner being. This couplet is followed two lines 

later with another reference to Mows. 

''On seeing me, immortal Mares fell stunned, prodrate; 
from one glimpse of me the holiest 
of mountains was crushed to dust!' (46) 

This couplet refers to another verse of the Qur'an [28:143] mentioned in a note. 

Here again, the poem asserts that it is the Maiden whom Moses witnesses on 

Sinai. The Maiden represents the splendor and power of the presence of God. 

The next reference is the voice of the Maiden as she asserts her independence 

from all created things, no matter how lofty. 

"Mast splendid is the splendor of Sinai, 
but to me it is like fluff. Most brilliant is heaven's 
light; but to me it is utter darkness!' (100) 

In both passages, the Maid proclaims her primacy and power over other 

symbols of divine revelation, specifically Mt. Sinai and Moses himself. More 

than this, she states that the splendor of Sinai and the radianre of heavenly light 

are in her eyes nothing worthy of her consideration. It recalls the maxim that the 

piety of a righteous man may be a sin to the truly holy and enlightened one. 

SimikuIy, the light of heaven to the Maid is only more darkness of the created 
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world; nothing compared to the unmated splendor of the All-Merdful. In a 

later veme she states: 

"He who wallred the land of the Spirit, 
by decree waked with me; the throne of Sinai 
ever was my native land to tread." (11 1) 

The Maiden is the companion of the prophets. She is the source of revelation and 

all that men consider holy. The site of revelation is her home. 

Ibn al-Farid offers a similar point: the union he achieved is with the spirit 

of Mwmmad. His references to Sinai suggest that the poet has experienced a 

similar devastation of self in drawing claee to God through the Maiden. 

Before love destroys what little remains of me, grant that 
I may see you tum one glancing gaze my way. 
Or, if you will deny me seeing you, let me hear you say "Nevef' 
as another delighted in this long befom me. 
From this stupor I need reviving in her. 
If only passion had not shattered my heart. 
Truly if the mountains, even Sinai, had borne all I have, 
Even before God's efhrlgence there, 
They would have been scattered in dust. (8-1 1) 

@ Ibn el-FW, Op Cit,  p. 27. 
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Significant differences may be found by contrasting the elements that each poet 

selects from the story of MOMS. Bahil'uUBh does not mention the refusal of direct 

vision given in the verses above. HLs Maiden gives him several prohibitions, but 

he does not mention the one against seeing God. Ibn al-F&iQ creates an effective 

analogy here between his heart and Sinai. He contrasts God's refusal to show 

His countenance to Moses, with the revelation of His word and voice. He 

suggests that, like Moses, he was overwhelmed by the nearness of the divine 

Beloved, her splendor, and his own ardent love. I should note that I have 

translated kntd as heart, though it is literally liver, the locus of strong, physical 

emotions, which is appropriately paired with haw or pasd~n." This 

t-ology is usually used to deaaibe physical, not spiritual love. Here it 

conveys the intensity of the emotional experience of the poet. This also expresses 

an early stage in the progress of the lover. 

Near the end of the poem he rehuns to the theme of Moses on Sinai. The 

poetic voice is greatly changed as the lover has gained closer and closer union 

with his God. The voice is more authoritative and prophetic. 

" 1 n ~ t c e k m c d i d n c , ~ w l i ~ a b ~ d u t h c ~ e a t o t p b t \ 8 .  lhirbourkdfowadin 
Islamic medicine and d frequcntlv as a s ~ b I  in Arabic and Pcrdan literature. 
w., p. 44. 
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By me the valley was sandfied 
And in the removal of my sandals, for the sake of the petitioner, 
I was generous in my divestment. 
I made known my lights, so I was their guidance; 
And in prohibiting you from your self on her behalf 
is a confmnation of the covenant. 
So I founded my holy mountains 
And I exalted myself by them 
And I destroyed my holy mountains 
And was a Moses, a converser with God, to myseif. (754-56) 

Sinai is made holy by Moses' p m c e  there and his interaction with God, 

present through His voice and His splendor. This establishes Sinai as a holy 

place, a place of true worship. The actions of the prophet are gifts, symbolic 

gestures for his followers to learn from. The prophet guides and is guided by the 

presence of the spirit of God within him, his true soul. It is quite fitting that 

these passages should be among the last verses of the poem. The poetic voice 

conveys the notion of union with the divine voice, but more carefully and 

predsely. The voice is like a tripleexposure photograph in which we see Moses; 

the presence of God, and the poet pined. This is possible because of the 

effacement, or ji~mP, of the individual in the presence of God, as the Sufis 

believed took place with Moses on Sinai. Even the epiphany in the Christian 

Gospels conveys this same image, whew the figures of Moses, Elijah, and Christ 

merge. This is the great favor and union that the mystics seek* Enlightened and 

transformed, the mystic returns to consciousness to guide others, following the 



example of the prophets and rn-ngers. The comecting link between them i s  

the poet's e88ence as interlocutor. Dwing meditation, and by communing in 

prayer, the inner being of the believer is the channel and locus where this may 

occur, when the self, the individuality, the identity, and the physicality of the 

devotee is effaced by the glory and grace of God. All that remains, once this 

occurs, is the expression of God. This same end is sought, even today, in the oral 

redtations of this poem in Sufi gatherings, and observances at the shrine of Ibn 

al-Fatid. 

The two poems share a similar thematic structure. They draw on the same 

Quranic sources, as well as the same mystical teachings. For each poet, the 

Maiden mediates between them and God. She represents the divine presence in 

realms of revelation and creation. She is the spirit of the prophets or 

manifestations of God. The two poets differ conceming the degree of unity with 

God that the seeker may obtain. Ibn al-FWQ describes a complete merging of 

identities between the lover, the Maiden and the Prophet. Baha'ullah maintains a 

separation of identities, allowing the closest relationship to form only between 

the Manifestations of God and Cod, their Lord. All others reach their goal 

through union with God's vicegerents. 



Chapter Five 

The Lovers' Wish 



In this chapter we conclude our discussion of the thematic struchves in 

both odes. As we reach the end of ow argument, we will address the most 

significant similarities and differences found in these two poems regarding the 

relationship between the lover and his beloved, between the servant and his 

Lord. Each writer has a different notion of his role and function and has 

envisioned a somewhat different audience. Therefore, the temw of the 

relationship betwen the poet and the listener may differ, as well. Following this 

discussion we will offer more general condusions, and suggest implications for 

future lines of research. 

A. J. Arberry comct1y identified the thematic importance to the M u p r ~  

al-SuliJi of the QWanic verse in which God addresses the seed of Adam, "Am I 

not your Lord?"' He observed that it provides one of the basic underlying 

s t ~ c t w e s  of the narrative trajectory of the entire qu@i-h. This structure must be 

linked, however, to the symbolic constellation that includes both the story of 

Moees and the concept of the martryed lover. These struchues: covenant, 

revelation, and marhydom, provide the thematic undqinning of the poem. 

Three topics remain before us. The first will address the s t ~ c t u t e  of the 

relationship between the lover and the beloved governed by the symbolic 
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constellation of martyrdom. The second topic concerns the dominant issue in 

both poem, that of reunion with the beloved. The thud govern the structure of 

the relationship between the text, the poet, and the audience. 

LOVE AND SACRIFICE 

We have noted the mast important elements of the narrative struchue. 

We pointed out the function and significance of suffering and sacrifice on the 

part of the lover to win the favor of his beloved. The ardent lover faces a dual 

challenge: to find a befitting means to express his love and to discover the way to 

attain her presence and draw as dare as possible. He solves this challenge 

through sacrifice. On the one hand, his love is his gift. This he offers freely. Yet 

this love must be acceptable to the beloved. This is conditioned by its purity. Is 

his love hyly and freely given to the beloved, or does he really love himself and 

seek his own gain from loving her? The lover must prove the truth of his love 

and the purity of his motive. He will accomplish this through suffering or 

martyrdom. Bah- introduces the theme of s a d c e  soon after he has 

described the beauty, splendor, and power of the Maid of Heaven. 

I said, "May my soul and all I have be your sadce ,  
that we may meet; have mercy! 
uncover not my shame. (17) 
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He then elaborates some of the aspects of this sacrifice in his note to this verses: 

That is, whatever gifts I per for verbal expression or deeper meaning 
whatever I know concerning matters of names and attributes; and 
whatever God bestowed on me m g d g  the seen and unseen realms, I 
sacrifice that I might meet you just once, or gaze on you for only a 
moment. I beg Thy forgiveness, 0 my God, if I ever laid claim to what is 
in Your hands. But I swear by Thy might, 0 my God, if I cannot be thus, I 
want to be near you, then. For other than this, nothing can ever benefit 
me and my heart will never rest. For if you were to give me everything 
that is in the heavens and on the earth, then I would ask you this, 0 my 
God, that it be sacrificed in your path. For no one has been sactificed 
without you revealing to your servant some of the greatest signs of your 
love and most glorious tokens of your affection. So may you be content 
with my soul and its h o p ,  while truly Thou art powerful over all things. 

Sigmficantly, I3aMUh offers to sacrifice, as his most cherished of possessions, 

his abilities of expression and his understanding of the r e a h  of God. AU this he 

would s a d c e  to meet or gaze on the Maid of Heaven. He then identifies this as 

a sacrifice in the path of sewice to God. This path of service involves giving up 

his own knowledge to receive God's revelation, God's knowledge, and these are 

the greatest signs of God's love. Signs, a@, also mean scriptural verses. 

The appetitive self presents the greatest obstacle on the path to union with 

the beloved. Ibn al-FMQ d d b e s  at great length the M e r s  to union he must 

o v a a n e .  These are the veils of self. Desires for pleaswe, for comfort, prevent 

the seeker fmm enduring the rigom of the mystical path. As we have quoted 

previously, the Maid of Heaven gives Ibn al-FMQ the same advice. 
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You have not truly loved me if you have not passed away in me; 
You have not past away as long as my image does not appear in you, 
So leave off your claim to love and proclaim your heart to another; 
Put off your transgresdon with this. 
As for nearness to the cowt of union, lo, there is nothing! 
And lo! you are alive; but if you are sincere, then die! 
This is love! If you don't die, you don't reach the goal of love; 
So choose this or leave me be and lose my companionship? (99-102) 

Lds Giffen enables us to appreciate the cultural context for the ideological 

construct that underlies these verses.' A scriptural foundation for the notion that 

lovers who remain faithful and chaste die as martyrs first appears in the fom of 

a WTth, ated by Abii Bakr M3ammad Ibn D a d  al-Igfahani (868-910), in his 

Kikfb PI-Zahra? Oddly enough, he was one of the jurists to issue a fiW, or legal 

opinion, that it would be lawful to execute al-Yallaj, Sufism's most famous 

martyr, on charges of heresy? Later writers would advance the idea that Ibn 

Dmd was himself a martyr for earthly love. In the twining of their stories, an 

' IW., pp. 31-2 
3 lbid*, p* 33. 
' Lob Anita Giffm, 7lcwy 4R4ew RoFtw A m g  the Anls: Tkc D m v l v t  of he Crnm (New 
Yorlt: New Yotk University Ress), 197l, pp. 813. GSllm qmtm the Mak b m  the KiMb 
d-Zlkn of Ibn WlW Tlw Meseienget of God-upon Nm be bkring and p e a d .  He who 
loves and mawins chasb end c o d  hio seccet and dies, dies a nwtvr...". 
s mi., p 99. 
'See w n ,  I. M taf-wldj  ~ a r i t ~  pad kthm), I-. vol I, pp. 161-183 



important intersection occurs between the archetypical lover of God and the 

virtuous lover of a woman and their common fate. Love has its own laws of 

unity and its universal r e q w e n t s .  Erotic love is a reflection of divine love 

and divine love is best expressed by the erotic metaphor. Ibn al-Fhrid fully 

appreciates this and expresses his unifying vision in these verses: 

She appears and conceals herself 
Perhaps in accordance with every age and time 
she appears to the lovers in every form. 
She attires herself in every exquisite shape 
So once it was Lubna, another time Buthaina, and again 
She was called by Azza and mighty she was. 
And they were none but her; 
they were faithful to none but her 
and yet in beauty, she had no peer. 
Therefore, by the law of unity, by their beauty, 
as she appeared to me 
in her other fonn she was clad. ' (250-54) 

Ibn al-Farid advances his hope to be regarded as a martyr for the love of his 

Mystic Maid in dozens of verses. Yet he informs his protege that this honor is 

not his to earn, but hers to grant. His aspiration unites both conceptions of love's 

martyrs: the mystic lover of the divine Spirit and the earthly lover, such as the 

' 1bn e G F w  Op. Cit ., p. 39. 



chaste and devoted Uthri poets or Majnfm Layla. 

How many a victim was dain by grief for her in every tdbe 
Though he never won a single day to gaze on her. 
How many a man like me has fervent longing killed, 
Though had she glanced kindly on him he would have been revived. 
But if she ordained the shedding of my blood for loving her 
Then she raised my rank to the summits of honor and loftiness. (11820) 

He wants to join the ranks of her slain lovers, martyre to her cause; yet he still 

harbors the desire to be revived. The sacrifice has not been obtained yet. 

Bah'ullah's Maid of Heaven offers a similar comment, though she passes 

a negative judgement on his worthiness to be her lover. 

"How many Yusayns like you 
have labored for me; how many =Alis 
just like you have loved me! 

"How many lovers loved me better than you; 
how many my peers, of the choicest men, 
have cried out like you!" (38-39) 

In his book of laws, ihe Kihabi A@&, BaMUhh urges his followers to "Observe 

My commandments, for the love of My beauty." The lover does whatever the 



beloved wishes, in order to please her and demonstrate his love. Evoking the 

'Iwauty'' of God suggests pure love and detachment. Beauty cannot be 

questioned. It exists on its own merits. Simply encountering it and gazing upon 

it brings joy. It touches something deep within us. Beauty depends on 

recognition, +#in, or innate knowledge, neither learned nor acquired, and the 

heart responds. 

The self of the lover, his primary veil, must be rent for him to unite with 

his beloved. If his love is pure enough, and his suffering severe enough, he may 

achieve the s t a b  of a martyr to love. Baha'uLliih intduces this element of 

tragedy in the verses below. This provides the drama and pathos on which to 

build the narrative trajectory; from these elements, then, the poem derives its 

emotional force. 

I spread myself as a carpet 
for her to cast her foot upon my heart; 
this, from the beghing, was my goal. 

I sought reunion everywhere; 
I dotted the letters of nearness 
on every grain of dust. 

If only I were swift in reaching her light; 



I was cmt far, far away 
after being so near. (10-12) 

Theee verses demonstrate the essential relationship between pain, yearning, and 

love. The second verse above refers to one of the many wonderful stories about 

Maintin Layla, the legendary poet lover who went mad for love of the beautiful 

Layla? Majntm Lay la is among the earliest figures in Islamic literature to attain 

the station of martyrdom for love. This legendary lover searched endlessly and 

everywhere to find his beloved Layla. He sacrificed his body and mind in the 

course of his search. He became known as the mad lover, nrajntin, meaning 

crazy. W'ulli ih eloquently describes in nK Sewn VulIeys that the path to 

reunion entails of pain and sacrifice: 

Now is the traveler unaware of himself, and of aught besides himself. He 
seeth neither ignorance nor knowledge, neither doubt nor certitude; he 
knoweth not the mom of guidance from the night of error. He fleeth both 
from unbelief and and faith, and deadly poison is a balm to him. 
Wherefore 'A#& saith: 

For the infidel, error-for the faithful, faith; 
For (A##Ws heart, an atom of Thy pain. 

For the steed of this valley is pain; and if there be no pain this pumey will 
never end. In this station the lover hath no thought save the Beloved, and 
seeketh no refuge save the Friend. At every moment he offereth a 
hundred lives in the path of the Loved One, at every step he throweth a 
thousand heads at the feet of the Be10ved.'~ 

Set KhabeUah, Amd E., Loor, Md-, md ?+why : an fntqmtuijim offhe MufnSn tr!anJ, 
Behater Todc und W n ,  vol. 25, (Behut: Orient-Mtut der Rubchrn Morphnd-n 
Gcsckhaft; W i d d e n :  F. Steinet ValPR), 1980. 

w u l l i h ,  7 7 ~  Sclm Vallqp nd the Fatr VaIkys, 3rd edition, Murich Clil, band. ( W i U m t k  
&M'i Pub- Trrrrt), 1978, p* 0-9. 



The hes above describe the station of love. This pawsages mminds us of the 

didre, "no pain, no gain." Caught up in the t b  of spiritual passion, love 

ccmsumes all his facultia of perception and cognition. His only wish is to find 

some means to please his beloved. His advancement frcm one level of s a d c e  

may lead him to the ultimate sacrifice, martyrdom. 

A'ITrnMENT 

Bdh poets state dearly that it is not union they seek. This they have 

already been granted. Each has become separated from the object of their 

adoration; therefore they strive to be reunited. We discussed the struchue of the 

story of Moses on Sinai when the Sufis read it as allegory. In that structure, 

death, like martyrdom, leads to resurrection and life in God or the beloved. 

Fmd: swooning away or death, is followed by w-', abiding or eternal life. In 

this stage, the lover abides with his beloved in a state of unity that words cannot 

adequately describe. This does not stop Ibn a l - F w  from composing nearly six 

hundred verses in the attempt. BahBUkh, on the other hand, is advised by the 

Maid of Heaven to remain silent: 



"So be silent, lest the power of the heavenly throne 
be shaken; forbear, because the eyes 
of the unseen realm have wept. 

"Meaning beyond any knowledge gained 
lies concealed within you, 
too radiant for minds to apprehend. 

"Take delight and commune in secret 
with the mystery of sanctity; disclose it not, 
if you wish to be my trusted one. 

"If you were to unveil the face 
of all you've sen, all creation would be 
destroyed in a moment's unguarded glance. 

"Thus the command proceeds h m  the throne 
of might; thus the judgement 
issues from the essence of my power." (120-24) 

Two conditions govern this exhortation to silence. The first is historical. 

BahsUkh, in his note to a preceding verse, offers this assessment of his audience 

It [the poem] was recited during a time of exile in distant regions of the 
Ottoman lands, yet no one among the learned and noble in these 
p~dpclhties raised any objection or opposition. Yet because of the 
fierceness of this people, I suspect that after they have interpreted it, they 
will raise objections, and according to their fancy wander blindly in doubt 
and error along the path of delusion. 

Therefobe, BahBWiih was obsening what he terns in other writings, b h ,  or 
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wisdom. He was protecting himself from the oppition of the people and his 

poem hvmn misinterpretation. A semnd condition governs his silence repding 

his "hidden secret." In the poem he has achieved the station of m-5 but has not 

yet returned. We remember in the story of Moses, after he is revived by God, he 

must return to the people and guide them. The time of Bahil'ullahts return to 

Baghdad has not yet come; furthermore, and more significantly, his appearance 

as a Manifestation of God or Prophet, has not m e d .  Therefore, any teachings 

he has to offer are indirect, veiled, and appear only as the wisdom of a devotee, 

or at moet a saint. 

Ibn al-FMO, on the other hand, claims to have reached the stage of hqd' 

and retumed to serve humanity. Therefore, much of the pbem is addressed to 

his devotee to enable him to follow in the path of the narrator. Obviously he 

does not advance the claim to prophethood, but he does claim to speak from an 

aspect of the station d Maammad, having effaced his identity through union 

with the Beloved, or the divine Spirit. 

My ear is Moees' and my heart Maammad's 
And with vision of a M w d a n  eye. 
And my spirit is the spirit of all  spirits 
and all  that is seen as fair in the universe 



is made from the excellence of my clay. (308-9) 

Ibn a l - F w  addresses his devotee thmughout the reminder of the poem. 

Homerin offers the following comment: 

The first 163 verses of the d-Ta'Tyah al-Kubrri could stand alone as one of 
Ibn al-Firrid's love poems....Then, abruptly, Ibn al-FBriQ informs his 
audience that it is time to explain himself. The approximately six hundred 
v e m  that fdlow are a wide-ranging ~ o u r s e  on the Sufi path, as the 
al-nTyah al-Kubrci takes the form of a guide to the perplexed." 

This statement obscures the ecstatic elements that sustain the elevated tone of the 

poem for these 600 lines. While some of them become tediously didactic, the 

listener is rescued by frequent evocations of the poet's beloved. While the poem 

has been read as instruction and interpreted at great length, it retained its 

function of inducing ecstatic states in its hearers. This ability has preserved the 

poem's place as one of the greatest achievements of classical Arabic poetry. 

Following Homerin's provocative questions regarding the poet's mystical 

orientation and his contemporaries view of him, I argue that lbn al-FariQ's true 

profession was that of poet. His primary concern throughout the poem is the 

concern of the artist. Therefore, art b privileged over doctrine. His occasionally 

outrageous claims are a function of the poem's thematic and literary structures, 

not so much an indication of docbid positions. The telling comments found in 

the writinp of Ibn al-FUcs students md hie contempocaries provide us with a 
l2 Th, Emil Homerin Fmn Anb Pat to Mudim hkt: h el-FM& His Verne ad His Shrine 
(Columbia, South Carolinr: U n i h t y  of South Carolha Press), 1991, pp. 11-12. 



new approrrch to hie great poetic achievement. A modern, literary approach 

enables us to see the poem divested of the veils of seven centuries of Sufi 

commentaries, without denying the poem's mystical power? a power dependent 

not on the poet's saintly character, but rather on his poetic artistry. 

POET, VOICE, AND AUDIENCE 

We have postulated that Ibn a l -Fa4  is a poet employing the language of 

mysticism and its symbolic structures to achieve an artistic vision and inspire 

that vision in his audience. By all accounts, he was the most successful poet to 

write in the Islamic mystical tradition. BahiWhh on the other hand, employed 

the language and structures of the Islamic mystical tradition of poetry to convey 

his spiritual vision for the redemption of humanity and to advance his claims to 

be the one to fulfill the truest aspirations of that tradition. As such, he builds on 

the poetic achievement of Ibn al-FBriQ and honors it with the highest 

compliment, emulation. It is almost as if the invitation of his hosts to compose 

such a poem was merely the occasional, temporal circumstances to communicate 

a vision he had already experienced. What makes BahaWah's poem 

remarkable is that it emerges from a process that is still developing in the 

ccmscimsness its ~nrrtor.  Ibn al-F&id relates an experience that occurred in the 

past? upon which he reflects for the benefit of his companions. BaWdhh 
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conveys an experience not completed, an interior unfoldment. It is  the very 

expression of what Shoghi Effendi desuibes as the private communion 

BahBUlh had been engaging in for more than a year on the mountain of Slrr 

Gala. From this the poem deriws its freshness and immediacy. It reaches a 

degree of authenticity that [bn al-Farid does not achieve. While the language of 

his ode evokes passage after passage of the Nam al-Sullik, it avoids imitation. 

He guides the listener to his remarkable vision of the Maid of Heaven and seems 

to say to him, "If you want to meet the Mystic Maid? this is what she looks like; 

this is what you must do. Follow me." Yet this is accomplished without the least 

trace of didacticism. Even the notes and commentary woke an experience. Only 

the translations and explanations of Arabic terms in Persian are utilitarian 

glosses. The other appended passages extend the effect of the poetry and 

heighten the ecstasy of the reader. Polemic is carefully avoided, with the 

possible exception of the following passage, perhaps less to be directed toward 

his companions in Sulaymhiyyah and more towards his enemies in Baghdad. 

Even here, it is more of a lament than it is polemical. 

For this reason we have mentioned the interpretation of this verse, out of 
kindness for views of Ule enemies, and a solace to the eyes of the angered, lest 
they understand and interpret this poetry according to their selfish desires.... 
Among all these things we must seek, are the following: we must saaiffce our 
souls, which we did not achieve; we must put on the garment of steadfastness, 
and this we did not earn. Indeed8 we were sitting in the midst of the ocean of the 
divine essence, waiting to draw a sip of water. We were resting in the shade of 



the sun of etemity, and asking for a lamp. This is the condition of this servant, 
and the ewants of God, and every one in this land. And if a fire should be 
kindled fmm the sacred tree, we would n d  be infIamed therewith, but we would 
try to extinguish it. So "Well b it for one who attires himself with the robe of 
justice in this battle!' If you were endowed with this most great quality, of 
course, you would obtain the most glorious favor. This is that bond to the 
hidden void; it moves by Her movement; when it is still, everything in mation is 
stilled. Therefore, care must illumine and purify his breast from the masses of 
corrupt, vicious and soul-devouring ima&Mngs, so that the wondrous face of 
justice may emerge from behind Mount QBf. Then we may perceive the radiance 
of the portals of eternal delight and the raptures of divine ardor and apprehend 
the melodies of the dove of etemity and reach the hems of the robes of the 
radiant spirits and upon the dais of love take our rest. This is the ultimate favor, 
and its lowest station. In addition to al l  this, we must shun the opponents of 
truth in every matter and not permit the fellowship with such a one. For, by 
God, the breath of the malicious will devour the righteous, just as fire on dry 
wood and heat on solid ice. "Do not be among those who harden their hearts 
against the mention of God." 

Even with this devastating aitique of the spiritual condition of Iraq and Iran at 

that time, Baha'ulla uses it as an occasion to more powerfully communicate the 

grandeur of his vision. The reference to Mount Qar4 whose name is taken from 

the Arabic letter, is a legendary mountain a d a t e d  with an ancient conception 

of the world. Its high ridges encircle the known world and form a barrier to the 

heavens. In the passage above, it suggests a barrier to the light of God's justice 

and an obstacle that blocks access to the heavenly realm. 

The voices in the poem accord their listeners the highest respect. They 

present Bahll'ulWs poetic and spiritual vision as a gift, laid in the lap of his 

hmts and companions. Because he presents the vision with little comment and 



interpretation, the listener or reader is able to approach the material on his or her 

own terms. It elicits a higher degree of maturity and demonstrates greater 

respert for the audience than the boasts and bombast of Ibn al-Fduid. 

By me the valley was sanctified 
And in the removal of my sandals, for the sake of the petitioner, 
I was generous in my divestment. 
I made known my lights, so I was their guidance; 
And in prohibiting you from your self on her behalf 
is a confinnation of the covenant. 
So I founded my holy mountains 
And 1 exalted myself by them 
And I destroyed my holy mountains 
And was a Moses, a converser with God, to myself. (754-56) 

Yet we must understand the context for these statements. The poetic voice 

speaks in the station of and the station of facia simultaneously. He has lost 

consciousness in God's Beloved; the spirit of Muhammad posesses him and 

speaks through him. He concludes his great ode on this sublime plane, yet with 

a retunr to balance and sobriety in the final lines. 



In the inner world of teflection, 
the soul's original knowledge 
will guide him from me to my maid. 

So live We one according to my anaent covenant 
I found mature men 
living like children of a maiden. 

So by the grace of what I have left behind, 
a sip of my dregs; and whoever preceeded me, 
Those excellencies are by my excellence. (761-63) 

Compare the passage above with the concluding verses of BaM~llilh's 

ode: 

B l d  are those who attained for the beauty of their faithfulness. 
B l e d  are th- who embraced a wondrous law. 

Blessed are the ardent lovers for shedding their blood. 
Blessed are those who ciing fast to the cord of my affection. 

Bleseed are the sincere as they hasten 
from every direction to the shade of my lordship. (125-27) 

These line8 nzpresent a new poetic voice. This change of diction gives a clue to 

the unity BahaUhh claims to have achieved in an earlier passage.'' More than 
"1nvau9lof theHadcof theh@htyhm hcrbts.  

IatWnedhtthinthcL&htbecau+ofUwlight 
within me; I ascend4 to the realm 
of the spirit h my iamat soul. 

'MI vmc states in esunce that he atlrind unity with the spirit of God, or the Wd, within hb 
own soul. It d d k r  a W of Luvr uant,  at miWj, akin to M-s "night journey." 



this they provide powerful evidence of the achievement of his particular state of 

unity with the divine spirit. The voice speaking in these passages is the voice 

that becomes very familiar to his companions. It is the voice of the BahaUiih as 

the Manifestation of God. It could be argued, based on their content, that these 

lines continue in the voice of the Maid of Heaven, though everything in their 

diction and phrasing suggests otherwise. 

Each poem d u d e s  in an exalted poetic voice, expressing the epitome of 

its mystical vision of unity with the Maid of Heaven, the divine beloved. Both 

poems avoid suggesting a unity that cwld be interpreted as shirk, or polytheism. 

The unity achieved is an abstraction, a metaphor to suggest an inner experience, 

a mystical state ill-suited to expression by ordinary means in ordinary language. 

The poetic voice offers this vision to the listener with the hope that he or she can 

achieve a similar transcendental state. This state cannot be defined within the 

context of a rigorous and literal application of Islamic thought and practice, yet it 

is thoroughly Islamic, with one important exception. Wculliih hints at the 

claims to prophecy and apostleship he would announce some eight years later on 

the eve of his forced deparhue from Baghdad to Constantinople. This claim 

would lead ultimately to his imprisonment in the fortress and prison-city of 

Aklra. Following the death of the prophet Mu&mmd, it came to be believed 

that hie title "SeaI of the Prophets" meant the termination of the heretofore 
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endless process of divine revelation and the successive appearances of prophets 

and messengers since Adam. A thorough analysis and critique of the rise and 

development of this belief could not be attempted here. The result of this belief, 

held closely by the maprity of Muslims since the establishment of the Umayyad 

Caliphate, consigned BahiiCulliih to a life of imprisonment and exile and 

condemned his followers to most horrible torturer, and death on charges of 

heresy and apostacy. Why, then, was he so loved and admired in 

Sulaymeniyyih? I argue that it was due to the dignity of his conduct, his 

charisma, the wonders of his spiritual powers best demonstrated to the people of 

that region by this poem, and the drcumstances of its composition and recitation. 



CONCLUSIONS 



Two important findings have emerged from this work. The first is that 

the Napn al-Sulk is more than a versified manual or treatise on the Sufi path to 

enlightenment. Though we cannot ignore its religious overtones, nor dismiss the 

assessment of Ibn al-Farid's grandson and numerous commentaries, we can see 

in the content, tone, diction, and verbal virtuosity displayed in the hGym al-Sullik, 

a counterweight to the preponderance of doctrinally -based interpretation that 

has hindered the literary appreciation of the work of this great poet. Secondly, 

we have brought to light a mapr work of madem Arabic poetry in BaMUh's 

Q~idih-yi Varqd3'yyih that enhances our understanding of the history and 

development of the modem redssance in Arabic poetry that began in the 19th 

Century. This important contribution to the emergence of that literary and 

cultural movement is made available through a new critical edition and 

translation. 

Clearly, some of these findings are preliminary, as additional materials 

will be found that will enhance our evaluations. Still, in the texts we have 

brought to Light, fresh lines of inquiry have been initiated. With the 

establishment of the soon to be opened Center for the Study of the Texts at the 

Bahiig World Center in Haifa, Israel, new opportunities for research and analysis 



will be offered to scholars. These archives, as well as those in Emt, Turkey, and 

the Levant hold valuable resowces awaiting dkovery or re-evaluation. Several 

lines of research need to be pursued. A literary assessment of the vast corpus of 

works by BahaUiih needs to be undertaken. It is our hope that more scholars 

will address thexnselve to these tasks that have, until now, rested primarily on 

the shoulders of hhaai scholars, despite the seminal work of E. G. Bmwne. The 

quantity and quality of primary resouces available to the researcher, coupled 

with the recent efforts of such outstanding scholars as J. R. I. Cole, Christopher 

Buck, Peter Smith, Diana Malouf, Jack MacLean, Moshe Sharon, Abbas Amanat 

and others, gives rise to the hope that this situation will soon be remedied. In 

conclusion, we offer the following comment by Bahiiaullllh, "The page is ended, 

but as for the subject, it cannot be exhausted and so it shall remain." 
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Appendix Two 

The following b a d p t i o n  of the text of Bahih)ul&ih's Q~idih-yi  VurqtJ'yyii was 

prepared from a photocopy of a manuscript in the hand of Mulla Zayn al*Abidin 

al-Muqarrabin (181&1903), dated July 20-24,1882. Photocopies were graciously 

provided by the Archives of the Bahal World Center in Haifa, Israel. Notes to 

the original text in Arabic and Persian are included as footnotes. Since they have 

been attributed to 0 a h a W h  and Zayn would have been utterly faithful to his 

master's wishes, we have not attempted any c o d o n s .  This text has been 

compared with two others. The second is also in the hand of Zayn al- 

Muqarrabin and bears an addition to the colophon and mentions a proof-reader. 

Two dates are given, the first. The third version is based on an unknown 

recension. It was published in Teheran, 1%3, prepared by a committee of 

scholars under the auspices of the National Spiritual Assembly of the BahiiYs of 

Iran. Circumstances of its preparation are yet to be determined. It appears to 

have been "cyclostyled." I surmise that this process is similar to a mimeograph, 

yet the surface is engraved by hand. Since its dginal text was prepared by 

hand, using a Persian calligraphy style, it contains certain ambiguities and some 



errors. It also contains numerous variationsI which 1 have noted using European 

numerals. These notes in English are my own, based on comparisons of 

variations with the second manuscript mentioned above and with the published 

text. AN notes bearing numerals in the Arabic styled script are believed to be 

approved by BaMWhh. But, any defiaendes or errors in the text that follows 

are my own and I assume all responsibility for them. My English translation of 

the prepared text follows in Appendix 2. 
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c;;i L 
There appears to be an emor in the text here, though it can be 

justified as a form 1 passive, J*, c b n  for the purposes of internal 
rhyme (-); Z2 is obscured. T agrees with 2'. Possible alternates 
indude t+ir .tljr or or t,'r. I prefhr the first alternate, 
'rested or refreshed. The dagger If con be justified as a parolkl to the 
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old orthography ussd for i+r . 



"'The or& of notes in T. differs from the order in Z1 and Z2. 



l9 In T. the hemistich en& with WI 

21 In f. the hemistich ends with bJ&, 



*i*d *& 
b . ~ i ( j L i ~ q S * "  

33 1. *A Z2 obscured. 

3 jJi 'It 

M+i+ L~J+ j I  - 1 4 1  J S  &$>I+ i& iJL5!" 

L);.~YI b s ,  
37 T. ** 
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Appendix 3 

A provisional English translation of 
~ ' u u h ' s  

"Ode of the Mighty Dove" 

by 
Brian A. Miller 



He is the Lofty, the Mort Glorious 

A face flashing with light 
drew me to her; all the suns 
dimmed before her radiance. 

It seemed the sun blazed 
from her beauty; she manifested 
in all the worlds and grew mighty. 

Her splendor stirred up 
the musk-laden cloud of Heaven; 
her sta tw lifted the spirit of loftiness. 

Her breath blew the trumpet 
of Resurrection; with her breeze 
shadowing clouds' spread ovec2 

By her brilliance the mountain of eternity 
appeared; by her might 
the light of glory' became effulgent. 

Ftom her western horizon the sun 
of manifestation appeared: h r n  her eastern horizon 
the full moon of revelation returned. 

From her hair the scent of union wafted; 
by her glance 
the eye of beauty was brightened? 

' A reference to what He, blenued and exalted is He, said [in the Qur'anl "on the day when Cod 
comes ahadowed (obcrured) by ciouds. 
' A reEnmc to the m o w  of the mountains, that they passed the way clouds p a  by, as He 
&tit %W the mountains, you think of them as solid and a, but Ury iue moving, padng 
like clouds." All &eae arc signs of the Resurrection and what will occur then. 
+34? luminors. 

' ~ ~ t h e ~ o f t h e r u n b m h e r ~ e m ~ n ~  



By the light of her face, the face of guidance 
is guided; by the fire of her appearance, 
the mul of Moses is purified! 
hit, the delight of her beauty and radiance, and the musk of mmy and glory, radiating horn the 
right side of the Purdiae of the Divine b n c e  that emaIutes horn the right side of the eternal 
gatden. So it is that the moldering bones of potential mystic gem may be honored with life 
everlasting, through the rod-rtirring b z e s  and hearteniw frapnces of that wondrous e t e d  
chalice and ib  novel and matchlegs wine and become the most h o d  of all creation. Thuo 
h m  her appearance. the eye of buc beauty is illumind, a h u t y  the least of whose signs is the 
sun of the heaven of being. Exalted be God, ik creator, far above your remembrance of Him. 
When Mows, whac  merciful soul was made to dwell in the human temple, puriAcd and 

sanctWLd his feet from the sandals of unfounded beliefs, he drew forth the hand of divine power 
from the bosom of his mifity cloak of honor. men he arrived at the holy, beautiful and Messed 
valley of the heart, which is the throne of eternal spkndor and the seat adorned with the might of 
lordship. When he reached the land of Sinai, that stretches out fmm the tight of the sacred spot 
of light, he inhaled the fragrant breeze of the spirit fmm the ettmal dayspring. He pmived the 
light of the &nu1 Presence from all dirrctions and no dWonr.  With the warm fervor of the 
fragrant breeze of divine love, he kindled a fire on the embers of the logs of singleness in the 
lamp of the divine emence in the &he of his heart, after parting the tradkry veils from the 
lamp's glass. Quaffing the mead of the peeless Reauty and the pure wine of the everlasting 
Pmence, he a th ind  the valley of etemal cognizance, afler emin8 the stages of opposition. He 
discoved. because of fervent attraction and desire for encounter, the city of perpetual partaking. 
He (had) enercd the city during a time of heedlessneza among its people. Then he penximi the 
fire of God, the Ancient, and the U ~ h t  of Cod, the A u p t .  Whm "He said to his family, 'Stay 
k k !  Verily, I perceive a f i r e ! * ( ~ & n  a 1 0  and 28291 And when he came to know the face of 
guidance, he discovered the perpetual bounties of a tree that '9s neither of the east nor of the 
west!' [ w a n  24351 Turnins from the mortal hcc of kwildetment, he was honored with the 
face of the Ever-abiding and found the hce of guidance0 mighty and wondrous, in the blazing fire 
which was hidden in roub from the un-n realm. Of tb he mid. "Or I may find by the Are 
some guidance." I201101 And thus may the meaning of ihr following blared verse be 
understood. "He who made firr to blaze for you from the green tree." 0 would that a hearer 
might be found so that a sprinkling h m  the depths of Uw o m n  of Am, and from the midst of 
this reservoir of fire, could be mentioned. But perhaps it is better still that this par1 in the shell 
of the sea of Cods m n c e  be hidden a d  remain treasured in its secret tecephcles, so that every 
estranged one may be debamd and evay intimaie become honored with the of splendor 
and reach the sacred precincts of beauty. HOW happy and b l d  is the soul that c a b  the cage 
of his body into the fire of love, and the soul who k c o m  a familiar spirit so that he may aWn 
this lofty grace of rest/relief and partake of the h h  hvw of GcdOs majesty. All of thb that has 
been mentbnd, conce* the d e p e s  of guidance and stag= of purification of the soul, in 
regard to the rank of Mmes b, according to our Prophet, upon Him bc peace, b (offend) lor the 
putpow that th# splendors may appear in the visible world. Othenuise, that B l d  One has 
.Imp guided by the guidance of God a d  always will be. For the sun of guidance dawned from 
Him a d  the moon of divhw grace appeared h m  Him and the fire of the divine essence was 
ldndM~mihctirrofhb~hrrrdthcctanrlndLncc~mtlwli~tofbkow.~evcry 
words that Holy o n  spke when Phnoh qudbnd him about that murder illumhvd the 
stature of these mnbhnces. He answered, "I did it. I was one of the wrongdoers and I was led 
astray when I kcame hrrN of you and so I fled. Thnr my Lord posld judgement upon me and 
made me o n  of the Messengers.'' T k  is ended, M as for the subject, it anrot be e x h r d  
atdmitshdtcmrin, 



The heert of hearb accepted the arrows 
of her lashes; all mation stretched b head 
to the d of her locks? 

Her footfalls are my Hnal goal; 
though she strob the land of clouds 
that shroud W s  Throne. 

In every eye I cried to pin her; 
in every fire 
I burned with separation? 

I spread myself as a carpet 
for her to cast her foot upon my heart; 
this, from the begimhg, was my goal!' 

I sought reunion everywhere; 
I dotted the letters of nearness 
on every grain of dust.ll 
6 is a word for "arrow"; & means cycbhes; ,p~ a d  jL.31 m s u u  lasso or snare. 

'The meaning is thb: pure, radiant kasb are receptive to the arrows of thr lashes of the moat 
high Bebvcd and seek to obtain whatever c o r n  from her. The head of creation, completely 
unseen and divine, is stmtchtd out in submission to the sniue of her tresses. The breast that is 
not sanctified by that a m w  remains bereft; utterly l a t  the heid that doesn't fall into that snare. 
Then hid be He whose demiption b far beyond us; for He b exalted beyond any narne they 
may d b e  to Him. 
Thir mcw that both sets of eyes, the holy, bQ and sanctified ones that are secretly vcild in 

the u ~ n  realm, and theme visible eyes that exbt in the realm of thb world, in evety time and 
place have wept and are weepins as a mull of thb servant's separation from witnessing the 
lights of the beauty of the Beloved. This may be understood from the appumt mean@ of the 
poem. The inm meaning of it, only God knows, for we apprehend less than a s i n e  Wet. 
Similarly, may you comprehend the meaning of the m n d  hemistich to the extent that the 
aendbility, fervor, attraction, dirtraw, p i o n ,  and bve come to exist in the realm of your king. 
Thus m y  you attain the &dm tree, phnted in the higheat pudbc, and ib Aqsa Maquc, which 
L the command and cam of God and nuv vou be honod thenwith. 
'O With the meaning of ardent dalac, goal, wbh. 
It mw that, "A- wery M, over the hc distant m c b ,  even from the land of hearts, 
adbeyond themtothatwhichhasmmd,d bcodedMind LhcveilsofUwunmrrrolm 
d e c n n t o U u n ~ r a r l w o f ~ I m p r c d m ~ t o k c o m e a ~ L h r t p r h . p r l u r  
hot might reach my hart, the wet of unrrn myakdm. 'IhL, in the end, is the destiny of 
SonctiWand godlyhub. 
" +$ means ''became dut." 



If only I were swift in reaching her light; 
I was cast far, far away 
after being so near. 

And if I reached out my a m  toward her, 
she would answer me with a sword; 
thus was my love requited." 

All I wanted was a tie to surely bind; 
all she sought was a sword 
to cut our sapling down. 

I said, "May my soul and all I have be your sacrifice, 
that we may meet; have mercy! 
uncover not my shame." 

Deepest love for you awakened my desire 
for union; a desire kept 
from the beginning of time to eternity!'" 

The mystery of revelation shown from her 
radiated for all humanity; She rose 
and my resurrection rose for her. 

I bore the misery of Yusayn for her; 
The orb of creation was molded 

l2 &I , that which is contrary (to the grammatical usage 00 the people is due to the need br 
~~~&taining the rh-. 
l3 'Chat is. whatever gifb f pamesa for verbal uspresaion or dccpr meaning, whatever I know 
conecm mattem of namee and attributes and whatever God k t o w t d  on me rrguding the 
seenand unmrrrrlmr, Ismifice that [might uteetywjutonce,orgazeonyou foronlya 
moment. I k g  Thy forgivcneas, 0 my Cod, if I ever &id claim to what b in Your hands. But I 
swear by Thy might, 0 my Cod, if I c a n ~ t  be thu, l want to be mr You then. Fbr other than 
this, nothing can ever knefit me a d  my hckd never rest* For if You were to give me 
evythine(htbhrtlwkwrudontkcuth,thrnIwwldrrlrYouUlb,OmyCod,thtit 
be d c e d  in Your path. For no one has been sadiced without You xwealing to Your servant 
some of the patest s i g n  of Your love and gbriou tokens d Your -on. SO xnay my 
soul be content with ib hoper, while bJV Thou art powerful over dl things. 
"Ilitbmd~vc,~bnotha~nt;howcva,itmr~1d~a~lbdktkbuth 
and there is no doubt about it. 



after me in ~ # n m  for him." 
You are the hope of my heart, the beloved 
of my inmat being; you are the lord 
of my sod, my light, my blood. 

Blem me that I may attain remion after exile; 
grant me the pure spirit of fellowship, 
though now I grieve. 

From my tonnent, hellfire blazed out;" 
from my groans the light 
of creation began to glow." 

The heat of my thirst dried up the sea of heaven; 
the river of splendor 
will never moisten my lips. 

With every grain of dust, I suffered 
every act of vengeance;" tell how 
tears of blood rained from my eyes. 

The ocean is but a drop 
from the flood of my tears; the fire of Abraham 
is but an ember from my fever's flame. 

My sorrow froze the sea of delight; 
at my distress the eye 
of sorrows overflowed. 

My splendor faded, my radiance dimmed; 
my light went out because of pride 
and the exultation of the mrli~ious?~ 

Is The orb of the lamer world, became it b dependent on the earth, carria the kmih end in^. 
I' 4 d 3  comes to mean fucl, bumbg, as it ia said [in the Qur'anl, "what fuel is men a d  stones!' 
However, this Q1K) has the cneani~ of fhme and intense (suffierinR). 
" ~ l w x n e ~ o f  &b " t o b e d i d o r  p v d t ~ c . "  
I# Bbod vagmce. 
" J3+i, pride or delukn. lhac who e d t  in the misfortune of othem are mom numerous than 
abms.ByGud! ThrUlreofwhrtnoyehurm,n,ar~hcPrd,mmindco~~idCIPd,mr 
ha&mtion conceived h u  mind down from the heaven of hccdbneu of the revealds 
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My bones are worn thin, and my flesh 
is tattered? my heart is scorched 
in the fire of my toment. 

My passion scattered me like ashes, loving 
you wow me raw; separation has lain waste to me, 
but to join you still my goal shall be?' 

Ekause of my grief, heaven was nearly rent 
asunder? from the agony of my heart, 
the ground of my being was shatteredau 

The burning of my heart and the crying of my eyes, 
the moaning of my soul and the pallor of my face 
show how you have disdained me. 

Every night I bewails the blame 
of the malidow$' every day I plead2" 
to be delivered from this scornful griefF9 

I reached the nethermost depths 
of disgrace? while every tongue 
grew weary of recounting it. '' 
seinb.  Say 0 people of the earth! Do not oppose him in whose hart  b naught but the 
effulgence of the lights of the mom of Cod's reign. kar God and do not opposc that which you 
will never love and never hate. Whether love for God is found or lost, neither can do Him harm. 
We give prabe to God for that Hc has made us independent of their love and their mention. For 
He is God and has ever been potent over all things. 
"&I "ngecd ud won8' 
21 *- mplu "wish," " hop". 
" It is a mfennce to the blered vm, "The heavens were nearly cleft asunder above than..!' 
Oand theearth is torn apart. 
" U& hm. Ramc W d y '  puffl. 



Every castle's maids have draped themselves in black; 
they mouned in every chamber 
because of my deep despondency. 

I perish by all the samw ; 
In each heartbeat I am gripped 
and lost in each release. 

She called out to me 
from behind "Silen~e!~ 
"Restrain your tongue from such talkmMU 

"How many uusayns like you 
have labored for me; how many cAlis 
just like you have loved me! 

"How many lovers loved me better than you; 
how many my peers, of the choicest men, 
have cried out like you. 

"They wailedY incessantly, 
yet never wavered, though 
at their wits' end awaiting me. 

"Compared to my dawning, the sun of reveiation 
is like a star; to my manifestation, 
unbounded light is but a sparkm 

"In the light of my inner being, all created 
being b like an ant; in the fire of my love 
the flames of hell are but an ember*= 

& d g  "to 7 our  a "morn" out of both low d WttOW* 

~t i s a c e ~ a c m t o ~ w ~ [ ~ Z Q 1 0 ~  "Herrid, ~ t ! ~ p r r c i v c a ~ r r ; ~ h . ~ ~ m r ~ b r i ~ ~ o u  
a brand horn it." 
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"Only his na-, he who was confinned 
in true faith,= is like mine; with my palm 
the hand of Mose6- was held close on Sinai. 

"The source of this Cause came from a dear command; 
the equity of judgement 
came from the justice of my wisdom. 

"The waves of the sea were calmed 
by the wave within me; the Holy Spirit 
was roused by the Light of my splendor. 

"On seeing me, immortal Moses fell s m d ,  pmrtrate;'O 
from one glimpse4' of me the holiest 
of mountains was aushed to duetea 

"With the spread of my Cause, the spirit of all 
souls was massed; from the breath of my spirit, 
moldering bones sprang to life? 

"The spirit of the Cause circumambulated her house; 
while the spirit of the house rose 
with the light of my countenance. 

"The lofty realm of knowledge enshrined 
in the letter %' is still a mystery; * 

From the nn [Q. 30901, *The nature of God a m r d i n ~  to which man was ncatd .  " 
A reference to the sacmi verw [again ma, "Be steadfast in hith, inclining away from evil!' 
Thc verse [B12J0 (a hand) "white without defect." 
A reknnce to the vnrc 128921 "Hold thy hnd clae in thy buom." 

@ A cekrmce to the vcne [a1431 "MOWS collapsed in a swoon!' 
41 "Look to the mountain=.!' [same verse1 
42 "fhc mountain crumbkd in dust." [same vme] 
ihc born came to Me, thoqh they were dmyed l k y  quivered from by and the bounty of 

the spirit. 
AU exbtence a p e  t h n q h  the letter 3'' and with the dot, the dbtinction was made 

between tJw wonhippen and the M o d  one. As t h e m  states0 "All t h t  b in the w a y  b 
hthcword, ... 41 ,%?&. IkbGad0thcWofhwor lds] .  



The T of ink bows down in secret to my pintoU 
"All hue guidance began with my noble Cause; 
all that is lofty 
descended with my gift? 

"Because of my holy melody, the droning of bids 
becomes a song; because of my resonant voice, 
the buzzing of bees is like a ringing bell. 

"I established my law despite the evil 
of your doubt; you quaffed another's love 
disdainful of my decrees. 

"You came with attributes; you came with kinship; 
You bandied names about 
against the way of my path." 

"You described your self and pined partners 
with me; Ha! Sinner! 
Breaking this commandment is the greatest sin. 

"You hoped in you fantasy to join me; 
Ha! You will not! Unless you fulfill 
all my conditions in yourself: 

"Quaff fate's afflictions from every cup; 
taste defeat's bloody streams 
pouring from my heartau 

"Sever your hopes of any touch 
of relief; prevent the fulfillment 
of every craving need. 

* The meanings in the dot are countla. beyond reckoning, Umitlar, and impemhabk. 
ThtnfOfe. the prombcd b u t y ,  the allemkildng word. and tfw divine temple are charactechi 
by this lofty name and exalted inscription of the Supreme 'Ihrofw. which is the rite of revelation 
and seat of Unwm Being. This mkrs in p a t t h h  to the same temple and b sufficient wibKI. 
unto itself. 

'J ,~"dcMndot r rvce ld . "  w' 8 

a & hr Uurc medqp: "the heart," "W3r blood," a d  "md." 
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"Blood shed in the sacred path of love 
is obligatory; a heart4' scorched 
by love is the first sign of allegience I exact. 
"Keep wakeful every night!"' 
from the scorpion stings of the viciow~' 
their ceaseless vilification will fill your days. 

"According to my religion, deadly venom* 
is like sherbet; in my faith, 
the sentence of death is sweet compssionmu 

Tease your claim to love, or submit to this course; 
this command proceeds 
according to precepts of my religion!' 

I cried out to her secretly from afar, 
"0 my Love! The aim of all my affairs 
and desire of my soul! 

Lo! I am ready, captive in your hands 
of might! 0 how I hope 
for what you have decreed.Y 

Here I am, seeking all of you, 
your every wish; 
How I long for what you have decreed.% 

This my breast is hoping for, the lances 
of your assault; for this my body longs, 
the swords of your conquest. 

.&, [Uterally vitals], here "heart." 

= " m e s s .  
stha, biting; scorpion-like peopk am intended. 

52 poison, death, destruction. 
out of compuion and kindnar 

" that which is conrMcred out of wrath and power. 
* a bnging lor; a, pur judganmt upon. 



Your fire is my light, vanquished by your hand 
is my aim? your tyranny is my ease, 
your verdict is my desire?' 

'50 behold the tears of my eyes, how they stream; 
gaze into the recesses of my heart, 
how it withers and fades away!' 

She cast spears of indifference; 
daily she struck with swords 
and with rejection every night. 

I read the book of unbelief, every line; 
I endured everyone's silence 
or curse each moment flung. 

I was pierced with accusations 
of idolatry every moment; every hour 
I was stabbed with spears of expulsion. 

It was as if all fate's afflictions poured down 
for me alone; it was as if every sword 
of wrath was drawn upon my neck.m 

The sorrows of Jacov, Joseph 
in his prison cell,'O Job's ordealb1 
and the fire of the Friend of Goda; 

Adam's remorse, Jonah's flightpa 
David's ay and Noah's 

Wm Mwbh!8 
*wish desk. 
!B r'* =k.* 
SJ The vem. "His eves became white from ronow." 
* The YCM I1233 and 12961, T w o  youths entmd prhon with him" and "He said, Prison b 
prrfcrablt to what (&me WO-nl are invitinp~ me to..." &. 
m: 831 "o bd, .fltictbn hu bnet m." 
[Qdan 21Sn ""And Jonah, w h  he left in anger, he ima- that we did not haw power 

OVTt him..." 
* Noah a d  Rvid Lmentcd end wept a mt d d .  T k  i(orv of Noah is well known, but the 



Eve's separationu, Mary's agony, 

Isaiah's tribulation and Zachariah's torment? 
The deluge of my sorrow destined a 1  that was decreed; 
from the overflow of my distreai, ail afflictions began. 

See how I wander the lands desolate and alone; 
Witness that my only companion 
in this wasteland is a wild beast .Y 

When my eyes were openedu, the eyes of heaven 
rained downyat the cleavingM of my heart, 
springs burst from the ground and merged?' 

By the spirit of my sorrows, the spirit of eternity 
was slain; in the glare of my grief, 
the throne of the Most High collapsed?' 

The red in all creation by my blood 
was reddened; the branches of being 
sprouted from the team of my eyes? 

Bitter affliction suffered in the your path 
of love is sweet; the honey of eternity 
without your presence is most bitter." 

matter of David's outcry may be kna*wn krn the F s r h  how much persecution and affliction 
thev suffcnd. 
W It concems ha separation fmm Adam for 40 days or more, as is mentiond in former 
tnditionr. Ilhb reference b not in m~u#ript 21 
a We rmwd him from lreat affliction. 
" It b said to be a wasteland or d m .  

A referem to the sacred verse. "And m opened the gates of heawn* 
Y With wlkr pouring down. 
@ We caused s d n ~  to issue from the earth. 
ihc W a b  pind a8 He h d  C O d d .  

a** , or was destmybd. 
n& , to cultivate. 



Iron scamupon my neck" are plain 
to see,j5 shackles 
marks upon my legs remain" 

Nat a day has p a d  but I am 
scorched by insinuating verse 
and insolent" prare. 

My spirit has departed and my heart 
has melted; my soul has boiled out 
from my sore misery. 

I survived without spirit, without heart, 
without life's blood; that I still remained 
was my great bewilderment. 

For the loftiness of my soul, judgement was rendered 
against me; 0 would that my reality 
had never risen out from within. 

Thus affliction compassed me 
from every side; their decrees 
devastated me at every turn." 

I ascended to the apex of oneness, 
alone; I attained reunion, 
a fountain within my soul. 

I witnessed your attributes 
in my own qualities, 
with your sharp eye in every @an=? 

If I have limits, they are shown 

" It b an allusion [or m(onvmv1 to chiaim. 
It msam that it b certain ud obvious. 

%duinr; &,rmpnin(l "it rrmrinr." 

Iite*, Yblatani." 
"That is, "it dcrhoycd mcr w, d m .  
* Tow we made your sight rhsrp. 



from you; if I had qualities 
they manifested from you? 

Out of my murk, the darkness of night 
came into being; out of my soul, 
midday's light stremed. 
No matter if I am Mven out today; 
I will triumph by the light on High 
on the day of my resurrection. 

I befriended Jerusalem with the Light 
of its fellowship; I departed 
by way of Tehran during the time of my exile. 

I attained faith in the Light because of the light 
within me; I ascended to the realm 
of the spirit in my inmost soul. 

I call out to thee, "0 spirit of Life, depart 
from me! Let not the least 
remnant of self remain?' 

0 spirit! From the cloud-shrouded throne 
descend! Your merit of glory 
is nothing in the measure of my meakness. 

0 my master, Arise! 
0 my heart be gone; you have no majesty, 
despised in the lowlands. 

0 my patience! Endure contentedly 
all that you have borne of hardship 
for the good-pleasure of your beloved!' 

She called out to me in spirit, "Endure! 
For I axn weli aware 
of all you sought to prove. 

-- 

an meah* a&, napped!# 
" +,h b better, e m  though it is contrary to common mast due to (the sender) of 4. 
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"Abandon what you know and to what you cling; 
for in my presence the worship of many 
is the same as the worship of one. 

"Mast splendid is the splendor of Sinai, 
but to me it is like fluff. Most brilliant is heaven's 
light; but to me it is utter darkness. 

"The tokens of your portrayal are true, 
but suit a child; the sketches of your praise 
are true, but rudimentary. 

"Truly I have remained in sanctity; 
indeed, I will ever be 
boundless in purity. 

"For how many a just one was to me 
an oppressor; how many the scholar 
in my eyes is ignorant. 

"How many the immortal one 
to me had passed away; how many a mystic 
knower will never know a thing. 

"How many a servant, to me was a despot; 
how many a worshipper 
never spent a moment in prostration. 

"Heaven's psalmsP are confirmed 
in my own being; pagesP of splendor 
were sent down from my page. 

"From my atom, the primordial sun 
spun aH; from my dropI 
the sea of creation was drawn forth? 
li By p.Lm, +~l j b rm~nt [holy1 bodt 
u A jl the plural of "pa8e" or "scripture." 
'thatbUamcintobcinn,~!* 
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"All the wealth of the family of man 
seems to me like the snort of an ant 
or the buzz of a bee. 

"All minds are deranged by the lure 
of my hearty all souls are revivedM 
by the sonority of my soul. 

"AM deities achieved diviniv from a sprinkling 
of my Cause; all lords are nurtured 
by the abundance of my j~dgrnent.~ 

"He who walked the land of the Spirit, 
by decree waked with me; the throne of Sinai 
ever was my native land to tread. 

"By my light, the star of revelation 
shown forth; because of my spirit, 
the sun of jay appeared. 

"The many gathered verses are lamps 
of revelation; reposited writings 
are dawning points of sanctity; 

"Gems of ideas, purities of thought; 
brocades of light, 
arabesques of wisdom; 

"From the kappa of my  command^, judgement was passed 
on all; while from the kindliness of my heart, 
every wondrous thing appeared. 

"You tumed away from my face and yet imagined 

from ddl, meaning Mpurbn, rapum.'' 
"from@,lifc. 
w 4 ~ , f m m ~ , d i e t y .  
'from &,I, lords. 
mtherrr lmofcodbnwmt .  



that you drew near; You poured out 
the water of pmtense in a religion of fancy. 

"You failed to remain in the light 
of the Unseen, despite what I wrought 
within you; thus my skill was wasted?" 

*lhb me- YIhe vane of EfNsence"[Qur)in 1:143?], which is one of the dfdgemxs from the 
lishb of the mom eternity a d  the manifeetationr of the dawn of the sun of sanctity and the 
radiance that is dawning from the sun of being, and the moon of the d c l M  one and the point of 
adoration. She bestowed the honor and lofty rank of eternal life upon the realitks of contingent 
beings, the gem-like spirits of mated sadst and all the a tom of the universe, with drop  of the 
water from the divine king and pure sprinklings of the eternal fountains. She domed them 
with everlasting r o b ,  thc lofty garments, and etemal clothing. Despite this m a t  mighty sign, 
such a gnnd bestowal, this unqendubb light. and pricelrrr gift, we failed to re& steadfast. 
We did not stand firm by thb Whty work. this sure bounty, ancient glory, and eternal grace. So 
we remained veiled fran the sacred breaths of the Holy Spirit, the scented, radiant breezes of 
communion to such an extent that if a thousand h v i d s  of existence were bund singing the 
strains of the balms, rongr of joy, and melodies hah and new, over the moldering bonts of the 
pople, yet thy would never be s t i m d  or revived. Fbr the capacity to receive the mercy from the 
heaven of power haa been removed. All are imprisoned by selfish desire in the cage of the body 
and are unronscious. Thy are so dumbdnrk by the thunder of heedlessness that they wiil 
never come to their semet!i0 nor will they reach the station of union and nearness, which is the 
auntial seal. How regrettable, that we were not guidd by thc essence of guidance; what a pity 
that we were not led b the lamp of eternity, nor did we approach the Sinai of her proximity, nor 
did we rtjext thae who demonstrated their denial of her. Neither did we seek the raptures of her 
sanctified spirit, nor did we follow the lights of her pyfulness. 

Among all thcv thingr we must seek8 are the following-we must sacrifice our souls, 
wMch we did not adeve; we must put on the garment of steadfastness, and this we did not earn. 
Indeed, we were ritting in the midst of the ocean of the divine arace, waiting to draw a sip of 
water. We were resting in the shade of the sun of eternity, and asking for a lamp. This is the 
condition of this sewant, a d  the servants of Cod, and every one in this land. And if a fire 
should be kindkd from the s a d  tree, we would not be inflamed thmwith, but we would try to 
extinguish i t  So '"Well is it for one who attires himself with the rob of justice in this battle." If 
you were endowed with this m a t  great quality, of coume, you would obtain the most glorious 
favor. This b that bond b the hidden void; it m o m  by Her movement; when it is still, 
everything in crsrtbn is stilled. Theelore one must illumine and putify his breast from the 
mums of compt, vMou a d  souldevouring imaginings, so that the wondrous ba of justice 
may emcrge h m  behind Mount Qbf. Tlen we m y  perceive the radiance of the portals of 
c(cmrl delbht a d  the raptures of divine ardor and apptehend the melodies of the dove of 
eternity and reach the hcnu of the r o b  of the ndiant rpbits and upon the dais of love take our 
mt. This is the ultimate favor, and its lowest station. In addition to all this, we must shun the 
opponents of truth in every matter and not parnit the fcllowship with such a one. h r ,  by Cod, 
the bmth of the mrlkkur will devour the rightcotg, jtmt as fire on dry wood and heat on chilled 
ice. "Do not be among thov who hrden Udr hcor(r against the rnentbn of God." 

For Ulk mason we have mentioned the interpretation of this vm, out of khdnm la 
vkmofthce~,Mda~ktoUwyaofthc.ngmd.latUwyundemududhtc~ 

*-r according to their aelfkh M r r r  It was d t e c i  during a time of (hc e d L  in d b b t  
regionso U w a ( o n u n l u d r , y r t m o n ~ ~ t t u k u n c d s n d n o M e i n t ~  rindplities 
nb+d my~bjechor  tion. Yet k a m e  of the fienxntbo of ~6 poplt, P suspect that 

it, they will raise -n8# and accordin8 to Orir hnqr wander 



"Hold fast the cord of the Cause in itr evident form; 
be well acquainted with the face 
of Light in a hidden inner realm. 

"Rend asunder the veil of nearness without a glance; 
gaze on the beauty of sanctity 
unveiled within you. 

''SO be silent, lest the power of the heavenly throne 
be shaken; forbear, because the eyes 
of the unseen realm have wept. 

"Meaning beyond any knowledge gained 
lies concealed within you, 
too radiant for minds to apprehend. 

"Take delight and commune in secret 
with the mystery of sanctity; disclose it not, 
if you wish to be my trusted one. 

"If you were to unveil the face 
of all you've seen, all creation would be 
destroyed in a moment's unguarded glance. 
blindly in doubt ancl error along the path of delusion. Say: Cod b the goal of the path. Either be 
of the t h n l r N  or of the ungntehrl, either m '4 or den The seal on a container of musk, 
whcn it is opened, the one with a snac of sme Sb perceives it ?!Ll w e anyone with congestion 
remains deprivd. And if everyone b so afflicted with rheum, still there is no d e w  in the 

e"=tIrs?!5 
petfume, nor b thm we@ or cnor in the production of the Then praised 

be Thou, God8 my God! I call on Thee at this moment when Thou hast sent down upon me the 
the seen and unrm worlds 
a@tation. I sweat by m y  

it, harts would be burned to their 
be ckft mundet and the earth and all that is 
the fragrant breeze of fidelity will never 

r m t  of eternity waft from city of glory. Never 
crinron leaves, nor will the cock of grandcur 
of one whom you have gbtiAed, the one whom 

and the wellspring of Thy Lotdship, I have 
brgotten every mnanbilm and dl you have taught me ptcviously of the wonder of Thy 
knowledge and all (Iw collected s i p  of your widom. Nay, I am utterly foqptten, as if 1 wee 
unknown in thy doninka By the Uk ofaA13, by the 116c of Muhmnud.  by the spirit of $aM, and 
mercyof t h e ~ t h e n p h m o f ~ a d ; b y  the n o f ~ a n d t h e m p  ofthe 
beloved and her pure beauty, 1 do not wbh to be in =*Id Eor one moment. And% stands 
nearirmywitnum. 



"Thus the command proceeds fmm the throne 
of might; thus the judgement 
issues from the essence of my power." 

Blessed are those who attained for the beauty of their faithfulness. 
Blessed are thaw who embraced a wondrous law. 

Blessed are the ardent lovers for shedding their blood. 
Bid are th- who ding fast to the cord of my affection. 

Blessed are the sincere as they hasten 
from every diredion to the shade of my lordship. 

Colophon 

It was completed 
on the day of perfection 

that was the day of 'Ilm in the month of Kalimat 
in the first year of the third Mid 

since the manife8tation of the Point of the Bayan, 
May the spirit of all else be a s a d =  to Him 

The eighth of Ramad&, 1299 A.H. 



Appendix Four 

A Glarsary of Some Arabic Literary, Religious, and Rhetorical Terms' 

adab: literature, belles-lettres; manners, polite behavior. 

aya: sign; v e m  of the QurBn. 

bayt: distich, couplet, verse of poetry. 

badith: tradition; an orally transmitted saying, deed, or significant silence on the 
part of the Prophet Mdammad, often used to substantiate a point of law, 
cosrect behavior, or belief. 

ha: state or condion, usually temporary; adverbial clause. 

husn al-taclil: ingenious assignment of cause. 

idiifa: noun construct fomed by two or three t e r n  pined in genetive 
modification with the first term modifing the second. 

Mm: double entendre, the more remote meaning being intended. 

jin8s: pining or correspondence; a class of figures of speech used in poetry. Two 
term exist in close proximity and are linked t h g h  derivation from the same 
root or consonantal shape. The pair creates a euphony of sound and either a 
hannony or dissonance of linked meanings. Numerous varieties and subclasses 
are described: 

jhs al-ishtiqaq: two words derived h m  the same root. 

V s  al-mucJMC: two words differ by only one letter. 

jiniis al-mudhayyal: one of the two words has an additional consonant. 

@s al-mukhiM two words with identical letters in different order 

'Sowes: A. 1. Arbmy, Arabic Paby: A Rimer lop Shrdentr (London: Camkidse 
Univerdty Ra). 1%5; Wahba, Maw, DMoryny clJLihny Tnns (English-hnek-Ambic) (Beinat: 
tibnrie Du Liban), 1974. 
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jiniis al-mulchtalif: two words differ in their vocalization (short vowels). 

jintis al-murakkab: two components with the same sound, one formed by 
two words, the other being a single word. 

jhh al-muqaN\& the two words differ in their diacritical points, but have 
the saxne shape and vowel sounds. 

j W s  al-mu-bih: two word that appear to be derived from the same 
root, but are not. 

ji- al-mustufi al-tamm: two words that are exactly the same but with 
different meaning. 

mad*, or madb: the last section of the q ~ i d a ,  in which the poet praises his or her 
benefactor. 

maqh: station or stage of attainment by a mystic to an elevation of character, 
perception, degree of knowledge, or spiritual growth. 

mathnawi: a poem, often lengthy, narrative in structure, composed of rhymed 
couplets. 

mucallaqa: pre-Islamic qeida, or ode of such fine character as to be suspended 
from the shrine of the kaC. Only seven or ten poem were so designated 
and preserved. 

muMlagha: hyperboleD exaggeration. 

muM3sma: balance between pairs of phrases. 

muqabala: a pair of contrasting ideas in a balanced compound. 

muw8zana: intemal rhyme. 

nasib: the amatory prelude of a ~ i d a .  

qiifiyya: end rhyme. 



qqida: ode, poem fomwd by distichs or couplets all having the same 
end-rhyme and meter, with defined d e s  of subject and structure. 

radd alJaiz alqadr: the line ends with the same word or phrase with which 
it began. 

shaykk elder, founder or leader of a Sufi order. 

shirk: pining partners with GoQ polytheism. 

tadmk quoting from the Qurih, With, or a line of poetry. 

tajhhul aiSMf: feigned ignorance, rhetorical question. 

talm*: allusion, without quotation. 

#arfqa: Sufi order or fellowship. 

t ~ r :  internal rhyme in which the tern correspond in exact rhythm as well. 

t a s w :  personification. 

cUdlui: A group of pre,Islamic love poets renowned for their chastity and 
faithfulness in love, even to death. 

waul: rhythm in poetry. 




